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Due to the wide application of silica based systems ranging from microelectronics 

to nuclear waste disposal, detailed knowledge of water-silica interactions plays an 

important role in understanding fundamental processes, such as glass corrosion and 

the long term reliability of devices. In this dissertation, atomistic computer simulation 

methods have been used to explore and identify the mechanisms of water-silica 

reactions and the detailed processes that control the properties of the water-silica 

interfaces due to their ability to provide atomic level details of the structure and reaction 

pathways. Through the development of nanoporous amorphous silica structure models, 

the interactions between water and the complex unhydroxylated internal surfaces 

identified the unusual stability of strained siloxane bonds in high energy ring structure 

defects, as well as the hydroxylation reaction kinetics, which suggests the difficulty in 

using DFT methods to simulate Si-O bond breakage with reasonable efficiency. Another 

important problem addressed is the development of silica gel structures and their 

interfaces, which is considered to control the long term residual dissolution rate in 

borosilicate glasses. High temperature evolution of the silica-gel-water (SGW) structure 

was performed through classical MD simulation of the system, and growth of the gel into 

the water region occurred, as well as the formation of intermediate range structural 

features of dense silica.  
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND 

1.1 Introduction 

Silica and water are two of the most abundant systems present on earth, with the 

earth’s crust being composed of ~62% SiO2 and 90% of rocks classified as silicate 

minerals, along with 1.4 billion cubic kilometers of water in the oceans and on the 

earth’s surface, resulting in countless opportunities for water-silica interfaces to form [1-

3]. Due to the wide application of silica in a variety of industries, there is significant 

interest in the processes and mechanisms which occur when silica surfaces come in 

contact with water.  

One clear application is in geology, where the chemical weathering of silicate 

minerals, typically by interactions with aqueous environments, causes restructuring of 

the surface and affects the rate of silica diffusion in water, the stability of the earth’s 

crust, and the ability to date geological formations [3,4]. Additionally, water causes 

hydraulic weakening in silicate minerals and alters the stress corrosion of silica glasses, 

particularly at highly strained crack tips [5]. 

Water-silica interfaces also impact the reliability of microelectronics, including the 

degradation of the mechanical properties of low-k dielectrics [6] and loss of interfacial 

adhesion properties [7]. Overall, corrosion effects related to the introduction of water 

into the system were predicted to be the cause of 20% of failures in microelectronic 

devices [8]. 

Many energy applications also use silica based materials, including catalysis 

supports [9-11], hydrogen storage materials [12-14], carbon sequestration to separate 
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CO2 from gaseous exhaust streams [15-17], and humidity sensors [18], all of which use 

nanoporous silica. 

The biomedical sector also employs silicate glasses, such as 45S5, the bioactive 

glass composition developed by Larry Hench, which is 45 mole% SiO2, and has led to 

increased interest in the interface between bioactive glasses and body fluids, which are 

composed primarily of water molecules [19-21]. The formation of hydroxyapatite on the 

surface of bioactive glasses requires ion exchange and the development of silanol 

groups through water-surface reactions [22]. 

One of the most pressing needs for understanding the interfacial properties of 

water-silica systems was the development of borosilicate glass compositions in the 

1970s for the vitrification of nuclear waste for long term storage [23] . Since radioactive 

isotopes remain active for thousands of years, host materials must be durable enough 

to stabilize the ions for comparable time frames [24]. 

Glasses present themselves as a solution for the immobilization of nuclear waste 

due to their long-term stability and the low probability of leaching elements into the 

surrounding environment [25]. For example, some naturally forming glasses, such as 

fulgurites and obsidians, have existed for over 3000 million years, suggesting that 

manmade glasses may experience similar longevity [23,25]. The incorporation of 

nuclear waste into a glass matrix adds the chemical durability of oxides to the system, 

providing a stable environment until the ions are no longer radioactive. 

Current nuclear waste glasses are primarily borosilicates, with variations 

between the six countries which currently vitrify nuclear waste for disposal, from which 

an estimated 15,000 metric tons of nuclear waste glass have been produced [23-25]. An 
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example of the complex glass compositions used for nuclear waste disposal is SON68, 

a thirty component borosilicate glass (Table 0-1) which is an inactive surrogate for 

French vitrified nuclear waste [26]. To ease some of the difficulties associated with the 

analysis of such complex glass compositions, a simpler six component glass (Table 

0-1), termed international simple glass (ISG), was selected by an international 

consortium for the standardization of results worldwide [26]. 

Table 0-1: International simple glass (ISG) and SON68 nuclear waste glasses 

compositions [26,27] 

Composition (Mole %) SiO2 B2O3 Na2O Al2O3 CaO ZrO2 Other 

ISG 60.2 16.0 12.6 3.8 5.7 1.7 0.0 

SON68 45.5 14.0 9.9 4.9 4.0 2.7 19.0* 

*Other elements include: Li2O, Fe2O3, P2O5, NiO, Cr2O3, Cs2O, SrO, Y2O3, MoO3,

MnO2, CoO, Ag2O, CdO, SnO2, Sb2O3, TeO2, BaO, La2O3, Ce2O3, Pr2O3, Nd2O3, UO2, 

and ThO2  

By developing a detailed understanding of the mechanisms which control the 

dissolution rate of glasses, compositions which are capable of ensuring safe long-term 

storage of nuclear waste can be identified. 

Due to the ubiquitous nature of silicates and water in the systems discussed 

above, there is a significant drive to understand the reactions and processes which 

govern water-silica interfacial properties. The analysis of these systems has been 

approached from many different angles, resulting in a significant research output in an 

effort to understand these interfaces. As an example in 1955 Krauskopf noted in his 

paper on the dissolution and precipitation of silica in fresh and salt water that “The 

literature of the geologic role of silica….is exceeding voluminous”, indicating that even 
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more than sixty years ago the available information of water-silica systems was beyond 

the scope of a single person to review in its entirety [27]. 

Therefore, in the following sections the aspects of the water-silica interface most 

critical to the work included in this dissertation is presented. The focus is on the water-

silica interface, the hydroxylation process, formation of structured water, breakage of 

strained and unstrained Si-O bonds in silica, and a brief overview of the dissolution 

process in silica and multicomponent glasses.  Difficulties and advantages of the use of 

computational and experimental methods are also included. For a more exhaustive 

description of the water-silica system the reader is directed to the following books on the 

topic [3,28-30] 

1.2 Application of Experimental Methods to Water-Silica Systems 

Long before the advent of modern experimental methods, analysis of water-silica 

systems was performed to provide insight into the role of water on the dissolution of 

silicate materials. One preliminary study of silica’s solubility in water was performed by 

Church in 1867, which identified the polymerization of silica out of an oversaturated 

solution through visual examination [31]. Since then, the explosive advances in 

characterization of material interfaces has provided ample opportunity to investigate the 

water-silica surfaces with increased accuracy. 

Application of experimental methods to water-silica interactions is broad, and 

most of the available characterization techniques have been employed, including 

secondary ion mass spectroscopy (SIMS), nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) analysis, 

Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR), transmission electron microscopy 
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(TEM), scanning electron microscopy (SEM), electron energy loss spectroscopy 

(EELS), Raman spectroscopy, and sum frequency generation (SFG) spectroscopy, 

among others. Many of these characterization methods encounter difficulties during the 

investigation of amorphous, insulating, or oxide materials, and in differentiating between 

atomic species. Brief descriptions of the most commonly used characterization methods 

with respect to their applications in glasses are discussed below. 

The use of diffraction based characterization methods to investigate water-silica 

systems is complicated by the amorphous structure, which results in the formation of 

broad peaks in the diffraction pattern, and must be separated for the identification of 

interatomic distances [32,33]. However, neutron diffraction studies have been used 

extensively to identify the short range order, such as bond lengths and coordination 

numbers, in a wide variety of glasses [34-39]. Neutron diffraction becomes more 

complicated in the characterization of water containing systems due to the similar mass 

of hydrogens and neutrons. This generates incoherent background scattering which 

must be removed through statistical methods [33]. Deuterium exchange with hydrogen 

can be used to differentiate protons from neutrons, but cannot completely remove the 

noise in the diffraction spectra [33]. X-ray diffraction can also be used to identify the pair 

distribution functions from the localized order in amorphous materials [40-42], though it 

is limited to short range structural features. Neither neutron nor x-ray diffraction can 

differentiate between different oxygen or hydrogen sites [33]. 

Various types of vibrational spectroscopy, including FTIR and Raman 

spectroscopy have been used to analyze the structure of glasses [43-52]. Raman 

spectroscopy in particular has been used in the analysis of water-silica systems, since 
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this method is applicable to both solids and liquids and can identify terminal groups, 

such as non-bridging oxygen (NBO) or silanol groups on the surface [33,46,53]. Much 

like the diffraction based techniques, Raman spectroscopy of glasses struggles with the 

identification of structural features from a single broad peak in the spectra [33]. In the 

case of well-known systems, separating out individual contributions to this peak can be 

performed, but the process is more difficult if unusual peaks or features are noted 

[33,54]. The calculations of the vibrational density of states can be used to index 

structural features in the glass which appear in the Raman spectrum [33]. Additionally, 

the identification of bonding states in water is possible, which is critical for the analysis 

of hydrated systems [33].  Even so, application of IR spectroscopy to hydrated systems 

is complicated by the inclusion of absorbed water, which can interfere which the OH 

vibrations in the silanol groups [55]. 

Solid state NMR spectroscopy is also well suited for the study of amorphous 

systems through description of the local environment surrounding a nucleus. This 

technique does not require diffractions of neutrons, electrons, or x-rays [33]. As a result, 

NMR can identify different bonding environments in silicon, such as the number of 

bridging oxygens [56,57] and coupled O-H interactions in silanols [58-63], as well as 

providing information on the localized structure, such as bond angles [64,65]. NMR can 

investigate the interactions between water and silica due to the high natural abundance 

of the hydrogen-1 isotope (1H), which has high NMR sensitivity [33]. Silica systems have 

other complexities for NMR analysis, notably the low natural abundance of the NMR 

sensitive oxygen isotope oxygen-17 (17O) at 0.04%, which requires isotope exchange 
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for analysis, and its high quadrupolar interaction, which makes identification of peak 

shifts more difficult [33].  

 Atom probe tomography (APT) has recently increased in popularity for analysis 

of oxide systems due to its ability to provide compositional information, especially 

across interfaces such as those formed during glass dissolution [33,66-70]. 

Traditionally, APT has been limited in glasses since it requires the ionization of 

individual atoms on the tip of a specimen, which can be difficult in insulators due to high 

mechanical stress developed during ionization resulting in the cracking of brittle 

samples [33]. Despite these limitations, APT has been applied to investigations of glass 

dissolution, and has provided insight on the composition of interfacial gel layers [71,72]. 

ATP methods work best for identifying the composition of gels developed from complex 

glass compositions, including heavy transition metals, but the analysis is more 

complicated in pure silica gels, composed almost exclusively of hydrogen, oxygen, and 

silicon [33].  

For additional detailed information on the difficulties associated with 

characterization of glassy systems the reader is directed to Reference [33].  

 Due to the complexities present in the characterization of amorphous, insulating, 

and hydrated oxide structures, a mixture of the above techniques, plus those which 

have not been discussed in detail, must be used in order to fully characterize the glass 

surface. However, even if all available experimental techniques were applied, aspects of 

the glass system would still be difficult to identify, such as reaction mechanisms which 

occur in picoseconds, the changing charge of atoms involved in the reaction, the rate of 

siloxane breakage and reformation, and analysis of interface structures. Other 
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techniques have therefore been employed to provide additional information to develop a 

complete and mechanistic understanding of the processes which govern water-silica 

interactions. 

1.3 Application of Computational Methods to Water-Silica Systems 

In addition to the extensive application of experimental characterization 

techniques, simulation methods have also been used to investigate water-silica 

systems, since several of the difficulties which occur in the experimental analysis are 

not present. Here, the application of atomistic simulations are discussed in the 

investigation of water-silica systems, specifically the use of classical molecular 

dynamics (MD) and density functional theory (DFT) methods. Both of these 

computational approaches have been used extensively in the study of water [73-78], 

silica [79-84], and combined systems [85-91], with differing levels of accuracy and 

efficiency, allowing for the identification of diverse aspects of water and silica. 

In the application of DFT simulations to water-silica interfaces, the calculation of 

the electronic structure, which is the basis of the method, are more accurate for light 

elements such as hydrogen and oxygen since the calculation of complex d- and f-

electrons orbitals is not required [92]. DFT simulations can also provide information on 

the partial atomic charges and charge transfer during reactions, orientation of dipole 

moments and hydrogen bonds in water, or the movement of individual atomic species. 

Additionally, atomistic resolution in simulations can provide details on mechanisms 

responsible for individual bond breakage, which would be almost impossible to identify 

from the use of experimental characterization methods due to reaction speeds. Despite 

these advantages the application of computational methods have some challenges with 
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the simulation of water-silica systems. In ab initio DFT methods, which require full 

calculation of the electronic structure, simulation sizes are limited (<500 atoms) as is the 

time frame of the simulations (<100 ps) making long simulations difficult and 

computationally expensive [92]. To account for these cluster calculations, a small 

number of atoms which are suspended in vacuum, have been used, which negates the 

effects of the bulk material on the surface properties [93,94]. It was only in recent years 

that computational algorithms and hardware has become advanced enough to allow for 

the simulation of bulk surfaces and the accurate identification of surface features [92]. 

Without even greater efficiency in DFT algorithms and improvements in the networking 

of computer power, the ability to simulate larger systems (10,000+) will be outside the 

reach of ab initio simulations for many years to come. 

A natural answer to the difficulties associated with using ab initio methods is the 

application of slightly less accurate, but much faster, classical MD simulations, which 

implements a user generated forcefield to describe the interatomic forces. With the use 

of more efficient classical MD methods larger systems (up to billions to atoms) can be 

simulated for longer time frames (milliseconds for accelerated molecular dynamics), 

opening up a range of dynamic studies which can be performed while maintaining 

atomistic resolution [95,96]. An added difficulty in this case is the development of 

classical MD potentials, which must be designed to simulate the water-silica systems, 

and requires knowledge of the reaction mechanisms which occur in the system. The 

development of dissociative forcefields which can describe the complex bonding 

environments, changing atomic speciation, accurate reaction mechanisms, in water-

silica systems, all with reasonable efficiency, has been a challenge. Several recent 
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successes have been identified, primarily the development of a bond order based 

potential by van Duin, Goddard, and colleagues [82,85,97,98], which serves as an 

improvement over a number of earlier potentials [99-104] which had difficulties allowing 

for the unpredictable siloxane bond breakage on complex silica surfaces. A more in-

depth discussion of the challenges associated with developing water-silica force fields 

and evaluating them based on available ab initio data is discussed in Section 4.2. 

In order to simulate systems with DFT accuracy but classical MD efficiency, 

quantum mechanical and molecular mechanics (QM/MM) are sometimes used, with a 

higher level of theory, such as DFT, applied to the area of interest, while the rest of the 

system is simulated with less accurate methods [105,106]. The use of QM/MM 

simulations can be complicated since they require a method of connecting the two 

regions, and results have been shown to be sensitive to the amount of the surface 

which is treated with DFT [105,106]. 

The application of both computational and experimental methods to the 

investigation of water-silica systems has resulted in the identification of key features of 

the water-silica interfaces and the process of silica dissolution. 

1.4 Evolution of the Water-Silica Interface 

The development and evolution of the water-silica interface is time dependent, 

due to the relatively high activation energies for the breakage of siloxane bonds, the 

kinetics of the reactions, and stability of the initial oxide structure as well as the possible 

formation of interfacial regions on the surface. 
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In the following sections examples of changing features of the water-silica 

interfaces are identified, including hydroxylation of the silica surface, formation and 

identification of silanol concentrations, properties of nanoconfined water, breaking of Si-

O bonds in strained and unstrained configurations, and the dissolution of silica and 

silicate glasses. 

1.4.1. Hydroxylation and Surface Silanol Concentrations 

The interfacial properties of silicates are controlled by the existence of surfaces 

species, which in non-functionalized silica are almost exclusively hydroxides or silanols 

(Si-OH). The concentration of silanols affects the reactivity of the surface, and can alter 

the surface character from hydrophilic to hydrophobic [107]. The hydrophobic character 

of the silica surface is due to siloxane (Si-O-Si) bonds, which do not form hydrogen 

bonds with water, and isolated silanol groups, which occur when only one silanol groups 

is bonded to a silicon [107,108]. The isolated silanol groups do not allow for sufficient 

hydrogen bond formation to result in hydrophilic behavior. In contrast, hydrophilic silica 

is generated by closely spaced vicinal silanol groups or geminal silanols, formed when 

two silanol groups are bonded to the same silicon, allow for the creation of a hydrogen 

bonded water network due to the polar nature of the –OH group which stabilizes the 

water on the surface  [107-109]. A sketch of the structure of geminal and vicinal silanols, 

as well as siloxane bonds, on the silica surface, is included in Figure 0-1. 
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Figure 0-1: Sketch of geminal silanols, vicinal silanols, and siloxane bonds located on a 

silica surface. 

The differences in the silanol species are not only responsible for the hydrophilic 

surface but also affect the acidity, altering the surface chemistry [110]. The identification 

of both vicinal and geminal silanol species has been performed using FTIR [55,108], 

NMR [111], and SIMS [112]. Differences in silanol species appears in the studies of 

dried or annealed silica surfaces, since above 800K the geminal silanol groups 

recombine to form additional siloxane bridges, increasing the hydrophobic character of 

the surface [55,111,113]. 

Silanol groups are first formed through the termination of coordination defects, 

such as NBO and under bonded silicon (Si3), which form silanol groups during reaction 

with water, as in Eq. 0-1 and    Eq. 0-2. 

𝑆𝑖3 + 𝐻2𝑂 → 𝑆𝑖 − 𝑂𝐻 + 𝐻+ Eq. 0-1 

𝑁𝐵𝑂 + 𝐻2𝑂 → 𝑆𝑖 − 𝑂𝐻 + 𝑂𝐻− Eq. 0-2 
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H+ (protons) or OH- (hydroxides) which are formed during the reactions typically 

recombine with other OH- or H+ in the water, resulting in the formation of complete water 

molecules. Since both H+ and OH- are required to terminate coordination defects on the 

surface the removal of even numbers of NBO and Si3 results in the consumption of 

water molecules through their transformation into silanol groups. At high and low pH 

values coordination defects such as NBO or Si3 can be stabilized, due to the formation 

of other species, such as Si-O-Na+ in systems with high sodium concentrations, at the 

silica surface [102,114]. 

The hydroxylation of coordination defects is too fast to be identified 

experimentally, and recent ab initio investigations have indicated that the process does 

not have an activation energy, indicating the speed with which the coordination defects 

are removed [115]. In computational systems hydroxylation times for the NBO defects 

have been identified as <10 picoseconds, with varying NBO stability due to the use of 

closed shell methods in the DFT simulations and changing simulation sizes, with NBO’s 

being preferentially terminated through proton transfer from a H3O+ [87,116,117]. 

Experimentally, the measurement of silanol groups can be complicated by the 

low silanol concentration on flat surfaces, compared to hydrated systems, where the 

concentration is higher and easier to identify. In fully hydroxylated surfaces, such as 

those developed in ambient conditions and in powders, surface silanol concentrations of 

~4.6 silanol/nm2 have been reported [112,118]. Classical MD simulations identified that 

by terminating all the coordination defects and opening ring structure defects, silanol 

surface concentrations of ~4.6 silanol/nm2 occur, consistent with the experimental 
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values indicating that the formation of surface silanols is primarily due to the removal of 

high energy defects [86,112]. 

In order to investigate the hydroxylation rate of un-reacted silica surfaces, silica 

rods were fractured under ultra-high vacuum [119-121] by D’Souza and Pantano, to 

develop a surface without an initial concentration of silanol groups and slow the 

hydroxylation process by limiting water in the atmosphere, with silanol concentrations to 

be measured quantitatively using SIMS [118]. Stable silanol concentrations of 2.5-2.6 

silanol/nm2 were identified, as was an initial increase in silanol concentration followed 

by an equilibrium value, due to removal of strained Si-O bonds in high energy structures 

on the surface [118]. The changing silanol concentration with time is included in Figure 

0-2 from Reference [118]. 
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Figure 0-2: Silanol concentration with time after fracture for silica glass broken in ultra-

high vacuum (10-9 torr) conditions [119]. 

Rapid increases in silanol concentration after other types of surface modification, such 

as etching, was also noted by Davis and Tomazawa [122]. A combined metastable 

impact electron spectroscopy and ultraviolet photoelectron spectroscopy study was 

used to identify increased silanol concentration with water coverage on a silica surface 

and suggested that silanol species stabilize hydrogen bonding in bulk water [123]. 

The stabilization of hydrogen bonds has also been identified in an analysis of 

silanol species, which have been shown to affect the formation of frozen or structured 

water, identified as water adjacent to fully hydroxylated surfaces. This region of water is 
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dynamically limited, and has also been identified through the use of proton NMR, 

neutron diffraction, and differential scanning calorimetry [58,60,63,124]. In NMR, frozen 

water typically appears as changes in the 1H NMR spectra, indicating a modification in 

the hydrogen bonding environment around the proton [125]. The structuring of water 

adjacent to nanoporous silica surfaces is connected to changing surface properties due 

to varying Si-OH concentrations, including Si-OH enrichment in acidic conditions [57] 

and the decrease in viscosity of the confined water identified by resonance shear 

measurements [126]. The affect is seen primarily in water confined in pores less than 1 

nm in diameter [58] and due to the high level of confinement which is required to identify 

this affect, it is well suited to detailed analysis by computational methods.   

Using classical MD [89,109,127-133], ab initio [134,135], or grand Monte Carlo 

(MC) [59,129] computational methods, several features of nanoconfined water have 

been identified. These include the existence of density fluctuations up to 10Å away from 

the surface due to the structure of water based on the surface morphology, with the 

hydrogen atoms directed toward the surface and limited rotational dynamics, and 

smooth pore walls increasing the level of organization [59,109,127,129,133,135]. The 

distortion of the water molecules has been quantified by a tetrahedral order parameter, 

which outlines the formation of a structured water unit formed from hydrogen bonds and 

regulated through the O-O-O bond angle, which is consistent with values of O-O-O seen 

in hexagonal ice [134]. Water diffusion next to the surface is limited compared to the 

bulk, the affect is more extreme when the surface of the pore is rough, and it varies with 

the amount of water which is confined [59,109,127,128,130,131,134]. The slowing of 

water diffusion is due to the formation of hydrogen bonds between the water and the 
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silanol groups, which limits the atomic movement, resulting in increasing diffusion rates 

as the water molecules move away from the surface [127,134]. In some cases the effect 

of the interface on the diffusion coefficients can be identified up to 1 nm away from the 

surface [128,129].  

 While there is significant evidence demonstrating the slowing of the diffusion of 

water molecules next to interfaces, it is unclear if this affects the fast transport of 

protons through the solution due to the hydrogen hopping mechanism [59,109,128,130]. 

Fast movement of hydrogen through the solution occurs as hydrogens transfer from one 

water molecule to another, with the formation of H3O+ ions as intermediate molecules, 

allowing for diffusion of hydrogen without the movement of the entire water molecule 

[136]. Several computational studies have investigated proton transport as a common 

method of facilitating proton transport through bulk water to terminate coordination 

defects [85,131,136]. Whether or not proton diffusion is slowed in the interfacial region 

would provide insight into how the dynamics of the molecules near the reaction sites 

affects the water-silica reaction rates.  

Overall, the concentration and type of silanol groups on the silica surface has 

significant effects on the reactivity of the surface, the rate of water diffusion next to the 

interface, and the formation of structured water due to hydrogen bonding network.  

 

1.4.2. Strained Siloxane Bond Breakage  

After all of the coordination defects on the surface have been terminated with 

water, any additional hydroxylation of the surface is due to the breakage of siloxane 

bonds on the surface. The breaking of a siloxane bond by a water molecule results in 
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the formation of two silanol groups (    Eq. 0-3) with the de-hydroxylation 

process being the reverse, with the condensation of two silanol groups, resulting in the 

formation of a siloxane bond and a water molecule (    Eq. 0-4) [137]. 

𝑆𝑖 − 𝑂 − 𝑆𝑖 +  𝐻2𝑂 → 2𝑆𝑖𝑂𝐻    Eq. 0-3 

2𝑆𝑖𝑂𝐻 → 𝑆𝑖 − 𝑂 − 𝑆𝑖 + 𝐻2𝑂    Eq. 0-4 

In silica systems both strained and unstrained bonds exist, and significant 

differences in silanol reactivity is noted [118,121], affecting water-silica reaction rates. 

Based on classical MD simulations it has been suggested that over 60% of the silanol 

groups on the surface are the result of strained Si-O bond breakage, rather than the 

termination of coordination defects while unstrained bonds remain stable [86].  

 Unstrained Si-O bonds have a length of ~1.6Å in dense silica [32,138-140] and 

are located in SiO4 tetrahedron with Si-O-Si and O-Si-O bond angles of 147o and 109.3o 

respectively [98,141]. These unstrained Si-O bond angles and distances typically occur 

in silica rings which contain five or more silicon atoms in addition to the bridging oxygen, 

and allows for sufficient freedom in the Si-O-Si bond angle to create a relaxed system 

[142]. The peak in the ring size distribution for dense silica is six-membered rings, which 

is also the primary ring structure in crystalline SiO2, such as cristobalite [143] .  

Strained siloxane bonds typically occur in smaller rings, including four-

membered, three-membered, and two-membered rings, with smaller rings resulting in 

more perturbation of the Si-O-Si and O-Si-O bond angles as seen in Figure 0-3 [144]. 

Three-membered and four-membered rings have been identified in experimental 

systems through the use of Raman [144,145], x-ray photoelectric spectroscopy [146] , 

NMR [147], and FTIR [147,148], and the computational analysis of structure models is 
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used in order to index peak positions seen in the experimental results [149]. Schematic 

representations of two-membered, three-membered, and four-membered rings in silica 

are included in Figure 0-3.  

 

Figure 0-3: Changing O-Si-O and Si-O-Si bond angles with ring size. Data for three-

membered, four-membered, and five-membered rings are from Raman spectroscopy 

[145], and two-membered data is from Section 4.4.1. 
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Figure 0-4: Sketch of two-membered, three-membered, and four-membered ring 

structures in silica. 

 

Typically, these small membered rings are present in dilute concentrations, with 

~0.2% of oxygen in silica located in three-membered rings and only ~0.4% of oxygen in 

four-membered rings by solid state NMR [149], and up to 20% concentration of three-

membered rings on silica surfaces by Raman spectroscopy [147]. When the system is 

under high pressure [150], or when insufficient water is present to allow for the 

formation of silanol groups [118], higher concentrations are identified. Experimental 

evidence for high energy two-membered rings exist through the use of NMR and are 

noted to be primarily a surface defect [147].  

The activation energies for the removal of the high energy ring structures vary 

compared to unstrained six-membered rings, and have therefore been of interest since 

strained silica ring removal is one of the first stages of the dissolution of silica surfaces. 
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It has been suggested that changes in the tetrahedral geometry around the silicon in 

small rings alters the Si-O-Si bonds from hydrophobic to hydrophilic, encouraging 

interactions with water and the breaking of the bond [147]. Mechanisms for the 

breakage of strained and unstrained siloxane bonds, including the formation of 

intermediate defects, such as over-bonded silica (Si5) and hydrogens bonded to 

bridging oxygen, are discussed in detail in Section 3.4.1. 

Generally, two-membered and three-membered ring defects are considered to be 

metastable in experimental systems, and strained ring removal is predicted to occur 

within the first few seconds in experimental systems, due to the rapid increase in silanol 

concentrations for silica surfaces formed in ultra-high vacuum conditions [118,147]. 

Removal of the strained Si-O bonds in two-membered rings occurs at rates ~100,000-

75x greater than for unstrained bonds in amorphous silica [118,147,148]. Due to the 

extremely fast kinetics for the removal of strained ring species, analysis of the 

mechanisms responsible for siloxane bond breakage is outside the range of what can 

be identified experimentally. 

The fast dynamics of the reactions are well suited to further study by 

computational methods, since atomistic resolution can be achieved, and short reaction 

times are simulated with highly accurate electronic structure methods. Additionally, 

higher concentrations of two-membered defects occur in computational systems due to 

the fast cooling rates which are used to generate silica models from melt and quench 

procedures [151]. Activation energies for the most strained Si-O bonds present in pure 

silica, two-membered rings, are between 0.32-1.27eV depending on the simulation size, 

computational method used, the bond breakage mechanism, and the location of the ring 
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in the silica systems [93,94,98,105,152,153]. A description of these activation energies 

is included in Table 0-3 and a detailed discussion of the removal of two-membered ring 

defects is the basis of Chapter 3.  

An accurate understanding of the removal of the high energy siloxane bonds 

from the silica surface when in contact with water provides a base line for the energetics 

associated with silica dissolution since the removal of unstrained bonds is expected to 

be significantly slower.  

 

1.4.3.  Dissolution Process in Pure Silica  

In the equilibrium dissolution process of pure silica, the system begins with a fully 

hydroxylated surface, from which the highest energy coordination and ring structure 

defects have been removed, as discussed in the previous sections. The result is dense 

silica composed of SiO4 tetrahedral, with the exception of the surface silicon, which will 

be bonded to between 0-3 silanol groups. At this point, all of the silicon bonds are 

unstrained, and the dissolution process can become more complicated since the 

reactivity of the different silicon species is less clear.  

To further analyze this process the number of bridging oxygens connected to a 

silicon, described as Qn speciation, with n as the number of bridging oxygens, can be 

used to separate out the bonding states. Sketches of Q4, Q3, Q2, and Q1 structures of 

silica is included in Figure 0-5.  
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Figure 0-5: Sketch of Q4, Q3, Q2, and Q1 species in silica. 

It has been theorized that the dissolution process begins with a fully bonded 

silicon as a Q4 species, and then bridging oxygen bonds break one by one, forming a 

Q3, then a Q2, a Q1, and finally a Q0 species (SiO4Hx) [154]. During each siloxane bond 

breakage a NBO and a Si3 defect will form, which will be hydroxylated by nearby water 

molecules, resulting in the consumption of water in the reaction described by Eq. 0-3. 

The mechanism for the breakage of an unstrained siloxane bond, and in particular how 

it may vary from strained siloxane bonds is still under investigation, with several 

different mechanisms being proposed [87,155,156]. Regardless of the mechanism, the 

result is the development of hydroxylated silica monomers, SiO4Hx, in solution, which 

have been identified as the primary dissolved silica species by Raman spectroscopy 

[157,158]. 

The activation energy of the breakage of each siloxane bond cannot be identified 

experimentally, but the energetics of the removal of an entire SiO4 unit has been 
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identified and values between 0.62-1.12 eV are reported [159,160]. The activation 

energy depends on the composition of the solution, temperature, and the use of a bulk 

or powdered sample [161,162], and higher values of ~2.0eV were reported 

computationally [117]. Other studies also report that activation energies are highly 

dependent on temperature, composition of the solution, pH, fluid flow rates, and silica 

concentration [159,160,163-165]. These activation energies are significantly lower than 

the Si-O bond energies of 5-6eV identified by DFT methods [166] indicating the 

important role that water plays in lowering the energy for breaking the siloxane bond.  

Since activation energies are variable, computational studies provide a more 

detailed understanding of the energetics for the removal of SiO4 tetrahedra from the 

surface due to the ability to control and identify the intermediate steps involved in the 

dissolution process. This type of analysis provides insight into which of the transitions 

(Q4→Q3, Q3→Q2, Q2→Q1, or Q1→Q0), has the highest activation energy and therefore 

may be the controlling factor in silica dissolution [88,155,167]. Simulations can also 

investigate the role of extra protons or hydroxides on the energy barrier, due to the 

ability to precisely control the simulation environment.  

Examples include work by Zapol et al., who investigated energy barriers for the 

breakage of Si-O-B bridging oxygen bonds in borosilicates, based not just on the 

bridging oxygen concentration of the network formers, but also on the acidic or basic 

condition of the solution using ab initio methods [167]. From this work it was identified 

that acidic conditions decrease the energy barrier, suggesting that low pH will result in 

faster dissolution rates [167]. The identification of activation energies based on Qn 

speciation has also been performed for pure silica systems, and from this analysis the 
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Q2→Q1 transition was identified as having the highest activation energy, though 

absolute values are off by a factor of two between classical MD [88] and ab initio 

methods [155]. The most stable Si-O-Si bonds consist of two Q4 silicon, such as found 

in a fully coordinated set of tetrahedron, with an activation energy of ~2.2eV, indicating 

the importance of less coordinated Qn species in silica dissolution [155]. The wide range 

of these values makes the analysis of water-silica interactions complicated since without 

a consistent value the inclusion of this information in MC simulations or dissolution 

model is difficult [154,168].  

During silica dissolution the successive removal of silica tetrahedra results in the 

formation of a fragmented silica gel which has been hydrated by the diffusion of water 

molecules into the systems as the silica monomers diffuse into the bulk water.  

Further identification of the dissolution of pure silica is complicated by the slow 

rate of the dissolution process and the high variability in the kinetics due to the role of 

dissolved species and the pH of the solution [169]. The amorphous surface also 

presents its own challenges, due to the changing concentration of surface sites as silica 

dissolves and silica polymerizes on the surface. Therefore, the typical mechanisms for 

description of the dissolution of crystalline silicates cannot be applied [160]. Additionally, 

the use of deuterium to improve the ability to analyze the resulting hydrated systems 

has been shown to decrease dissolution rates by a factor of four, providing additional 

complexity to the analysis [156]. Finally, pure silica glasses do not have the wide spread 

use that multicomponent glasses or silicate minerals have, resulting in fewer 

investigations of pure silica than other compositions, particularly in experiments.   
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Computational analysis of water-silica systems has been slowed by the variability 

in reaction rates and energies for water in complex silica structures, discussed in 

Chapter 3, and it is the intention that the information in this dissertation will provide 

insight into the aspects of the longer term dissolution process, in addition to an analysis 

of the activation energies and reaction mechanisms.  

 

1.4.4. Dissolution in Multicomponent Glasses   

Up to this point, all discussion of water-silica interactions have focused on the 

interactions between pure silica with water, and have neglected the role of network 

formers and modifiers in multicomponent glasses, which have a profound effect on the 

interfacial properties of these systems. Analysis of the dissolution behavior of glass 

compositions more complex than pure silica are common in experimental literature 

since most applications require glasses with a high number of network modifiers or 

variations in network formers, such as nuclear waste glasses [26,170,171], bioactive 

glasses [19,21,172], and container glasses [173-175]. The different compositions result 

in a wide variation in the stages of silica dissolution based on the stability of the bonding 

structures inside the glass and the changing surface features with obsidians having 

lower dissolution rates compared to borosilicates or soda lime silicate glasses [176]. 

Due to the high variability in the composition of glasses and the unknown effect of even 

small compositional changes on the stability of glassy materials, the individual 

mechanisms which control the long term dissolution rate of multicomponent glasses are 

currently unidentified.  
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Despite these variabilities, the standard stages which are present in the 

dissolution of multicomponent glasses are known though the length and stability of each 

of the stages and the dissolution rates vary with composition. Loosely, the stages are 

identified as: (1) interdiffusion between the water and the network modifiers; (2) the 

generation of an initial dissolution rate due to hydrolysis of bridging oxygen bonds; (3) a 

drop in the dissolution rate due to the formation of interfacial gel layers; (4) a long-term 

residual rate that controls the majority of the glass dissolution and the further 

development of alteration layers and crystalline phases, and; (5) occasionally a final 

resumption rate associated with an increase in dissolution rate for select compositions 

occurs due to formation of zeolites on the surface [154,177]. An outline of these 

dissolutions stages are included in Figure 0-6 from Reference [178].  

 

 

Figure 0-6: Outline of the dissolution stages of multicomponent glasses with their 

dissolution rates [179]. 
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The first stage of dissolution is based on the inter-diffusion between the network 

modifiers and the water, as well as hydration of the interfacial layer by breaking the 

weaker oxygen-cations bonds [179,180]. This results in the reorganization of the 

surface due to the removal of sodium and calcium with protons from the water being 

absorbed into the glass to balance the negative charge of the surface [154]. The 

composition of the surface varies with the time it has been in contact with the water due 

to the time dependent removal of Ca2+, Na+, and other network modifiers [178]. 

The second stages is the hydrolysis of the silica surface, which includes the 

breaking of the highest energy siloxane bonds and the removal of silica into solution 

[154]. Theoretically, this process would result in all elements being removed from the 

surface at an equal rate, termed congruent dissolution, but this does not occur in 

nuclear waste glasses based on the differences in the stability of the network forming 

elements, specifically silicon and boron [154]. The hydrolysis process has been 

investigated in detail for pure silica glasses using computational methods and is 

discussed in Section 4.4.2, with few investigations of the stability of mixed network 

former systems [167]. The initial hydrolysis rate depends on the temperature, pH, glass 

composition, and dissolved species in solution where the time required to reach the next 

stage of dissolution varies from seconds to days [154]. 

During the next step, there is a drop in the dissolution rate due to the formation of 

a protective surface layer which is an amorphous porous hydrated silica gel phase 

[154,178]. The drop in dissolution rate typically occurs which silica reaches a 

concentration of 1 mg/L in solution at ~350K [154] with the thickness of the gel varying 

with pH [181]. Though the exact process responsible for its generation is still discussed 
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in the literature, the silica gel appears to be the silica remnant of the initial glass 

structure with additional reorganization and some polymerization of silica species onto 

the surface from the saturated solution [178,182]. The role of this gel as either altering 

the chemical affinity of the surface or a passivating affect has been extremely 

contentious in literature with recent studies suggesting that both mechanisms occur 

increasing the complexity of the analysis [154]. The slowing of the dissolution rate is 

predicted to be the result of the formation of an oversaturation of silica in solution that 

limits further removal of SiO4 tetrahedra from the silica backbone structure [179,183]. 

The properties of the interfacial gel layers is critical to the identification of the 

residual rate of glass dissolution since its existence results in a decrease in the 

dissolution rate compared to the rate of hydrolysis [154]. Several recent studies have 

implemented a suite of characterization methods including SIMS, TEM, SEM, EELS, 

ATP, and Raman spectroscopy to analyze the structure and properties of the interfacial 

layers developed during glass dissolution [26,184,184,185]. Generally, the investigation 

of the gel layer was accomplished through either elemental mapping of SON68 glass 

coupons [71,185], or used isotopically tagged elements to identify the diffusion and 

polymerization of surface features into the gel layer [184]. Details of the altered regions 

have been identified through the use of these high resolution characterization methods 

including the formation of a silica rich interfacial gel structure, the existence of multiple 

interfacial layers, the identification of silica gel thickness, the deposition of crystalline 

silicates on the surface, and the prediction of glass dissolution rates [26,71,184] . 

Decreases in the dissolution rate has been identified in the case of densification of the 

outer layers of the alteration layer, but how often densification naturally occurs is still 
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under investigation [186,187]. Overall, it has been established that the silicates in 

multicomponent glasses are more stable than the network modifiers (Ca, Na, Li) and 

other networker formers (B) while other components (Al) have similar stability to silicon, 

which varies with pH [186-190]. A more detailed discussion of the formation of the silica 

gel layer and the generation of comparable structure models are discussed in Chapter 

5.  

Once the hydrated gel layer has been formed, secondary precipitation phases 

start depositing on the surface, and silica dissolution slows to a residual rate [154,178]. 

During this period the interfacial structures continue to form and relax according to the 

Ostwald rule of stages, so that the alteration layers tend toward more 

thermodynamically stable crystalline phases [178].  

There is the possibility of a final stage in the dissolution process during which 

there is a sudden increase in the reaction rate, which has been identified as the result of 

precipitation of crystallized zeolite phases and is related to changes in the pH and 

composition of the solution [154,154,178,188,189,191]. Why the dissolution rate 

suddenly increases and when it will occur is still being investigated requiring extensive 

analysis of longer range diffusion studies and a detailed understanding of how the 

formation of surface layers affects the dissolution process. Due to the complexities of 

the dissolution of nuclear waste glasses, a number of reviews are available 

[154,171,178,180,183] for additional information.  

 Computational analysis of the dissolution of these multicomponent glass systems 

is of interest to the scientific community since atomistic resolution in simulations is 

capable of identifying the reactions which are responsible for the evolution of the 
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structure with time, the stability of individual bonds, the effect of changing diffusion rates 

on soluble ions, and the development of precipitation phases. Several difficulties exist in 

the use of the previously discussed computational methods, primarily classical MD and 

DFT methods, on these systems. 

In classical MD realistic potentials that are capable of simulating water-silica 

interfaces are currently under development, but the creation of potentials which can 

simulate water interactions with multicomponent glasses are still in the future, with only 

recent development of potentials for water-calcium-silicate systems [132,192], which 

does not include sodium, aluminum, or boron [26]. For non-hydrated structures most 

classical MD potentials do not include the ability to simulate systems with mixed glass 

formers due to competing mechanisms between the generation of three coordinated 

and four coordinated boron in borosilicates, with the addition of aluminum increasing the 

complexity of the required potential [193,194]. Several potentials have been developed 

to model multicomponent glasses, but thus far none include functionality for all six 

components required for the simulation of ISG compositions or water functionality [193-

197]. Due to these difficulties simulations which do not require a potential can be used, 

either those which are more accurate and simulate smaller systems, such as DFT, or 

those which are less accurate but simulate larger systems, such as kinetic MC (KMC). 

Since the composition and structure of multicomponent glass is complex, the 

small system sizes in DFT methods makes the analysis more difficult. For example, in a 

300 atom simulation, multicomponent glasses may contain only 3-4 atoms of a certain 

type, limiting the possibility of phase separation affects and not providing sufficient 

statistics for comparison with experimental results. Some simulations of similarly 
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complex bioactive glass compositions may provide a framework for future studies [198-

201]. 

What is more common is the use of KMC simulations, which are capable of 

describing the dissolution reactions of much larger simulations including the formation of 

interfacial gels and the interdiffusion of water [168]. KMC modeling uses a 

predetermined glass structure which evolves based on the probabilities of hydrolysis 

and dissolution reactions which are derived from the bonding environments of atoms, 

and are selected to be consistent with experimental trends [168]. KMC has been 

extremely useful in analyzing the dissolution process, especially in the case of long term 

studies, and has been extensively applied to the study of glass dissolution 

[95,168,188,202-206]. A full analysis of the current state of KMC modeling is outside the 

scope of this dissertation, but a recent review by Pierce et al. provides insight into the 

application of KMC to the dissolution of nuclear waste glasses [168]. Ultimately, the 

accuracy of these simulations depends heavily on the assumptions which are built into 

the model that can be improved through the use of more accurate classical MD or DFT 

models [183,188,206]. Also, KMC methods do not provide information on the 

mechanisms of glass dissolution that the atomistic simulation used in this work, instead 

focusing on the long term structural evolution. 

1.5 Conclusions 

A detailed and mechanistic understating of the processes which govern water-

silica interactions are of interest due to the use of silica in a number of engineered and 

naturally occurring systems, such as geology, microelectronics, bioactive glasses, and 
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the vitrification of nuclear waste.  Through extensive application of experimental 

methods, the structure and properties of the silicate glasses can be identified, although 

difficulties with the amorphous systems, the insulative nature of oxides, and the analysis 

of both solids and liquids continue to be a challenge. Through the use of atomistic 

computational methods, the processes which govern water-silica interactions can be 

characterized in detail, including the identification of reaction mechanisms and localized 

structure changes that would be difficult to analyze using experimental methods. 

Several features of the silica surface have already been identified including silanol 

concentration, the importance of surface silanol density, and the formation of structured 

water adjacent to fully hydroxylated surfaces. The reactivity of strained and unstrained 

Si-O bonds in silica have also been discussed as well as reactions with water 

molecules. Finally, the stages of multicomponent silica glass dissolution when in contact 

with water is included presenting some of the complexities and difficulties associated 

with the use of computational methods to analyze the dissolution process.  

 

1.6 Purpose and Dissertation Layout   

While computational analysis of water-silica surface has been undertaken since 

the 1980s, several barriers to the investigation exist including limitations in classical MD 

potentials, accessible systems sizes and time frames, and limited studies on the 

structure of silica surfaces, such as silanol concentrations, and activation energies for 

the breaking of Si-O bonds. Recent advances in computational methods, such as the 

development of dissociative water potentials [85,98,101], baseline studies on the 

stability of siloxane bonds [93,94,105,153], and the formation of hydrogen bonding 
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water network in water adjacent to silica surface [134,135], have allowed for the further 

analysis of the water-silica interface beyond interactions between water molecules and 

flat, unhydroxylated surfaces. In this dissertation, the structure of water-silica interfaces 

and the reaction mechanisms are analyzed to investigate the effect of complex surface 

formations and the existence of interfacial phases on the water-silica systems.  

In Chapter 3, complex nanoporous silica structure models that represent the 

complexities in realistic nanoporous silica systems are examined during their reaction 

with water. This provides insight into how the internal surfaces of nanoporous silica 

affect the reaction mechanisms between water and silica systems, specifically in an 

analysis of the changing reactivity of strained silica bonds. The complex hydrated 

nanoporous silica systems introduces a number of different sites for water-silica 

reactions, and comparison of the changing structure provides an opportunity to validate 

the classical MD potential ReaxFF for use in the analysis of the dissolution of silica in 

water.  

In Chapter 4, a detailed analysis of the accuracy of dissociative water-silica 

potentials in their application to water-silica systems is investigated since an 

understanding of inconsistencies between the less accurate but more efficient classical 

MD potentials and the more accurate but slower DFT methods is required before larger 

simulations can be performed. Once the classical MD simulation has been validated for 

use in hydrated nanoporous silica systems two new structures were created 

representing intermediate phases of glass dissolutions, can be analyzed.  

In Chapter 5, the development of silica gel models is explored including the 

comparison between structures developed from dense silica and those from the silica- 
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rich remnant of multicomponent silicate glasses. The silica gels are analyzed and then 

input into a three-component model consisting of dense silica, silica gel, and bulk water, 

and high temperature evolution of the structure was performed. From these systems, 

changes in the silica, gel, and water regions of the system can be evaluated and the 

differences in localized features, intermediate range structures, and silica speciation in 

water are identified. The result is a complex multiphase model which highlights how the 

inclusion of an interfacial silica gel in dissolution model changes the analysis of the 

water-silica interface.  
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CHAPTER 2  

COMPUTATIONAL METHODOLOGY 

 

2.1 Abstract 

 The use of simulations to perform investigations of material properties and 

structures has surged in recent years due to improvements in computational efficiency 

and the ability to investigate a variety of systems with increasingly accurate methods. In 

this chapter, two of the most important methods that have been used throughout this 

dissertation, are also the commonly implemented atomistic simulation methods: 

classical molecular dynamics (MD) simulations and first principles density functional 

theory (DFT) method. Additionally, structural analysis (bond angles, bond distances), 

dynamic properties (diffusion coefficients and activation energies), and the calculation of 

partial atomic charges are also discussed. Future chapters will refer to the information 

included in this chapter.  

 

2.2  Introduction  

 The basis of the simulation methods which are in use today were developed over 

the last century with the creation of quantum and classical mechanical methods of 

describing interatomic forces. It was not until the advent of the computer in the last fifty 

years when it became practical to perform these calculations on relatively large system 

sizes. Even so, the application of computational methods to amorphous materials 

started even later, in the 1970s. This was because interatomic potentials had been 

developed for a variety of liquids and crystalline solids, but had not yet been extended 
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to the formation of the tetrahedral structure commonly found in glasses [207]. Interest in 

performing simulations of amorphous materials was significant due to the ability to 

investigate not just the structure of glasses, but the development of density of state 

functions and to provide benchmarks for glass characterization [207]. 

Many simulation methods are available and encompass length scales, from 

angstroms (10-10m) to nanometers (10-9m) to meters, from femtoseconds (10-15s) to 

nanoseconds (10-9s) to seconds. Each of these regimes provide different information 

about the material system. In this work, atomistic simulations are employed, that include 

length scales from 10Å to 1nm and time scales up to the nanosecond range, these 

efforts include systems sizes as small as two atoms up to 1,000,000 atoms or larger. 

In the next sections, the two most common atomistic simulation methods are 

discussed in more detail. They are: classical MD that relies on a user generated 

forcefield to describe the interatomic forces and DFT that solves the Schrödinger 

equation to calculate the electronic structure, from which properties of the system can 

be identified. 

The reader should note that a number of other atomistic simulation methods are 

available including Monte-Carlo (MC) simulations which is a stochastic method of 

accepting and rejecting atomic movement, ab initio  simulations which uses the Hartree-

Fock method to calculate the electronic structure, and a variety of semi-empirical 

methods, which include the use of empirical data to improve the approximations used in 

ab initio simulations, among other [92]. 
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2.3  Classical Molecular Dynamics (MD)  

Classical MD is one of the most commonly implemented atomistic simulation 

methods to investigate the changing properties of materials with time, pressure, 

temperature and composition. They were first performed by Alder and Wainwright in the 

late 1950s to simulate the force between two hard spheres [208,209]. Since then, 

improvements in both the algorithms and the tools used to perform calculations have 

occurred. With current computational efficiency, MD simulations can be performed with 

as many as a tens of millions of atoms [210] for microseconds. This is far beyond what 

can be done using more accurate electronic structure methods such as DFT. The 

efficiency of classical MD methods relies on the use of forcefields to describe 

interatomic interactions, rather than calculating the forces from the electronic structure 

of the individual atoms. Each atom is then treated as one unit, without differentiating 

between electrons and the nuclei. Therefore, the accuracy of the results are heavily 

dependent on the development and parameterization of a forcefield, and each atomic 

interaction needs to be explicitly included in the potential. Forcefields are often fitted 

with a mixture of experimental and ab initio data depending on what is available. For 

instance, experiments can provide macroscopic properties (density, mechanical 

properties) for a variety of crystal polymorphs while highly accurate DFT methods can 

provide bond distance and bond angle information.  

The development of classical MD potentials for glassy structures can be 

complicated by its non-equilibrium nature, and that perhaps using crystalline 

polymorphs for fitting amorphous potential parameters will result in unrealistic structures 

in the model. Previous studies have found that, even if a forcefield is fitted almost 
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exclusively to crystalline parameters and designed to simulate silica polymorphs, is still 

capable of generating a realistic amorphous structure [151]. This is due to the 

commonly used melt and quench procedure to generate computational models of 

amorphous materials, and allows for the formation of short range structures while the 

fast cooling rates (which are exacerbated by short simulation times) ensure a lack of 

long range order.  

Ultimately, the development of accurate forcefields is often considered to be an 

art, rather than a science, and a discussion of the forcefields used in this work as well 

as a brief description of how classical MD simulations are performed is included.  

 

2.3.1 MD Algorithm – Equation of Motion  

In classical MD simulations, the dynamics of the system are calculated using 

classical Newtonian mechanics; therefore, the particles obey Newton’s well-known 

equation of motion:  

    −
𝑑𝑉

𝑑𝑟
= 𝑚

𝑑2𝑟

𝑑𝑡2      Eq. 0-1  

In Eq. 0-1, m is the mass of the atom, t is time, V is the potential energy at a given 

atomic position r, where the r vector contains the atomic coordinates for all the particles 

in the system. The change in the potential energy with the r vector can be rewritten as a 

force.  

In order to calculate the changing position of the particles with time, a Taylor 

series expansion is used (Eq. 0-2):  

    𝑟𝑡+1 = 𝑟𝑖 +
𝑑𝑟

𝑑𝑡
(∆𝑡) +

1

2

𝑑2𝑟

𝑑𝑡2
(∆𝑡)2 + ⋯   Eq. 0-2 
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By using the particles’ position at time t and t-1, the position of the particles at t+1 can 

be obtained directly from the potential (V), as is seen in Eq. 0-3, where F is the force 

and a is the acceleration: 

𝑎 =
𝐹

𝑚
= −

1

𝑚

𝑑𝑉

𝑑𝑟
Eq. 0-3 

The above method of identifying atomic positions is referred to as the Verlet algorithm 

which is used to solve Newton’s equations of motion numerically. At each time step, the 

forces allow the system to evolve with time. As the size of the time step decreases the 

approximation made by the Verlet algorithm improves, so that the smaller the time step 

the more accurate the simulation. Therefore, selection of the time step used is critical to 

ensuring an accurate simulation.  Concerns with the Verlet algorithm include the 

generation of truncation errors which arise from using finite precision when large 

differences in positions are being considered. One improvement was the development 

of the leap-frog algorithm, which implements a half-time step (½Δt) and explicitly states 

the velocity, an advantage when temperature and energy are being controlled. The 

equation for the velocity and position of the atoms in a leap-frog integrator are included 

in Eq. 0-4 and Eq. 0-5 respectively: 

𝑟
𝑡+

1

2

= 𝑟𝑡 + 𝑣
𝑡+

1

2

∆𝑡 Eq. 0-4 

𝑣
𝑡+

1

2

= 𝑣
𝑡−

1

2

+ 𝑎∆𝑡   Eq. 0-5 

One critical issue with the leap-frog algorithm is seen in the above equations with the 

velocity (v) and the position (r) being out of phase by ½Δt. This error can be removed by 

reformatting Eq. 0-4 and Eq. 0-5 into the most commonly used integration algorithm, the 

velocity Verlet algorithm: 
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    𝑟𝑡+1 = 𝑟𝑡 + 𝑣𝑡∆𝑡 +
1

2
𝑎𝑡∆𝑡2     Eq. 0-6 

    𝑣𝑡+1 = 𝑣𝑡 +
1

2
(𝑎𝑡 + 𝑎𝑡+1)∆𝑡     Eq. 0-7 

In the Eq. 0-6 and Eq. 0-7, the velocity and position of the particles are in phase with 

each other, and the velocity values are explicitly stated allowing for adjustments of the 

particles speed for temperature control.  

 

2.3.2 Potentials and Forcefields  

The interatomic forces of the atoms in classical MD simulations are controlled 

almost exclusively by user parameterized forcefields which describe the potential 

energy formed between different atomic pairs. Hundreds of potentials have been 

developed over time to identify specific aspects of selected systems, since no one 

potential which describes all interatomic relationships has been identified. In the 

following sections two of the classical MD forcefields used in this work are discussed, a 

Buckingham based silica potential as well as a dissociative bond-order based potential, 

ReaxFF.  

 

2.3.2.1 Buckingham Potential – Silica   

One of the common silica potentials uses a Buckingham form of interatomic 

potential which was first proposed in 1938 for application in gaseous systems [211]. The 

original Buckingham potential has the form of Eq. 0-8, which characteristically 

implements an exponential decay to describe the repulsive force and an r-6 term to 

describe the attractive forces [211]: 
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𝛷12(𝑟) = 𝐴𝑒𝑥𝑝(−𝐵𝑟) −
𝐶

𝑟6
Eq. 0-8 

In Eq. 0-8, A, B, and C are coefficients which are parameterized based on the systems 

composition, and r is the interatomic distance.  

Modern application of the Buckingham potential include an additional term to 

describe the Columbic interactions which accounts for differences in atomic charge: 

𝛷12(𝑟) =
𝑞𝑖𝑞𝑗𝑒2

4𝜋𝜀𝑟
+  𝐴𝑒𝑥𝑝(−𝐵𝑟) −

𝐶

𝑟6 Eq. 0-9 

In Eq. 0-9, qi and qj are partial charges of atomic species i and atomic species j 

respectively. The parameters were fitted against crystalline silicates and hydroxides. 

Parameterization of the forcefield for the silica systems is discussed in detail in 

Reference [86]. 

2.3.3 Reactive Forcefield (ReaxFF) 

A primary concern with the use of classical MD forcefields is that they require an 

extensive knowledge of the system including structural details and interaction energies, 

and typically do not allow for the simulations of reactions. This issue arises from the 

inability to differentiate atomic species in various bonding environments and the use of 

fixed charges to describe columbic interactions of atoms undergoing chemical reactions. 

In 2001 Adri van Duin and coworkers developed a more complex forcefield, 

which is estimated to provide efficiency close to classical MD while providing DFT or ab 

initio quality results [82,97]. While the underlying concept for ReaxFF is the same as a 

classical MD potential, the complexity is increased to allow for the simulation of 

properties with higher accuracy. The full equation for the forcefield is seen in 

Eq. 0-10 with descriptions of 
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each term included in Table 0-1. Functional forms of each term is included in Reference 

[97]. The ReaxFF potential is bond order based, and allows for a changing number of 

atomic bonds based on the interatomic distances. By implementing a continuous 

function to describe the bond order and bond energy, the transition from one bonding 

state to another does not cause step-wise changes in the system energy.  The gradual 

transition in bonding state and order allows for reactions to occur without explicitly 

including their description in the forcefield itself. There is a small decrease in the 

efficiency of the simulation due to the inclusion of additional terms in the energy 

calculation, but efficiencies are still 1000x higher than DFT simulations.  

 

𝐸𝑠𝑦𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑚 = 𝐸𝑏𝑜𝑛𝑑 + 𝐸𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟 + 𝐸𝑢𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑟 + 𝐸𝑣𝑎𝑙 + 𝐸𝑝𝑒𝑛 + 𝐸𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑠 + 𝐸𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑗 + 𝐸𝑣𝑑𝑊𝑎𝑎𝑙𝑠 +

𝐸𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑙𝑜𝑚𝑏           Eq. 0-10 
 

Table 0-1: Description of energy terms for ReaxFF system energies. [97] 

Ebond Bond order energy identified through interatomic distances  

Eover Energy penalty with over coordination 

Eunder Accounts for energy contribution from pi-electron resonance on under 

bonded atoms  

Eval Ensures that energy from valance angle terms approaches zero as the bond 

order approaches zero  

Epen Energy penalty for incorrect valence angles due to overcoordination or under 

coordination 

Etors Ensures that the energy from the torsion angle approaches zero as the bond 

order approaches zero  

Econj Contribution of conjugation effects to the energy  

EvdWaals Applied to all atom pairs and account for long range interactions, as well as 

short range repulsive interactions  
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Ecoulomb  Applied to all atomic pairs to calculate energies short range interactions, 

including atomic shielding at low interatomic distances  

 

2.3.4 Statistical Ensembles 

During the course of a classical MD simulation it is often advantageous to control 

one or more thermodynamic parameters of the simulation, in order to test the response 

of the structure to changing temperature, pressure, enthalpy and other conditions. Since 

each atom in a simulation will behave slightly differently, and each snapshot includes 

different microstates of the system, the collection of all of these configurations is 

referred to as an ensemble [212]. In order to control an ensemble, external constraints 

are imposed on the system so that different properties can be analyzed.  

 One of the most common ensembles is the micro-canonical or NVE ensemble. 

The NVE ensemble controls the number of atoms in the simulation (N), the volume of 

the simulation cell (V), and the energy (E), and typically represents an equilibrium 

systems [212].  

 The canonical or NVT ensemble, is similar to the NVE ensemble, with the 

exception that the temperature (T) is controlled in addition to the number of atoms (N) 

and the volume (V) of the simulation cell. It is one of the most common ensembles and 

allows for an analysis of the system with increasing or decreasing temperature.  

 The isothermal-isobaric ensemble (NPT) is often used to identify the density of 

the system since it allows for expansion or contraction of the simulation cell in order to 

standardize the external pressure. Simulations performed using the NPT ensemble will 

often experience “breathing” or an oscillation of the cell parameters around a set value 

as the simulation continually corrects the cell size in an attempt to maintain a constant 
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pressure. NPT simulations can be difficult to control due to the application of both a 

thermostat and a barostat, and incorrect selection of thermostat/barostat parameters 

can result in unstable simulations.  

 Typically, a mixture of these ensembles are used over the course of a simulation, 

targeting the analysis of specific material properties.  

 

2.3.5  Classical MD Codes  

 Over the last several years a number of different classical MD codes have been 

developed to run atomistic simulations on high performance parallel computers. In this 

work, two different classical MD codes are used. The first is the DL_POLY 4.0 code, 

which was originally developed at Daresbury Laboratory by W. Smith, T.R. Forester, 

and I.T. Todorov [213]. 

 The second classical MD code used is LAMMPS (Large-scale Atomic/molecular 

Massively Parallel Simulator) which was developed and is distributed by Sandia 

National Laboratories [214]. It contains potentials for a number of solid-state materials 

and, due to its distribution as an open-source code, contains extensive functionality and 

the ability to be easily modified.  

 

2.4  Density Functional Theory (DFT) 

The advent of DFT methods began in the 1920s as physics began to develop the 

equations which describe the electronic structure of the atom from which the interatomic 

forces can be calculated. During the next 60 years, a number of crucial approximations 

allowed for the relatively efficient calculation of the electronic structure leading to the 
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formation of modern DFT methods. The theoretical background required to fully 

understand DFT simulations is significant, and only a brief overview of the methods is 

included. For a more exhaustive description the reader is directed to several books on 

the topic, References [92,212,215].  

 

2.4.1  The Schrödinger Equation  

The basis of quantum mechanical simulation methods is the Schrödinger 

equation since it can provide information on the electronic structure of the system from 

which the structure and properties of the material can be derived. The Schrödinger 

equation consists of a Hamiltonian operator (H), which describes the inter particle 

interaction, the wave function (Ψ), and the energy (E) of the current system 

configuration:  

𝐻𝛹(𝑟) = 𝐸𝛹(𝑟)      Eq. 0-11 

By solving Eq. 0-11, variation in the wave function with time is identified, the square of 

which gives the probability of an electron occurring at a position (r) at a set time (t) [92]. 

The Schrödinger equation can only be solved completely for one electron systems, such 

as hydrogen atoms or H2
+ molecules, and for more complex systems, a number of 

approximations are used to facilitate the calculations [92].   

 

2.4.2  The Born-Oppenheimer Approximation  

 The Born-Oppenheimer approximation was first introduced in 1927, and is one of 

the cornerstones of quantum mechanics. The Born-Oppenheimer approximation states 

that it is possible to separate the coordinates of the electrons and nuclei in the system 
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so that the wave function can be solved with only a single set of coordinates to 

streamline the calculation. The separation of the nuclear and electronic wave function is 

justified through the mass differences between the nuclei and the electrons. Since the 

electrons are much lighter, they also move much faster so that the nuclei can be 

considered stationary in comparison. 

Through iteratively solving the Schrödinger equation for different r values using 

the Born-Oppenheimer approximation, a potential energy surface can be identified. It is 

along this potential energy surface that the nuclei move, which is separate from the 

movement of the electrons (though the path of the electron density tends to follow the 

movement of the nuclei) [92]. 

2.4.3  Hartree-Fock Equations and the Slater Determinant 

The Hartree-Fock equations introduce a simplification of the complex dynamics 

of electrons in a molecular system through the implementation of an independent 

particle model. An independent particle model simplifies the interactions between 

individual particles (atoms) by averaging over all the interactions in a system. In this 

model, each electron is described as an orbital where the total wave function is a 

product of all the individual orbitals. Since the electrons in the system are identical, the 

total wave function is antisymmetric and does not change when two electrons are 

exchanged. Therefore, a Slater determinant can be constructed, which consists of 

single electron wave functions at different electron coordinates. To derive the Hartree-

Fock equation, the energy of a single Slater determinant is identified by diagonalization 

of the matrix so as to minimize the vibrational energy of the system. Once the energy of 
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the system is minimized a Fock operator is identified, which describes the electron-

electron repulsion, and electron-nuclei attraction. The Fock operator only accounts for 

the variation in the total energy, rather than the total energy of the system. Further 

simplification of the Fock operator through the use of Lagrange multiplies and 

simplification of the Fock operator results in the Hartree-Fock equations in terms of 

molecular orbitals (Eq. 0-12):  

𝐹𝑖𝜙𝑖
′ = 𝜀𝑖𝜙𝑖

′       Eq. 0-12  

2.4.4 Kohn-Sham Equation  

One of the foundational concepts in DFT methods is the use of orbitals, which 

was first suggested in Kohn-Sham theory. The Kohn-Sham model is similar to the 

Hartree-Fock method, and the formulas which describe the kinetic, electron-nuclear and 

Coulombic electron-electron energies are the same. The major change is that the 

electronic kinetic energy is split into two parts: one which is the same as the Hartree-

Fock energy, and a smaller second term. The justification for this is that the electrons in 

the orbitals are non-interacting, therefore the Schrödinger equation can be solved 

exactly through the use of the Slater determinant to describe the molecular orbitals and 

an exact kinetic energy functional. To introduce energy associated with the electron-

electron interactions, a second exchange-correlation term is introduced.  

 

2.4.5  Exchange-correlation Functionals  

Up to this point all the discussion of the computational methods for solving the 

Schrödinger equation have been consistent across nearly all ab initio simulation 

methods. The use of the Kohn-Sham method is able to reproduce 99% of the atomic 
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energy of a system assuming that a sufficiently large basis set has been selected. Since 

in the Kohn-Sham method the electron-electron interactions are averaged over the 

system, there is an extra electron exchange and correlation energy which must be 

accounted for. This last 1% of the energy can be critical in properly identifying the 

properties of the system, and several different methods have been developed to 

improve this approximation. The reader should note that though it is possible to 

calculate the exchange energy and correlation energy separately it is more efficient and 

common to combine them into an exchange-correlation functional [212].  

 

2.4.5.1 Local density approximation  

 The local density approximation (LDA) is the simplest method of approximating 

the value of the exchange-correlation functional. In this form, the electron density 

around a point is assumed to be that of a uniform electron gas. Therefore, the 

interactions between the energy and a background electron density is calculated, rather 

than needing to calculate the interaction between each individual pair of electrons. 

LDA’s tend to be effective in systems where the charge density changes slowly over in 

the structure, such as in simple metals and covalent systems [212].  

A slightly more advanced form of the LDA approximation is the Local Spin 

Density Approximation (LSDA) which adds in a spin based component. For closed shell 

systems (where the electrons are forcibly pared in an electron orbital), the LDA and 

LSDA approximation are the same. In practice, LSDA is used more often than the LDA 

approximation, and some common versions include the VWN and PW LSDA exchange-

correlation functionals [92].  
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2.4.5.2 Generalized gradient approximations  

 The Generalized Gradient Approximations (GGA) implement a gradient in the 

electron density rather than assuming a uniform electron density. GGAs are especially 

effective in systems where there is significant variation in the electronic density 

surrounding an atom. Typically, the use of a GGA results in increased accuracy of the 

simulation. The PBE (Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof) GGA is a very popular exchange-

correlation functional which is used in this work [216].  Another well used GGA-hybrid 

functional is the BLYP (Becker-Lee-Yang-Parr) versions which consists of an exchange 

functional by Becke [217] combined with a correlation functional from Lee-Yang-Parr 

[218].  

 

2.4.6  Basis Sets 

All ab initio methods implement a basis set which is used to expand an unknown 

molecular orbital value into a set of known and well described functions. This makes 

solving the Kohn-Sham equations more straight-forward. In theory, expanding a basis 

set to infinity would result in a complete basis set, which would be capable of exactly 

describing a molecular orbital. In practice a finite basis must be used with a smaller 

basis set resulting in lower accuracy and higher efficiency, and vice versa. Additionally, 

the form of the basis function is critical since a more accurate form of the basis requires 

fewer functions to gain a certain level of accuracy.  
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2.4.6.1  Gaussian Basis Function  

Gaussian basis functions are among the most commonly used basis sets. They 

have the functional form:  

𝜒𝜁,𝑙𝑥,𝑙𝑦,𝑙𝑧
(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧) = 𝑁𝑥𝑙𝑥𝑦𝑙𝑦𝑧𝑙𝑧𝑒−𝜁𝑟2

     Eq. 0-13 

With lx+ly+lz determining the type of the orbital and the r2 dependence as the primary 

features of Gaussian type orbitals. The r2 dependence can result in a rapid falling off of 

the atomic orbital as the distance increases, and as a result, a higher number of basis 

sets are required than for other basis functions. Even so, calculations which use 

Gaussian type orbitals are efficient, and are therefore one of the most commonly used 

basis functions for calculating electronic structures.  

 For basis set size, a doubling of all basis functions can be introduced by 

developing a double zeta (DZ) basis by placing a 2 in front of the zeta (ζ) which is 

present in the Eq. 0-13. This allows for multiple functions to describe a single electron. 

So, for example, in a minimum or single zeta (SZ) basis set, a hydrogen atom is 

described by a single function to describe the s orbital. In the DZ basis set, the number 

of functions has doubled to two (1s and 1s’). For a triple zeta (TZ) basis set, the number 

of functions is tripled compared to the minimum basis set and so on.   

 Polarization functions can also be added to account for higher angular moment 

functions. This allows for the electron distribution to be correlated with other nearby 

orbitals, and increases the accuracy of the simulations. Basis set size selection can 

have a significant impact on the results and efficiencies of the calculations. To large of a 

basis set can impede the ability to perform the simulation while too small and the results 
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are not accurate. In the majority of the work performed here, a double zeta potential 

(DZP) is used.  

 

2.4.6.2  Plane waves as basis functions  

 Due to the localization of the Gaussian type basis sets discussed above, when 

periodic systems are simulated, the Gaussian basis sets must be extended to infinity, 

and the convergence to a discrete value is computationally expensive. Therefore, it is 

common to implement plane wave basis functions as a method of efficiently introducing 

periodicity into the system. The free electron behavior of the valence electrons in metals 

inspired the use of a free electron form of a basis function. The Schrödinger equation 

can be expanded as a set of complex exponents or sine and cosine functions in Eq. 

0-14 and Eq. 0-15 respectively.   

𝜙(𝑥) = 𝐴𝑒𝑖𝑘𝑥 + 𝐵𝑒−𝑖𝑘𝑥     Eq. 0-14 

𝜙(𝑥) = 𝐴𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝑘𝑥) + 𝐵𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝑘𝑥)    Eq. 0-15 

In an infinite space, the wave functions form bands, which can be described as a set of 

expanded orbitals with a plane wave basis, Eq. 0-16:  

𝜒𝑘(𝑟) = 𝑒𝑖𝑘∙𝑟       Eq. 0-16 

In the above equation, the value of k varies similarly to the value of ζ in the Gaussian 

type orbitals previously discussed. The selection of k dictates how many basis functions 

are generated with a higher k-value increasing the number of plane waves. An energy 

cut-off value of 200eV with 0.01eV k vector spacing is common and generates ~20,000 

basis functions, far more than will be used in a calculation with Gaussian type orbitals. 

The number of plane waves generated depends almost exclusively on the size of the 
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cell and the plane wave cut-off distance, and that the complexity of the system inside 

the simulation cell does not have a significant effect. 

Plane wave basis have difficulties with the simulation of core electrons since it 

requires a large number of highly oscillating functions to adequately describe the 

interactions. This issue has been addressed with the implementation of 

pseudopotentials, described later in this chapter. 

2.4.6.3  Gaussian plane wave (GPW) basis 

The Gaussian plane wave (GPW) basis consists of both Gaussian and plane 

wave type orbitals. In essence, a set of Gaussian basis sets are used to describe the 

localized wave functions and electron density, and then a set of plane wave basis 

describes the longer range interactions [219]. The use of plane waves for a portion of 

the basis allows for more efficient calculation of the density as well as the more natural 

inclusion of periodic boundary conditions. Due to efficient treatment of the periodic 

boundary, the GPW method is recommended for the use in the simulation of large 

dense systems including liquids and solids [219].  Further developments in the use of 

GPW methods have allowed for the development of an augmented-plane-wave (GAPW) 

methods which allows for all electron calculations. Recent work by VandeVondele and 

coworkers has demonstrated the use of the GPW method for the simulation of liquid 

water as well as oxide systems [78,219]. 

The GPW basis implemented as the QUICKSTEP method in the CP2K code 

which is a multi-use atomistic code developed by European and Pacific Northwest 
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National Lab (PNNL) researchers that includes a variety of functionality across atomistic 

simulation methods [220].  

 

2.4.7 Pseudopotentials  

 Pseudopotentials (also referred to as effective core potentials) have been 

implemented to explicitly describe the behavior of core electrons that differs heavily 

from valence electrons. Previous methods of simulating electrons (Gaussian and plane 

wave basis) can break down when applied to the core electrons. They also provide a 

method of introducing relativistic effects for the core electrons without increasing the 

computational cost. The selection of pseudopotentials is especially critical in the 

simulation of high atomic number elements with a large number of core electrons that 

can affect the results of the simulation.  

 In simulations which use Gaussian type basis sets, Gaussian functions are 

typically used to describe the pseudopotentials. Since these functions are continuous it 

is unnecessary to fix a position at which the core potential is being implemented, and 

instead it is the number of electrons which are represented by the pseudopotential 

which dictates it size and accuracy. For instance, an all electron calculation describes 

all the electrons in the system explicitly while a small core calculation will include all the 

valence electrons plus one level deeper into the core of the electron.  

 For plane wave basis sets, the pseudopotential smears out the modeling of the 

core electrons so that a high number of plane waves is not required for the simulation. A 

core radius is typically selected which varies with atomic type, and the potential for the 

electrons inside the core regions varies according to a selected function [92]. The first 
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and second derivatives of the pseudo wave function must match with the selected 

reference wave function for the calculation to run successfully without generating 

discontinuities in the plane wave basis. The size of the valence region determines the 

hardness or softness of the potential with a small core region corresponding with a hard 

pseudopotential. There are a number of different pseudopotential schemes available 

including norm-conserving, ultra-soft, and the frozen core approximations [92].   

 

2.4.7.1 Projector augmented wave (PAW) method  

 The projector augmented wave (PAW) method is commonly considered to be a 

type of pseudopotential although it still describes all of the core electrons rather than 

smearing them out. The PAW can be written as a function with a valence term 

expanded into a plane wave basis, and in the core region the values are predicted 

based on a grid. The energy contributed from the core region is the difference between 

the all-electron atomic orbitals and the value introduced by the expansion of the valence 

term into the core region. Theoretically, this is an improvement over the pseudopotential 

methods althrough very few direct comparisons have been performed [92].  

 The PAW method is implemented in the Vienna Ab initio simulation package 

(VASP), a plane wave based density functional theory code to perform electronic 

structure calculations and quantum-mechanical molecular dynamics distributed by the 

University of Vienna [221].  
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2.5 Analysis Methods  

Throughout the work performed here a number of different analysis methods are 

used to both analyze the changes in the structure of the system with time, as well as to 

validate the results against available experimental data. The details of these commonly 

implemented analysis methods are discussed.  

 

2.5.1  Structural Analysis 

 Structural analysis methods are a key component of evaluating amorphous silica 

structure models and include the compilation of different bond lengths, bond angles, 

and longer range structural features, such as the formation of silica ring structures. In 

amorphous systems, there is a significant variation in interatomic distances and bond 

angles, especially compared to the crystalline systems. Therefore, variations need to be 

averaged over a large number of snapshots of the systems to account for vibrational 

affects and to represent the variations in the structure. To gain the appropriate statistics, 

thousands of snapshots from a single simulation are analyzed and compiled to provide 

accurate results. 

 

2.5.1.1  Pair Distribution Functions (PDF)  

Bond lengths are analyzed in radial distribution functions (RDF) and pair 

distribution functions (PDF), the first being a complication of all the interatomic 

distances in the system and the latter being the individual sets of interatomic distances 

(Si-O, O-O, Si-Si). For each frame of the simulation, the bond lengths are analyzed and 

then averaged to provide a distribution. Examples of PDF data for a dense silica system 
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are in Figure 0-1.  The integration of the first peak in the PDF provides the coordination 

number in the first coordination shell, or alternatively the number of nearest neighbors. 

Unlike in crystalline systems, the PDF for amorphous systems has shorter and broader 

peaks as distance increases indicating the loss of long range order.   

 

 
Figure 0-1: (a) Si-O and (b) Si-Si PDF for a 3000 atom dense silica model simulated at 

300K using classical MD simulations. 
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2.5.1.2 Bond angle distribution (BAD) functions  

 Bond angles are analyzed in bond angle distribution (BAD) functions, which are 

averaged over a large number of snapshots in order to compile a distribution of bond 

angles that account for variations due to temperature and the amorphous structure. An 

important component of bond angles is the selection of a cut-off radius, to identify which 

angles should be included in the analysis. Based on the Si-O bond lengths the value of 

2.25 Å is selected, which falls in the first minimum after the main Si-O peak in the PDF 

data. This ensures that all of the first nearest-neighbors in the SiO4 tetrahedron are 

included. Examples of BAD data for a dense silica glass system are included in Figure 

0-2.    
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Figure 0-2: (a) Si-O-Si and (b) O-Si-O BAD for 3000 atom dense silica models 

simulated at 300K using classical MD simulations. 

 

2.5.1.3  Qn distributions  

For amorphous systems the evaluation of the Qn speciation of the network 

formers is used to describe the connectivity of the amorphous structure. The “n” in the 

Qn represent the number of bridging oxygen which are attached to a selected network 

former, primarily silicon [222]. Therefore, a perfect silica structure would consist of 

100% Q4 species. When the number of network modifiers increases the silica structure 

fragments, increasing the concentration of Q3 (silicon bonded to three bridging 

oxygens), Q2 (silicon bonded to two bridging oxygens), and so on. 

A compilation of the Qn distribution is called the connectivity. Connectivity is 

calculated using Eq. 0-17, where C is the connectivity, n is the number of bridging 

oxygen associated with a network former, and Qn is the proportion of the Qn species. A 
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perfectly connected structure would have a connectivity of 4.0, with decreasing 

connectivity with increased network modifier concentration or porosity [222]. 

𝐶 = ∑ 𝑛 ∗ 𝑄𝑛
1
𝑛=1       Eq. 0-17 

 

2.5.1.4  Ring size distributions  

The previous analysis methods which have been discussed focused on short 

range structural features, bond lengths, bond angles, and Qn distribution. Another metric 

is used to analyze the medium range structure of amorphous system is the ring size 

distribution. A ring is noted by the number of network formers which are included in the 

smallest complete ring that can be formed, so that when stepping from one network 

former to the next, it is possible to return to the original position in the system [223]. 

Ring structures occur in both amorphous and crystalline systems that consist of 

tetrahedral structures. The distribution of ring sizes is typically centered on six for dense 

silica, since it is a derivative of other silicate polymorphs, with ring sizes as small as 

three or as large as the system size will allow. An even smaller two-membered ring can 

form due to a set of edge sharing SiO4 tetrahedron and is discussed in future chapters. 

A representative ring size distribution for a dense silica simulation is included in Figure 

0-3.  
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Figure 0-3: Ring size distribution for a 3000 atom dense silica model from classical MD 

simulation. 

 

2.5.2  Diffusion Analysis  

Throughout this work, information on dynamic properties of the systems are also 

introduced. One of the primary metrics used to analyze the movement of atoms through 

a network is the diffusion coefficient. Diffusion coefficients are calculated through the 

compilation of mean square displacement (MSD) data from an equilibrium structure 

simulated over long time frames, typically no less than 30ps in length. The MSD of each 

atom is calculated by Eq. 0-18 [224]:  

𝑀𝑆𝐷 = ⟨|𝑛𝑖(0) − 𝑛𝑖(𝑡)|2⟩     Eq. 0-18 

Where n is the position of particle i, ni(0) and ni(t) are the positions of particle at time 0 

and time t, respectively [224]. The derivative of the MSD data with time is used to 
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calculate the diffusion coefficient through the Einstein diffusion equation (Eq. 0-19) 

which describes random-walk diffusion in a three-dimensional crystal [225]: 

𝐷 =
1

6
𝑙𝑖𝑚
𝑡→∞

𝑑

𝑑𝑡
𝑀𝑆𝐷 Eq. 0-19 

The 1/6 coefficient removes the redundancy in the degrees of freedom since the MSD 

data includes forward and backward movement in each of the three dimensions (x, y, 

and z). The limit as time approaches infinity is critical as atoms will go through three 

different diffusion stages. The first is the ballistic region, where the MSD is proportional 

to time squared [226]. The next region is the cross over region, where the MSD is 

independent of time [226]. The final region is the diffusion region, and occurs when the 

MSD is proportional to time [226]. The difference in diffusion regions is particularly 

apparent when the logarithm of the MSD with time is plotted. Representative plots of the 

mean squared displacement (MSD) data with time is included in Figure 0-4 for hydrogen 

atoms in water, to demonstrate the change in the diffusion regimes with time. 
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Figure 0-4: (a) Linear and (b) logarithmic MSD for hydrogen ions in a 6000 atom bulk 

water model at 300K using the ReaxFF classical MD potential. 

 

 Diffusion coefficients are sensitive to temperature variations in the material. The 

effect of temperature is described by the Arrhenius equation (Eq. 0-20):   

𝐷 = 𝐷𝑜exp (−
𝐸𝑎

𝑅𝑇
)       Eq. 0-20 

Where Do is a pre-exponential factor, Ea is the activation energy, R is the gas constant, 

T is the temperature, and D is the diffusion coefficient [225]. By taking the logarithm of 

both sides of the equation there is a linear relationship between the diffusion coefficient 

and the inverse of the temperature, given in Eq. 0-21 [225]:  

ln(𝐷) = ln(𝐷𝑜) −
𝐸𝑎

𝑅𝑇
      Eq. 0-21  

The activation energy is commonly used to indicate which species in the material 

system has the lowest energy barrier for diffusion and which ions in a solid are mobile.  
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2.5.3  Population Analysis Methods  

 Using population analysis methods the partial atomic charge of the individual 

atoms in a DFT simulation can be identified since information on the electronic structure 

is already calculated. It is worth noting that calculation of partial atomic charges cannot 

typically be performed with classical MD potentials since many of them implement fixed 

charges.  There are a number of ways to partition the atomic orbitals and assign their 

electrons to different atomic nuclei. The most straightforward method is to use the 

atomic orbitals, which contain the individual electronic density contributions. All the 

atomic orbitals associated with a selected nuclei can be summed to identify the electron 

density. In some cases, an atomic orbital may be associated with more than one nuclei; 

therefore a method of separating out how much of an atomic orbital is assigned to each 

nuclei is necessary. In the case of Mulliken charge analysis any atomic orbitals which is 

assigned to more than one atom have their electron density split between the two 

evenly [227,228]. There are a few natural issues with arise with this method, since it 

does not consider the electronic negativities of the atoms involved nor their bonding 

state. In recent years, additional schematics have been developed for identifying partial 

atomic charges, including Hirshfeld, Atoms-in-Molecules, and Natural Atomic Orbital 

population analysis methods [92,229,230]. A description of these methods and their 

application to boron-carbides can be found in Reference [231].  

 

2.5.4 Standard Error  

 Unlike crystalline systems, amorphous systems can experience significant 

variation in the results due to their inconsistent long range order. Variation in properties 
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can occur in any property based on the medium and long range structure of the 

systems, including mechanical properties, density, and diffusion coefficients. To account 

for this variation, it is common to perform the simulations several times with different 

starting structures and report the data in terms of the average value plus a standard 

deviation or a standard error term (mean ± standard error). In this work, the standard 

error is used most often to represent data from three different simulations, and deviation 

in this protocol are noted when they occur.  The method for calculating standard error is 

included in Eq. 0-22 with SE as the standard error, s as the standard deviation, and n as 

the number of unique simulations.  

𝑆𝐸 =
𝑠

√𝑛
     Eq. 0-22 

 

2.6  Summary   

Two of the most common atomistic simulation methods currently used to study 

the structure and properties of materials, classical MD and DFT, were discussed in 

detail. This includes a description of the underlying classical or quantum mechanics 

which govern the forces responsible performing the calculations. Additionally, several of 

the analysis methods used in this work were discussed, including structural analysis 

methods, diffusion coefficients and activation energies as well the calculation of partial 

atomic charges.  
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CHAPTER 3  

AB INITIO MOLECULAR DYNAMIC SIMULATIONS OF THE HYDROXYLATION OF 

NANOPOROUS SILICA1 

 

3.1  Abstract  

Accurate details of water-silica interactions is critical to understanding the 

mechanical properties and long-term durability of silica and silicate glasses. In this 

chapter, interactions of water and nanoporous silica models were investigated using ab 

initio molecular dynamic (AIMD) simulations with density functional theory (DFT) was 

employed to accurately describe the surface reactions. AIMD simulations up to 30ps 

were performed for hydrated nanoporous silica systems with porosities between 31% 

and 67%. Complete hydroxylation of coordination defects was observed while some ring 

structure defects, including two-membered (2-Ring defects) and three-membered rings 

(3-Ring defects), remained stable within the simulation duration of 30 ps. The limited 

removal of 2-Ring defects is due to the inaccessibility of the reaction sites and the 

increased stability of rings located on concave surfaces. The first stage of the 2-Ring 

removal mechanism the formation of an intermediate over-coordinated silica (Si5) 

defect, continued to persist throughout the simulations indicating that there is 

thermodynamic drive for 2-Ring defect removal which is kinetically limited.  

 

                                                           

1 Chapter 3 is based on the publication Rimsza, J. M., and Jincheng Du. "Ab initio Molecular Dynamics 

Simulations of the Hydroxylation of Nanoporous Silica." Journal of the American Ceramic Society 98.12 

(2015): 3748-3757, with permission from John Wiley & Sons.  
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3.2  Introduction  

 The interactions between silica and water occur in a variety of natural systems 

and have numerous applications in both science and technology. For instance, water-

silica interactions are considered to be the cause of weakening in silicate minerals, as 

well as in pure silica or silicate glasses [5,122]. The stress corrosion of glasses also 

determines the long-term mechanical properties of the material, due to the chemical 

reaction of water with silicate glasses crack tips. Understanding silica and silicate glass-

water interactions is also critical in evaluating the stability of vitrified nuclear waste 

materials, since the durability of the borosilicate glass host is paramount for the 

immobilization of nuclear waste [26,168,178,232]. A detailed mechanistic understanding 

of the water-silica interactions can lead to more accurate predication of the behaviors of 

vitrified nuclear wastes during geological storage.  

 Water-silica reactions are based on the breakage of siloxane linkages and the 

formation of silanol groups is described by Eq. 0-1 [88]:  

    𝑆𝑖 − 𝑂 − 𝑆𝑖 + 𝐻2𝑂 → 𝑆𝑖 − 𝑂𝐻 + 𝐻𝑂 − 𝑆𝑖   Eq. 0-1 

The energy barrier for the above reaction depends on the number of bridging oxygens 

which are attached to the silicon as well as the stress state of the siloxane bond. At a 

crack tip, where the Si-O bonds are under stress, the energy barrier is lowered. A 

similarly stressed Si-O bond exists in 2-Ring defects which occur on freshly fractured 

surfaces and are a set of edge sharing SiO4 tetrahedron. Therefore, short range and 

longer range structural features including bridging oxygen concentration and ring 

structure affect the reactivity of the silica surface.  
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 Experimental and computational methods have been used to investigate the 

activation energies for silica dissolution in aqueous environments. Work by Icehnhower 

and Dove investigated changing dissolution rates of quartz at different temperatures 

and suggested activation energies of 74.5±1.4 kJ/mole (0.77ev) for Si-O bond breakage 

through experimental reaction kinetics [159]. The 0.77eV energy barrier is consistent 

with other experimental work indicating activation energies between 60.9-89.0 kJ/mole 

(0.63-0.92eV) [159]. Extensive computational work by Kagan et al. implemented 

classical molecular dynamic (MD) simulations to look at the dissolution of a silica 

surface and separated the reaction rate by changing Qn species, with n as the number 

of bridging oxygen atoms associated with a silicon [88]. The limiting step in silica 

dissolution, as reported by Kagan et al., are the Q3→Q2 and Q2→Q1 steps, both of 

which have an energy barrier of 14 kcal/mole (0.61eV) [88]. In comparison the Q1→Q0 

and Q4→Q3 transitions have lower energy barriers of 13 kcal/mole (0.56eV) or 11 

kcal/mole (0.48/eV) respectively [88]. Due to the added strain associated with the 2-

Ring defect, it is expected that energy barriers for their removal is lower [81].   

 2-Ring defects have been identified experimentally using both SIMS (secondary 

ion mass spectroscopy) [118,121] and 29Si DAS (dynamic angle spinning) NMR (nuclear 

magnetic resonance) [65,138]. Investigation of the hydroxylation of 2-Ring defects was 

performed by D’Souza and Pantano by fracturing silica rods in ultra-high vacuum 

conditions so that the dangling oxygen bonds and undercoordinated silica form the 2-

Ring defects [121]. Two hydroxylation rates were identified to describe the hydroxylation 

and de-hydroxylation behavior of fractured silica glass surfaces. The first reaction was 

governed by first-order kinetics with reaction times too fast to be analyzed, but were 
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theorized to be the annihilation of 2-Ring defects [121]. In comparison, the second stage 

of the reaction was much slower, and believed to be the removal of 3-Ring defects from 

the system [121]. The 3-Ring defects are expected to be more stable than the 2-Ring 

defects since they have a less constrained Si-O-Si bond angle of 127o by 29Si DAS 

NMR compared to 90o for the Si-O-Si bond angle in 2-Ring defects [65]. Despite the 

results reported by D’Souza and Pantano for the hydroxylation of 3-Ring defects, the 

same techniques and methods cannot probe the reaction mechanisms and reaction 

rates for 2-Ring removal, indicating the important role that computational methods can 

play in investigating silica hydroxylation.  

 In addition to the above experimental investigations of silica hydroxylation both 

classical and first-principles atomistic simulations have been widely used to investigate 

water-silica reactions. The simulations complement the experimental work since the 

complexity of the bulk amorphous structure, the short time-frames of the reactions, and 

the limited methods available to quantify the different reactants and products of the 

reaction makes water-silica reactions challenging to identify. Classical MD forcefields 

capable of describing these interactions have been under development by Garofalini 

and colleagues starting in the early 1990s [233,234] and continuing until the present 

[88]. Additionally, Fogarty et al. parameterized the ReaxFF forcefield developed by van 

Duin et al. to investigate water-silica reactions including the identification of extensive 

proton transport as a critical feature in reaction pathways [82,85,97]. Even with the 

development of classical MD methods which are capable of simulating water-silica 

reactions, they need to be carefully benchmarked against more accurate simulations. 

Thus, DFT based methods provide reaction mechanisms for water-silica surfaces which 
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can be incorporated into the parametrization of classical MD codes. The ever increasing 

computational efficiency of the DFT algorithms and computing power also make it 

possible to perform AIMD simulations with hundreds of atoms and the inclusion of bulk 

surfaces. Interactions between silica surfaces and water have been studied using both 

classical MD [86,90,91,233] and DFT methods [105,106,110,135,152] as well as 

investigations of nanoconfined water [89] and hydrophobic surfaces [107]. Even so, long 

term simulation of water-silica interactions using AIMD methods is still missing in the 

literature. These results provide valuable mechanistic information on water interactions 

and provides model data for classical MD simulations. 

Despite the wide number of computational studies performed on this topic, the 

detailed reaction mechanism for Si-O bond breakage is relatively unstudied, especially 

in the case where the reaction is naturally allowed to develop [152]. For example, Du 

and Cormack artificially formed silanol bonds and then measured the formation energy, 

Kagan et al. placed water molecules in an ideal configuration to cause siloxane bond 

breakage, and Tilocca and Cormack positioned water molecules adjacent to 2-Rings to 

facilitate reactions in Carr-Parrinello molecular dynamic simulations of 45S5 bio glass 

[86,88,198]. An exception is work by Du et al. who used mixed quantum mechanical 

and molecular mechanical (QM/MM) simulations to investigate the natural hydroxylation 

process on silica surfaces [105,106]. The results indicate that the portion of the surface 

which is treated with quantum mechanical methods can affect the results with 

increasing quantum mechanical treatment lowering activation energies, especially 

compared to cluster calculations [106]. Selective placement of water molecules and the 
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implementation of constrained dynamics facilitate the reactions, but few studies 

investigate the direct dynamics of water-silica interactions.  

 In this chapter the interactions between water and nanoporous silica were 

investigated through the use of AIMD simulations. The natural reaction pathways 

involved in Si-O bond breakage and the effect of porosity on the water-silica behavior is 

identified. Additionally, the hydroxylation process and structural and electronic changes 

along the reaction pathways are studied in detail.  

 

3.3  Simulation Details  

 To investigate the interactions between porous silica and water, two simulation 

methods were used, classical MD with effective partial charge empirical potentials and 

DFT based AIMD simulations. Nanoporous silica models were created with classical 

MD methods and the DFT simulations were used to study the water-silica dynamics. 

The classical MD simulations were implemented in the DLPOLY 2.20 code [213], and 

DFT simulations of the water-silica interactions used a Gaussian localized basis set in 

periodic DFT based AIMD simulations in the CP2K code [219]. Previous work on 

aqueous systems using CP2K has indicated that it provides accurate descriptions for 

insulating and aqueous systems [78].  

 

3.3.1  Nanoporous Silica Structure Generation  

 For this project, a method of generating nanoporous silica structures which mimic 

CVD (chemical vapor deposition) derived nanoporous silica was used. A 99 atom 

system was chosen to allow for sufficient variability in the amorphous structure while still 
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being small enough to allow for computational intensive AIMD simulation in the 

subsequent investigation of water-silica interactions.  

 First, a 99 atom bulk silica structure was created through a melt and quench 

procedure where a random mixture of 33 silicon atoms and 66 oxygen atoms were 

heated to 5000K. The systems were then cooled in a step wise fashion by 500K every 

120ps. Alternating NVT (canonical) and NVE (microcanonical) ensembles were used. 

Ensembles describe which elements of the simulation are controlled, whether that is the 

number (N) or the atoms, the volume (V), the temperature (T), the energy (E), or the 

pressure (P). Implementation of alternating ensembles allows for the regulation of the 

temperature to cause system cooling and then removing the temperature restriction so 

that the simulation can equalize.    

Once the dense silica glass has been created, volume needs to be introduced to 

create pores. A series of linear lattice expansions were performed, in serial, to generate 

the porous structures. A four step procedure for generating the nanoporous silica 

structure is included below.   

First, the 99 atom dense silica structure (ρ=2.2 g/cm3, A=B=C=11.44Å) underwent a 

linear lattice expansions by 20% in all three dimensions, resulting in silica system with a 

volume of 1798Å3 (A=B=C=12.16Å). All the Si-O bonds are broken during the 

expansion and the SiO4 tetrahedron were expanded.  

Next, the newly expanded silica system undergoes 30,000 steps of relaxation with a 

1 fs time step in a NVT ensemble. The temperature is held constant at 300K with a 

Nose-Hoover thermostat. This allows for all of the atoms in the structure to rearrange 

themselves and recreate the SiO4 tetrahedra.  
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After the relaxation of the system the porosity is now scattered throughout the 

structure, rather than all located in one region of the cell. At this point, the porosity of the 

system is ~20%.  To generate a structure with a higher porosity the nanoporous silica 

model undergoes another linear lattice expansion, introducing additional free space into 

the system and increasing the porosity. The process of expansion and relaxation is 

performed iteratively until the desired porosity is reached.  

Finally, once the porosity of the nanoporous silica structure has been finalized an 

additional simulation with an isothermal-isobaric (NPT) ensemble is performed, allowing 

for control of the pressure (P) through the use of a Nose-Hoover thermostat and 

barostat resulting in a chancing simulation cell size and a constant temperature. NPT 

simulations remove the negative pressure regions in the nanoporous silica models to 

create a structure at a thermo-mechanical equilibrium. The resulting nanoporous silica 

systems have porosities between 30%-70% and densities between 0.74-1.53 g/cm3. In 

order to account for the variation in both the amorphous silica structure as well as the 

added porosity all simulations were performed in triplicate, and error bars are typically 

equal to the standard deviation or the standard error of the three values. The standard 

error is the standard deviation divided by the square root of the number of 

measurements.  

Even though the silica systems used here are only ~100 atoms, the same 

method has been previously performed on much larger systems (~3000 atoms) with 

success, and it is expected that the same method used for the larger systems will 

produce similar structures in these systems. Additional information on the system, 
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including bond angles, bond distances, ring size analysis, and mechanical properties 

performed on the 3000 atom systems is included in Reference [235]. 

 Due to the complex internal surface area present in the nanoporous silica 

structures, a series of flat surfaces were generated to provide a control for the complex 

internal geometries that were studied.  

 To create a flat surface a dense silica structure was cut in two by extension of the 

periodic boundary conditions in the z-direction. Through the insertion of 10Å of vacuum 

space the system was essentially cleaved in half, creating the flat surface. Five unique 

surfaces were generated and underwent relaxation using the same DFT methods 

discussed in Section 3.3.2 to remove any high energy sites before water was added to 

the system.  

 

3.3.2  Water-Nanoporous Silica Interactions  

Once the nanoporous silica structures at the selected porosities (30%, 40%, 

50%, 60%, and 70%) were generated, water was introduced into the pore volume 

through the following process.  

 First, a simulation cell of pure water with dimensions of 50Åx50Åx50Å was 

generated. Then, the water box was overlaid with the nanoporous silica system. Finally, 

any water molecules which were outside the nanoporous silica simulation box were 

removed, as were any water molecules within 1Å of the nanoporous silica structure. 

Snapshots of the resulting hydrated nanoporous silica structure are included as Figure 

0-1.  
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Figure 0-1: Snapshot of the 42% nanoporous silica systems (a) unhydrated and (b) 

hydrated. O:red, Si:yellow, H:white.  

 

Due to the increasing volume of the porosity in the systems, more water molecules were 

added to the higher porosity nanoporous silica systems. A table of the number of added 
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water molecules and the porosities of the nanoporous silica systems are included as 

Table 0-1.  

 

Table 0-1: Changing number of water molecules and systems sizes with increasing 

porosity in hydrated nanoporous silica systems 

Porosity 31% 42% 52% 60% 67% 

Water Molecules 20±2 30±1 47±2 66±3 85±3 

Total System Size (atoms) 159±5 189±2 241±5 298±10 354±10 

 

For the initial relaxation of the hydrated nanoporous silica structures a DFT 

geometry optimization was performed for 500 steps, which removed the high energy 

strained sites which were developed through the introduction of water to the system. 

Following the geometry optimization, a DFT AIMD run was performed for 30ps. The 

AIMD runs were performed at 300K which was controlled through a Nosé-Hoover 

thermostat in an NVT ensemble. Periodic bound conditions were employed with a DZVP 

basis set and a BLYP generalized gradient approximation which was implemented in 

the CP2K simulation package [220]. For more information on basis sets, exchange 

correlation functionals, and the CP2K code, please refer to (Chapter 2).  

 

3.4  Results  

3.4.1  Water-Silica Reaction Mechanisms  

 The use of the first principles simulation methods in this work provided an 

opportunity to investigate detailed reaction mechanisms which are responsible for the 

Si-O bond breakage which governs silica dissolution.  
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The coordination defects which are present in unreacted silica have the highest 

energy in the system, and are therefore removed from the surfaces first. These defects 

include non-bridging oxygens (oxygen bonded to only one silicon), three bonded 

oxygens (oxygen bonded to three silicon), under bonded silicons (silicon atoms bonded 

to only three oxygen), and over bonded silicons (silicon atoms bonded to five oxygen).  

Snapshot of the under bonded silicon (Si3) and non-bridging oxygen (NBO) defects are 

included in Figure 0-2. These defects were removed during the first 500 steps of 

geometry optimization and replaced with silanol (Si-OH) groups. In the case of the NBO, 

a nearby water molecule donates a hydrogen to form the silanol, leaving a remaining 

OH- to undergo limited diffusion before receiving a proton via hydrogen hopping to 

reform a water molecule. For the case of an under bonded silicon, an OH- group from a 

water molecule bonds with the Si3 defect to form a silanol group, and the extra H+ ion is 

free to move through the system via proton transfer to either become a H3O+ molecule, 

or terminate a NBO defect. The reader should note that when the proton is transferred 

through the water it is through successive hydrogen transfers from one water molecule 

to the other, and is not due to the movement of one hydrogen through the solvent. The 

result is an extremely rapid relative diffusion of hydrogen atoms through the structure 

compared to bulk water diffusion [85]. 
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Figure 0-2: Snapshots of (a) a Si3 defect and (b) a NBO defect. Si:yellow and O:red.  

 

 2-Ring and 3-Ring defects are also formed on the internal surface areas of the 

pores. The defects are named by the number of silicon present in the ring structure. A 

snapshot of a 2-Ring defect is included in Figure 0-3.a. The mechanism of 2-Ring defect 

removal is complicated since it requires the breakage of a Si-O bond and forms two 

additional defects, a NBO and Si3. Additionally, the interplay between two or more water 

molecules, plus the accessibility of reaction sites, has a significant impact on the 

reactivity. Previous work by Masini and Bernasconi used DFT to suggest the existence 

of two distinct reaction mechanisms for 2-Ring defect removal on flat surfaces [152]. 

During the first reaction mechanism a water molecule is absorbed onto a silicon 

resulting in the formation of a temporary Si5 defect, after which the Si-O bond breaks 

[152]. In the second, the hydrogen in a water molecule absorbs onto one of the bridging 

oxygens in the 2-Ring structure [152].  Even though the second mechanism, the 

absorption of the water molecule onto the bridging oxygen, has a lower activation 

energy of 0.32eV, the first Si5 based reaction mechanisms has a lower initial energy 

barrier of 0.11eV for the absorption of the water onto the silicon atom [152]. The total 
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energy barrier for the removal of the 2-Ring defect from the Si5 based mechanism has 

total activation energy of 1.1eV [152]. In addition, the Si5 based reaction mechanism is 

more commonly reported in both DFT and classical MD based simulations, including 

work by Kagan and Garofalini, and Du et al., among others [88,93,105]. 

 In the AIMD simulations performed here, only the second 2-Ring breakage 

mechanism was identified. The reaction steps are as follows: 

1. Approach and orientation of the water molecule on the 2-Ring defect site (Figure 

0-3.a). This requires the site to be accessible to the water molecule and may be 

affected by the position of the 2-Ring defect structure in the system.  

2. Absorption of the water molecule onto one of the silicon in the 2-Ring defect 

(Figure 0-3.b). The Si5 defect is stable for ~0.1-0.2ps.  The stability of these 

defect sites is variable, and they can be formed at any point during the 

simulation.  

3. One of the hydrogens on the absorbed water molecule breaks away, leaving an 

Si5 defect connected to four bridging oxygens and one silanol group (Figure 

0-3.c).  

4. Opening of the 2-Ring defect resulting in the formation of a NBO defect (Figure 

0-3.d). This reaction occurs almost simultaneously with the removal of the 

hydrogen from the absorbed water molecule.   

5. Termination of the NBO defect through proton transport from the solution (Figure 

0-3.e). It is worth noting that the extra hydrogen which terminates the NBO is not 

one of the hydrogen atoms from the initial absorbed water molecule, but has 
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been generated through the reaction of a different water molecule with a defect 

elsewhere in the system. 

 
Figure 0-3: Snapshots of the five representative steps of the mechanisms of 2-Ring 

bond breakage in a 60% nanoporous silica system in the presence of water. Si:yellow, 

O:red, H:white.  

 

The flat silica surfaces do not exhibit any 2-Ring bond breakage and instead, all of 

the rings which occur on the surface survive the 30ps AIMD simulation. The lack of 2-

Ring defect removal is consistent with experimental reaction rates suggested by 
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D’Souza and Pantano with an additional strain rate added to account for the 2-Ring 

structures [118,121]. Due to the short simulation time, the experimental reaction rate 

predicts that an average of 3*10-10 Si-O bonds should be broken in these simulations 

[118]. This suggests that the opening of the 2-Ring defect in the porous systems is 

unusual, and that a significant amount of strain is introduced due to the 2-Ring 

structure. Additional analysis of the reaction rates derived from changing silanol 

concentrations are included in Section 3.4.4. 

 

3.4.2 Atomic Charge Transfer  

Partial charge analysis of the individual atoms involved in the 2-Ring defect bond 

scission mechanism is critical to understanding the reactions which governed Si-O bond 

breakage in different environments. There is limited information on charge transfer 

during the hydroxylation reaction available in the literature due to the use of classical 

MD simulations, rather than more accurate DFT simulation methods, to perform the 

calculation. Since classical MD simulations typically use fixed charges, there is no 

changing charge states to analyze. The partial atomic charge information which is 

available is focused on the analysis of silanol structures in localized clusters, such as 

SiO4H4 (orthosilic acid), the orientation of water molecules, and hydrogen bond 

formation [236,237].  

The most complete analysis of the reaction has been performed by Du et al., who 

investigated the role of proton transfer between hydronium ions, rather than the charge 

of the NBO and Si3 defects formed during the reaction [105]. Even so, DFT 

computational studies identified charge transfer between silanol groups and adjacent 
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water molecules [105]. Additionally, Bredas et al. found that even slight changes in the 

geometry of the system results in significant changes in the atomic charge densities, 

which highlights that once charge is introduced to the system it is almost 

instantaneously transferred throughout the system [238].  

To investigate the partial atomic charges, a Mulliken population analysis was 

performed for three different trajectories along the 2-Ring defect breakage reaction 

steps. Details on the Mulliken population analysis method is included in Section 2.5.3. 

For the following data on partial atomic charges all atom names are referenced to 

the images in Figure 0-3. One aspect of the reaction which should be noted is that two 

of the hydrogen atoms, H1 and H3 are not included in the entire reaction. H1 diffuses 

away from the silica surface after step 2, and H3 only becomes a part of the opened 2-

Ring when it terminates the NBO during step 5. Therefore, fluctuations in the H1 and H3 

charges after they leave the reaction site should not be considered. All of the changing 

partial atomic charges for the silicon, hydrogen, and oxygen atoms in the reaction are 

included in  

Table 0-2 and Figure 0-4. Charge values for different atoms are averaged over three 

equivalent reactions.  

The silicon atoms in the reaction experience a loss in electronic charge (a less 

negative charge) between reaction step 1 and 2 when a Si5 defect is formed as seen in 

Table 0-3. The difference in the Si1 and Si2 charges is not as extreme as the less 

negative charge between the silicon in the network structure between the same steps 

indicating it is not the change in the bulk silica structure which is responsible for the 

changing charge (Table 0-2 and Figure 0-4.a). The less negative charge of the network 
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silica between steps 1 and 2 is due to the removal of coordination defects elsewhere in 

the structure during the same time frame that the reaction is taking place. After the initial 

change in the charge of the silica its charge is constant for the remainder of the 

reaction, indicating that after step 1 its charge is stable. In the 2-Ring structure the less 

negative charge in the Si1 and Si2 during step 2 is balanced by a more negative charge 

of the associated bridging oxygen (O1 and O2) resulting in a 0.929 net charge of the 2-

Ring structure in step 1 and a charge of 0.926 in step 2, seen in  

Table 0-3. During the first two steps of the reaction the charge of the water molecule 

also become less negative from -0.060 at step 1 to 0.106 at step 2 ( 

Table 0-3). The change in the charge suggests that the interaction of the water 

molecule with the 2-Ring structure results in transfer of electrons into the silica structure 

during the formation of the Si5 defect by a water molecule. Charge transfer from the 

water to a 2-Ring structure was also noted in previous work by Du et al. using QM/MM 

simulations [105]. The charge transfer has an effect on both the oxygen and the 

hydrogen that make up the water molecule with a more negative charge of ~0.05 for all 

the three atoms (Figure 0-4.b and Figure 0-4.c).  

After the initial charge transfer between the water molecule and the 2-Ring defect 

during step 2, the charge of the system is constant until the formation of the NBO in 

step 4. The formation of the NBO causes a more negative charge of the silicon atom 

(Si1) associated with the NBO independent of the network silicon an effect which 

decreases with the formation of a silanol group in step 5. The more negative charge of 

both the silicon, and not just Si1, is indicative of the generalized charge transfer which 

occurs in molecular structures form the formation of localized defects. Previous work by 
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Hamann on the charge state of a 2-Ring defect from Mulliken population analysis 

identified the existence of an unsupported pi bond between the two silicons [239]. The 

latent bond in the 2-Ring defect facilitates the charge transfer between the silicon atoms 

during the reaction (Figure 0-4.a and  

Table 0-2). The un-supported pi-bond also accounts for the consistent charge 

difference between Si1 and Si2 until the formation of the NBO in step 4. 

The oxygen atoms in the reaction exhibit a distinct difference in the charge states 

between the oxygen environments with O1 and O2 which are part of the 2-Ring structure 

exhibiting a consistently less negative charge than the O3 in the water molecule. The 

effect decreases in step 5, when the water molecule has been bonded onto the silica 

surface in the form of silanol groups. An interesting note is that the formation of a NBO 

causes an abrupt decrease in charge on the silicon atom associated with the NBO 

rather than on the oxygen atom.  

The hydrogen atoms initially exhibit a difference between the hydrogens which are 

part of the water molecule versus those that are part of the bulk water. Once the water 

molecule has disassociated in step 2, the charges of the different hydrogen atoms start 

to converge until step 5 at which point the charge transfer has been completed.  

Overall, the analysis of the partial atomic charges describes the charge transfer 

which occurs during the annihilation of the 2-Ring defect including transfer of the charge 

from the water molecules to the surfaces as well as the effect on the atoms surrounding 

the defect site.  
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Table 0-2: Partial atomic charges of silicon, oxygen and hydrogen atoms involved in 2-

Ring defect breakage mechanism in Figure 0-4.a-e. (Reaction Steps 1-5). Standard 

deviation is the standard error.  

Step 1 2 3 4 5 

Si1 0.913±0.030 0.967±0.011 0.970±0.008 0.910±0.015 0.945±0.003 

Si2 0.995±0.025 1.024±0.010 1.025±0.015 0.982±0.008 0.981±0.010 

O1 -0.449±0.039 -0.550±0.019 -0.551±0.040 -0.589±0.023 -0.450±0.029 

O2 -0.481±0.022 -0.516±0.008 -0.515±0.023 -0.535±0.004 -0.486±0.005 

O3 -0.332±0.058 -0.279±0.018 -0.297±0.049 -0.370±0.022 -0.375±0.059 

H1 0.137±0.007 0.192±0.006 0.172±0.08 0.165±0.005 0.172±0.015 

H2 0.145±0.013 0.194±0.013 0.151±0.014 0.157±0.002 0.169±0.007 

H3 0.119±0.024 0.148±0.004 0.150±0.004 0.159±0.005 0.159±0.014 

Table 0-3: Partial atomic charges of the water molecule and the 2-Ring defect structures 

during 2-Ring opening at the five stages pictured in Figure 0-3. (Reaction Steps 1-5) 

Step 1 2 3 4 5 

2-Ring 0.929 0.926 0.930 0.767 0.989 

Water -0.050 0.106 0.026 -0.048 -0.035 
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Figure 0-4: Changing partial atomic charges of (a) silicon, (b) oxygen, and (c) hydrogen 

atoms involved in the 2-Ring defect bond scission mechanism outlined in Figure 0-3. 

The error bars are equal to the standard error.  

 

 

 

4.4.3 Bond distance – bond angle correlations  

Bond angle-bond distance correlations provide an opportunity to investigate how 

constraints in the O-Si-O bond angle affect the Si-O distance in a single snapshot of the 

simulation. Typically, the bond angle distributions (BAD) and pair distribution functions 

(PDF) are presented independently from one another. Through the investigation of both 

distributions simultaneously, it is possible to identify outliers in both the BAD and PDF 

data and investigate how they relate to each other. In Figure 0-5 and Figure 0-6, the 

contour plots of the Si-O bond lengths in the nanoporous silica and surface silica 

models with the three O-Si-O bonds associated with the SiO4 tetrahedra are presented. 

In a few cases, a fourth angle is included which only occurs if the silicon is five 
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coordinated identified by five oxygen atoms within the 2.25Å cut-off. The PDF and BAD 

data is included in the plots along the x-axis and y-axis, respectively, and are centered 

on the experimental bond length of 1.61Å and the ideal O-Si-O bond angle of 109.5o.  

Initially, both the nanoporous (31% porosity) silica structure model and the flat 

surface exhibit a broad distribution of bond lengths and bond angles (Figure 0-5.a and 

Figure 0-6.a). The surface model has more outliers in the initial configuration due to the 

introduction of water into the system, which generates an initial set of defects. After the 

geometry optimization was performed, there is a decrease in the distribution of the bond 

angles and bond distances indicating the relaxation of the silica surface. An additional 

30ps of AIMD simulation further decreases the distribution of bond lengths and bond 

angles. Careful examination of the bond angle-bond distance correlations indicate that 

even after the 30ps of AIMD, a number of outliers remain in both systems, typically a O-

Si-O bond above 140o or below 100o coupled with a Si-O bond length greater than 

1.75Å. The outliers are attributed to the temporary formation of a Si5 defect, identified in 

the simulations performed here as well as by Kagan et al. [88]. Since the formation of 

the Si5 defect is the primary method through which siloxane bond breakage occurs, their 

continued formation indicates that there is sufficient energetic drive to form the 

intermediate defect, but that the energy barrier for breaking the ring structure is much 

higher. There is also a shoulder in the BAD on the y-axis which is attributed to an O-Si-

O bond angle of ~90o which is due to the stable concentration of 2-Ring and 3-Ring 

defects [30].  
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Figure 0-5: O-Si-O bond angle and Si-O bond length plots of 31% nanoporous silica 

computational systems (a) initial configuration (b) after geometry optimization and (c) 

after 30ps of AIMD. The Si-O pair distribution and O-Si-O bond angle distribution are on 

the x- and y-axis respectively. 
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Figure 0-6: O-Si-O bond angle and Si-O bond length plots of silica surfaces 

computational systems (a) initial configuration (b) after geometry optimization and (c) 

after 30ps of AIMD. The Si-O pair distribution and O-Si-O bond angle distribution are on 

the x- and y-axis respectively. 

3.4.3 Two-Membered Ring (2-Rings) Concentrations 

2-Ring defects are high energy surface defects which have been identified in 

both computational and experimental systems. Thermodynamically, these high-energy 

defects are removed from silica systems almost instantaneously during their interaction 

with water. Kinetically, 2-Ring defect removal is complex due to the role of the water 

molecules in facilitating the reaction. Investigations by Tilocca and Cormack on the 

reaction of bioactive glasses with water using ab initio methods identified some stability 
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in 2-Ring structures [198]. The reactivity of 2-Rings is hypothesized to depend not only 

on water-defect interactions but also water-water reactions, and, since smaller rings can 

only react with 1-2 water molecules at a time, their reactivity is limited [198]. In a 

nanoporous silica system where access to sites is even more limited due to limited free 

space in the system, this affect is exacerbated. Kagan et al. also noted that energy 

barriers increased for silicon reaction sites on slightly concave surfaces since the water 

molecule interacts with atoms on the side of the pore as well as the defect itself [88].  

Due to the varying position of the 2-Ring defects in the porous silica, a portion of them 

may be present on concave surfaces leading to variations in stability. Limited 2-Ring 

removal does occur in the highest porosity systems (52%+) where the defects would be 

most easily accessed by water molecules (Figure 0-7). The added curvature both 

increases the drive to remove the 2-Ring defects due to the added strain, but also 

increases the energy barrier due to its position. Therefore, there are a set of competing 

mechanisms to cause 2-Ring defect removal, due to the accessibility of the site and the 

curvature of the internal surface areas.  
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Figure 0-7: Changes in the 2-Ring defect concentrations per nm2 of surface area for 

nanoporous silica systems with porosities between 31%-67% and flat surfaces. 

Standard deviation is equal to the standard error. 

 

3.4.4 Silanol Concentrations on Hydroxylated Silica Surfaces  

 Silanol concentrations on silica surfaces are used to investigate defect 

concentrations since they are generated through the hydroxylation of common defect 

species (NBO, Si3, 2-Ring, 3-Ring). Silanol concentration were calculated by identifying 

the number of Si-OH groups in the systems and then dividing by the internal surface 

area. By rolling a simulated solvent molecule with a 1Å radius along the nanoporous 

silica surface, a Connolly surface can be generated using Material Studio [240,241].  

 Silanol concentrations of ~4.6nm-2 have been reported for both computational 

and experimental systems with work by Du and Cormack identifying that the total silanol 

concentration can be separated by the initial defect species which are hydroxylated to 

form the silanol concentration [86]. The comparatively low concentration of silanol 
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groups in the nanoporous silica systems developed here (Figure 0-8) is the result of 

limited termination of ring defects during the course of the simulation (Figure 0-7). By 

identifying the concentration of 2-Ring and 3-Ring defects, and assuming that their 

removal will result in two additional silanol groups, a theoretical silanol concentration is 

calculated. The computational silica surfaces exhibit a theoretical silanol concentration 

of 3.92±0.11 silanol/nm2 assuming complete defect removal. The nanoporous silica 

systems have a much broader range of theoretical silanol concentration between 2.8-

3.7 silanol/nm2 which varies with porosity. Differences in the theoretical maximum 

hydroxylation concentration for porous systems is attributed to changing surface 

morphology causing fewer defects per nm2 of surface area. 2-Ring and 3-Ring defects 

were responsible for ~60% of the theoretical silanol concentrations. 

Figure 0-8: Silanol concentration in silanol/nm2 for nanoporous silica systems with 

porosities between 31-67% porosity and flat surfaces with time. Standard deviation is 

equal to the standard error. 
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 Experimentally, concentration of silanol groups on freshly fractured surfaces 

were quantified using SIMS and then used to predict reaction kinetics for silanol 

formation [118,121]. Two reaction regimes were noted to occur: one very rapid process 

due to the breaking of 2-Ring defects, followed by slower hydroxylation rate for 3-Ring 

breakage [118,121]. Similar reaction rates occur here with extremely fast reaction rates 

for the hydroxylation of coordination defects (Si3, NBO) and slower reaction times for 2-

Ring and 3-Ring defect removal. D’Souza and Pantano suggested the use of first order 

reaction kinetics to calculate the reaction rate using Eq. 0-2 where c(t) is the 

concentration at time, t, co is the initial concentration, and k is the rate constant:  

     𝑐(𝑡) = 𝑐𝑜𝑒𝑘𝑡      Eq. 0-2 

Using Eq. 3-2 and the final theoretical silanol concentration, the amount of simulation 

time required to reach maximum silanol concentration was estimated. It was found that 

in order to remove all the 2-Ring and 3-Ring defects from the nanoporous silica systems 

between 62-472ps of additional AIMD simulation time would be required, and for flat 

surfaces 1011±380ps would be required (Table 0-4). Both of these ranges are 

significantly higher than the 30ps of AIMD simulation time performed here and suggests 

that hydroxylation, even for highly strained 2-Ring defects, exhibit high energy barriers 

and are rare events requiring long simulation times. Since 2-Ring defects are the most 

reactive in a silica system, and they appear stable during 30ps of AIMD, it is expected 

that the simulation of Si-O bond breakage in bulk silica containing an average ring size 

of six would require significantly more simulation time, or the use of other methods such 

as Nudged Elastic Band (NEB) or potential mean force methods [167,242].  
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Table 0-4: Reactions rates and time to maximum silanol concentration for nanoporous 

silica computational systems and flat surfaces for removal of two-membered ring and 

coordination defects. Standard deviation is equal to the standard error. 

Porosity 
Reaction Rate 

(silanol/nm2) 

Maximum Silanol 

Concentration (silanol/nm2) 

Time to Maximum Silanol 

Concentration (ps) 

31 0.005±0.001 0.20±0.16 472±137 

42 0.017±0.004 0.92±0.41 192±71 

52 0.005±0.001 0.70±0.37 436±53 

60 0.025±0.008 1.68±0.06 128±63 

67 0.021±0.008 1.41±0.10 63±23 

Surface 0.007 0.99±0.89 1011±380 

3.5  Conclusions 

Interactions between water molecules and nanoporous silica models with 

porosities between 31-67% were investigated through the use of DFT based AIMD 

simulation. The 30ps of AIMD simulation time allowed for the accurate description of 

bond breakage and formation during water-silica reactions. It was found that 

coordination defects (NBO, Si3) were converted to silanols during the initial geometry 

optimization while other ring structure defects (2-Ring, 3-Rings) were only partially 

removed during the simulation times. The limited 2-Ring defect removal is due to the 

restricted movement of water molecules through the porous structure and a slightly 

higher energy barrier reported for Si-O bond breakage on concave surfaces [88]. 

The observed mechanism for 2-Ring defect removal is consistent with previously 

proposed mechanisms that relies on the formation of the Si5 defects before the opening 

of the ring structure. The Si5 intermediate defect resulted in the charge transfer from the 

absorbed water molecule onto the silica surface and their continued development 
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throughout the simulation is confirmed through bond angle-bond distance correlation 

plots. Though the formation of Si5 defects continued until the end of the AIMD 

simulations, the energy required to break the siloxane bond was not present. Analysis of 

the silanol concentrations with time suggested that full hydroxylation of the system is 

estimated to occur after 60-470ps of simulation time for the nanoporous silica systems 

and ~1100ps of simulation time for the flat surfaces. 
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CHAPTER 4 

VALIDATION OF REAXFF CLASSICAL MOLECULAR DYNAMIC FORCEFIELD FOR 

INVESTIGATION OF SILICA HYDROXYLATION 

4.1 Abstract 

Characterization of water-silica interactions on the internal surfaces of nanoporous 

silica is critical to investigating the stability of silicate systems when in contact with 

water. Recently, the dissociative bond order based classical molecular dynamic (MD) 

potential ReaxFF was developed by van Duin et al., and has been extensively applied 

to the investigation of water-silica systems due to its ability to simulate complex 

reactions, and after parametrization by Fogarty et al. (ReaxFF-Fogarty), which has been 

recently improved by Yeon and van Duin (ReaxFF-2015). Hydrated nanoporous silica 

systems and cluster calculations of strained and unstrained silica dimers were simulated 

for 30ps using both ReaxFF potentials as well as ab initio molecular dynamic (AIMD) 

methods to provide information for the validation of the ReaxFF potentials. 

The ReaxFF-2015 parameterization resulted in improvements in the activation 

energy for the breakage of strained siloxane bonds, which occur in two-membered ring 

(2-Ring) defects, from -0.16eV in ReaxFF-Fogarty to 0.72eV in ReaxFF-2015, along 

with improved stability of three-bonded oxygen defects while maintaining the 

hydroxylation rates of ~8.2 silanol/ns for ReaxFF simulations. Reaction mechanisms for 

2-Ring defect removal includes the formation of an over bonded silicon (Si5) defect 

through water absorption in the AIMD simulations along with the bonding of a hydrogen 

onto a bridging oxygen in the ReaxFF parametrizations with shorter intermediate defect 

lifetimes in ReaxFF-2015. 
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Additionally, analysis of strained and unstrained silica dimers used in the ReaxFF-

2015 parametrization were consistent between ReaxFF and density functional theory 

methods (DFT), with the exception of a slight distortion in strained bond angles resulting 

in a less symmetric 2-Ring defect structure. 

Overall, the parametrization of the ReaxFF potential by Yeon and van Duin is an 

improvement over the parametrization by Fogarty et al. resulting in more consistent 

reactions mechanisms, hydroxylation rates, and decreasing defect concentrations when 

compared to the ab initio simulations.  

4.2 Introduction 

Nanoporous silica commonly occurs in both natural systems and engineered 

materials, and can be found in the display, biomedical, microelectronic, and 

environmental applications. The variable pore structure, in both size and morphology, 

makes nanoporous silica well suited to applications such as catalysis support, 

separation of gaseous exhaust streams, hydrogen storage, and thermal insulation, all of 

which require high surface areas and adjustable pore sizes [243-245]. Interactions 

between water molecules and the complex internal surfaces formed in nanoporous 

silica are of particular interest since water affects the long term stability and mechanical 

properties of the silica backbone structure. 

Recent experimental work has identified a number of features of water-silica 

interactions including reaction rates for the hydroxylation of fractured silica surfaces 

[118,121], the structure and dynamics of interfacial water in nanoporous silica [60,133], 

and the identification of various bonding environments in silica [62] using secondary ion 
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mass spectroscopy (SIMS), nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR), and sum-frequency 

generation spectroscopy. Due to difficulties associated with the characterization of the 

amorphous structure and randomized pore morphology, as well as difficulty analyzing 

short reaction times, simulations provide additional information on water-silica systems 

not available from experiment. Of particular interest is the characterizations of the 

mechanisms responsible for bond breakage and formation, how different environments 

affect the stability of defect species, and the hydroxylation rate of reactive silica 

surfaces.  

Both DFT and classical MD studies have been employed to perform atomistic 

characterization of water-silica systems. Recently, DFT simulations have been used to 

analyze the hydrogen bonding of water to silanol groups, the surface silanol 

concentration, the development of structured water at the water-silica interface, 

energetics of the formation of silica monomers and dimers, and the protonation of 

silanol groups [110,115,134,246]. Additionally, detailed reaction mechanisms and 

energy barriers responsible for siloxane bond breakage in strained and un-strained 

silica sites have been reported by Rimsza and Du [87], Zapol et al. [167], and Rimola 

and Ugliengo [93] demonstrating the importance of ab initio simulations in identifying 

details of the water-silica interface.  

Despite the successes achieved through the implementation of DFT methods to 

water-silica interactions, classical MD simulations offer a clear advantage over DFT 

simulations in terms of the size and length scales which can be investigated. In an 

attempt to bridge the gap between DFT accuracy and classical MD efficiency, Du et al. 

used mixed QM/MM (quantum mechanical/molecular mechanical) methods to 
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investigate water interactions with silica surfaces [105,106]. The reaction of water with 

two-membered ring (2-Ring) surface defects was analyzed and results indicated that 

system size and the amount of the surface treated with quantum mechanical methods 

have a significant effect on the dissociation energies [105,106].  The complexities 

involved with using QM/MM methods and the sensitivity to system size results in 

variation in the results and affects the application of these methods to the investigation 

of surface reactions. The ability to simulate from tens of thousands to millions of atoms 

for microseconds, several order of magnitudes larger than what can be simulated using 

DFT methods, makes classical MD simulations an extremely attractive option in the 

modeling of water-silica systems, especially in the study of the dissolution process, 

interfacial behavior, and gel structure evolution, where larger length and longer time 

scales are more desirable. 

 The primary drawback from the use of classical MD simulation is the 

development of potentials which describe the interatomic forces. Water-silica systems 

have several difficulties which must be overcome in order to develop a realistic potential 

including separate chemical environments for the oxygen in the water and the silica, 

polarization of the water molecules, and changing charge states during hydroxylation 

reactions. Early potentials focused on the structure and properties of bulk silica 

including two-bodied Buckingham potentials by van Beest, Kramer, and van Santen 

(BKS) and Sanders, Leslie, and Catlow [84,247]. In some cases, additional regulation of 

the O-Si-O and Si-O-Si bond angles was included through the use of three-bodied 

terms as in the Stillinger-Weber potential and the Born-Meyer-Huggins potentials by 

Feuston and Garofalini [100,248]. The introduction of water to the system further 
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complicated potential development due to hydroxylation reactions occurring on the 

surface, as well as the formation of hydronium (H3O+) ions and proton transfer in bulk 

water.  

One of the first water-silica simulations which used classical MD was performed 

with a dissociative water potential proposed by Feuston and Garofalini [100]. In their 

potential, the bond lengths and bond angles associated with the oligomerization of 

orthosilicic acid (SiO4H4) was included to allow for the formation of Si-OH bonds as well 

as ab initio data on interactions between water molecules and silica monomers [100]. 

One drawback was that only four different interactions were included, and it is likely that 

other reactions not explicitly described in the parameterization were being excluded by 

the potential. Du and Cormack developed a set of partial charge potentials to study the 

hydroxylation of silica and silicate surfaces [86]. In the potential set, short range 

interaction of silica and silicate was described using the Buckingham form while a 

Morse potential was used for O-H interaction. Screened harmonic three-body term was 

used to constrain the Si-O-H bond angle. Hydroxylation of the silica surface was 

modeled with close to experimental silanol concentration (4.5/nm2) with the potentials; 

however, no water potentials was included in the potentials set. 

Recently, Mahadevan and Garofalini published a dissociative water-silica 

forcefield which was based on potentials by Guillot and Guissani by adding 

intermolecular interactions and allowing the parameters to vary with temperature and 

pressure [101]. The Mahadevan-Garofalini potential was applied to water-silica systems 

to investigate the life time of hydronium ions [136], hydroxylation [90], thermal 

expansion of nanoconfined water [89], and silica dissolution [88] . Yet another potential 
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developed for water-silica simulations was published by Hassanali and Singer, who 

used a BKS model for the silica and a SPC/E model for the water with Buckingham 

interactions to describe the water-silica interface [102]. Intermolecular interactions were 

added through ab initio data on the structure of silanol groups, donor-acceptor pathways 

for siloxane bond interactions, and the SiO4H4 molecule [102]. Several other water-silica 

potentials have been developed [103,107,249]; however, truly reactive potential that can 

reproduce the bulk silica and water structures and properties as well as their reaction 

energetics are rare in the literature.  

A critical development in the simulation of water-silica interactions was the 

proposal of ReaxFF, a reactive force field initially developed by Goddard, van Duin and 

coworkers [82,97]. ReaxFF is a bond-order based potential which uses a complex 

series of ten different partial energy terms to describe the system energy and the 

bonding states of a material [82]. ReaxFF utilizes a EEM (electronegativity-equalization 

method) to calculate geometry dependent charges and equilibrate the charge over the 

entire system. There are several advantages to the ReaxFF potential model - one of 

which is the indistinguishability of the atomic species in the forcefield, and that atoms 

are allowed to freely and smoothly transition from one chemical species to another [85]. 

This feature is particularly important in the case of water-silica interactions since oxygen 

atoms are present both in the aqueous solution and the silica structure. Additionally, 

charges in the systems are not fixed, but vary depending on the local geometry and 

chemical environment [85]. ReaxFF was first parameterized for water-silica systems in 

2010 by Fogarty et al. (ReaxFF-Fogarty) and demonstrated its capability in reproducing 

structural features and diffusion coefficients for water and silica [85]. In 2015, the 
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parameters described by Fogarty et al. were adjusted by Yeon and van Duin (ReaxFF-

2015) to provide greater accuracy in the hydroxylation energy barriers and identified the 

role of hydronium ions in the formation of surface silanol groups [98]. While not as 

straight forward to parameterize and implement as the simpler two- and three-body 

potentials described previously, the underlying chemistry of the ReaxFF potential allows 

for a higher accuracy with a small penalty in computational efficiency. In the relatively 

short time that the ReaxFF potential has been available, it has demonstrated its 

application in a variety of silica-related studies and has quickly become one of the most 

widely implemented silica potentials. Examples of its application in recent years include 

silica crack propagation [250,251], O2 and H2 interactions with silica surfaces [252,253], 

investigation of friction and wear on silica surfaces [254], as well as its use in the 

simulation of mixed silica-hydrocarbon systems [255,256].  

Despite the well-established accuracy of ReaxFF in describing water-silica 

systems, and the use of ab initio data in the fitting process, comparisons between the 

results from ReaxFF based MD simulations with dynamic data from ab initio MD 

simulations is critical to establish the accuracy of the potential. The validation of these 

methods provides information for the future use of the forcefield in even more complex 

structures and dynamic processes. Here, the ReaxFF potential is validated with AIMD 

simulations not just in the comparison of local structures such as bond lengths and bond 

angles, but in more complex water-silica reaction mechanisms such as hydroxylation of 

defect species, lifetimes of coordination defects, and activation energies for siloxane 

bond breakage. Such data provides insight into the accuracy of the ReaxFF potential 
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and validates its future use in water-silica systems to investigate silica dissolution, the 

role of water in stress-corrosion cracking, and more. 

This chapter is organized in the following way. After introducing the 

computational methodologies, the results on the test of the silica dimers is first reported. 

A comparison of activation energy for siloxane bond breakage between the ReaxFF 

potentials and ab initio simulations is then given. An analysis of the 2-Ring defect 

reaction mechanisms, the life times of three-bonded oxygen defects, and hydroxylation 

rates provide insight into the kinetics of water-silica interactions. Finally, discussion and 

conclusions are presented. 

4.3 Computational Methods 

Several computational methods were used in this work to develop the 

nanoporous silica structures and perform the classical MD and AIMD simulations. The 

use of multiple methods allowed for efficient treatment of the system when the 

nanoporous silica structures were being developed, followed by dynamic simulations of 

the hydrated nanoporous silica system to identify water-silica reactions that can be 

performed using both classical MD and AIMD simulation methods. 

4.3.1 Nanoporous Silica Structure Generation 

To investigate the hydroxylation process on complex internal surfaces, 

nanoporous silica structure models with intricate porosity were created through a series 

of linear lattice expansions. A classical MD potential parameterized by Teter for silica, 

which accurately produces dense silica structural features, was used for the generation 
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of the nanoporous silica [86]. A 99 atom dense silica model with a density of 2.2 g/cm3 

is used as the basis for the nanoporous silica, and was created through a melt and 

quench procedure. The use of small systems sizes allows the structures to be efficiently 

simulated using DFT methods. To introduce volume into the dense silica, a four step 

protocol was implemented. 

First, the dense silica underwent a liner lattice expansion by 20%, increasing the 

cell volume and the Si-O bonds lengths from 1500Å3 to 1800Å3 and from 1.6Å to 1.9Å, 

respectively. Next, the expanded silica structure is relaxed with a NVT ensemble for 

30ps with a 1fs time step at 300K using a Nosé-Hoover thermostat. Atomic movement 

recreated some of the SiO4 tetrahedra and incorporated the added volume into the 

system as voids. After relaxation the system contains ~20% porosity scattered 

throughout the structure. To create higher porosity models the relaxed systems are 

expanded again, adding additional volume and increasing the porosity. By repeating the 

expansion and relaxation process iteratively, the desired porosity is reached. 

The final step is an isothermal-isobaric (NPT) relaxation is performed with a 

Nosé-Hoover thermostat and barostat to bring the system to a thermo-mechanical 

equilibrium. This step is critical in removing the negative pressure regions which can 

form due to the added vacuum space in the simulation cell [257]. The final nanoporous 

silica systems are 30-70% porous with densities between 0.74-1.53 g/cm3. Simulations 

were performed in triplicate with different initial dense silica structures to account for 

variances in the amorphous system and porosity. The same method of generating 

nanoporous silica was used for larger systems (~3000 atoms) and short and long-range 

structural features of those system are included in Reference [235]. 
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Hydration of the nanoporous silica structure was performed by overlaying a 

simulation cell of pure water on the nanoporous silica models. Any water molecules 

outside the boundary of the simulation cell or overlapping with the silica backbone were 

removed resulting in a hydrated nanoporous silica structure with a water density of ~1 

g/cm3. Due to the larger volume of free space available in highly porous systems, the 

number of water molecules increases with porosity, and simulation sizes vary between 

150-370 atoms. Snapshots of a nanoporous silica before and after hydration are 

included in Figure 0-1. 
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Figure 0-1: Snapshot of the 52% nanoporous silica systems (a) unhydrated and (b) 

hydrated. Red is oxygen, yellow is silicon, and white is hydrogen. 

 

Due to inconsistencies in the minimization routines between the classical MD and DFT 

simulations, all the hydrated nanoporous silica systems underwent 500 steps of DFT 

geometry optimization before further simulations were performed. Details on the DFT 

methods used for the relaxation and AIMD simulations are included in Section 4.3.3. 

The initial geometry optimization steps allowed for removal of high energy structures 

formed by the introduction of water. An analysis of the effect of the geometry 

optimization on the system is included in Reference [87].  
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4.3.2 Reactive Force Field (ReaxFF) Methods 

ReaxFF is a complex bond order based potential in which the system energy is 

the sum of several partial energy contributions ( 

Eq. 0-1) [82]. 

𝐸𝑠𝑦𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑚 = 𝐸𝑏𝑜𝑛𝑑 + 𝐸𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟 + 𝐸𝑢𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑟 + 𝐸𝑙𝑝 + 𝐸𝑣𝑎𝑙 + 𝐸𝑝𝑒𝑛 + 𝐸𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑠 + 𝐸𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑗 + 𝐸𝑣𝑑𝑊𝑎𝑎𝑙𝑠 +

𝐸𝐶𝑜𝑢𝑙𝑜𝑚𝑏 Eq. 0-1 

One of the primary benefits of using ReaxFF is that there are no fixed chemical bonds, 

and instead the bond order of an atom is calculated directly from the interatomic 

distances. The atomic bond order is evaluated at every step to allow for the formation 

and breakage of bonds during the simulation. 

With the parameterization of ReaxFF for silica systems in 2003, additional terms 

were added separate from the original ReaxFF developed for hydrocarbons in 2001 

[82,97]. These changes include separate disassociation energies for different bonding 

states (single, double and triple), an additional energy term for the treatment of lone 

pairs, and an adjusted valence angle term to account for the effect of the different 

bonding states [82]. Additional details and functional forms for these adjustments are 

included in the original paper, Reference [82]. 

 Water-silica functionality in the ReaxFF potential was added by Fogarty et al. in 

2010, and included parametrization to quantum mechanical data of water clusters and 

proton transfer in acidic and basic systems after which the silica parameters were refit 

to the silica training set from van Duin et al. [85,97]. Resulting water-silica simulations 

indicated excellent comparison between ReaxFF and DFT simulations as well as 
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experimental results on the structural features (bond lengths and bond angles), diffusion 

coefficients, and partial charge distributions [85]. ReaxFF-Fogarty was also used for the 

identification of water diffusion by proton transfer through a silica slab and polarization 

of the water molecules which interact with the silica surface [85]. One drawback with the 

ReaxFF-Fogarty potential was the low energy barrier for strained Si-O bond breakage 

which was corrected by the re-parametrization of ReaxFF by Yeon and van Duin [98]. In 

ReaxFF-Fogarty, the activation energy for siloxane bond breakage is underestimated, 

theoretically resulting in faster hydroxylation of strained Si-O bonds affecting the long-

term stability of ring defects which is inconsistent with DFT data [85,98,256]. To correct 

this feature, reaction pathways for water with strained and unstrained siloxane bonds in 

silica dimers from DFT calculations were added to the training set for the ReaxFF 

potential parameterization. A discussion of the effect of the reparametrization on the 

activation energies for strained and unstrained siloxane bond breakage is included in 

Section 4.4.2.  

Hydrated nanoporous silica systems were simulated using both ReaxFF-Fogarty 

and ReaxFF-2015 potentials for 30ps of classical MD using a 0.35ps time step at 300K 

controlled by a Nosé-Hoover thermostat. The ReaxFF simulations were performed in 

the MD simulation package LAMMPS using the USER-REAXC package [214]. 

 

4.3.3 Density Functional Theory (DFT) Methods 

For comparison with ReaxFF classical MD simulations, DFT AIMD simulations 

were performed in parallel using the same initial nanoporous silica systems. A mixed 

Gaussian and plane wave basis set was implemented in the QUICKSTEP routine in 
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CP2K to provide increased efficiency over the use of pure plane wave codes while still 

allowing for efficient treatment of periodic boundary conditions [219,220]. The 

QUICKSTEP method in CP2K has been previously applied to the simulation of pure 

water, pure silica, and water-silica systems [54,78,110,134]. DZVP basis sets and the 

BLYP functional were used due to their ability to reproduce both the diffusional and 

structural properties of liquids [78] and silica [54] with an energy cut-off of 280 Ry. 

Similar computational parameters have been used to identify the structure of water 

inside a silica nanopore, the acidity of silanol species, and 2-Ring defect reactions 

[87,110,134]. Hydrated nanoporous silica underwent 30ps of AIMD using a 1fs time step 

at 300K, controlled by a Nosé-Hoover thermostat and requiring ~20,000 hours of 

simulation time per system. 

  

4.4 Results  

4.4.1 Structure of Strained and Unstrained Silica Dimers  

Analysis of the strained and unstrained silica dimers provides insight into how the 

structure of the 2-Ring defects, which can be formed in the nanoporous silica systems, 

vary with simulation method. A silica dimer (Figure 0-2.a) and a hydroxylated 2-Ring 

defect structure (Figure 0-2.b) were selected as representative systems for unstrained 

and strained siloxane bonds. Similar models were used by Yeon and van Duin to 

reparametrize the ReaxFF potentials with improved energetics for 2-Ring opening 

(ReaxFF-2015 potential) [98]. The strained silica dimer is representative of a 2-Ring 

defect, which is a set of edge sharing SiO4 tetrahedra, which has been hydrogen 

terminated. 2-Ring defects have been identified during the fracturing of silica in vacuum 
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conditions by SIMS and 29Si dynamic angle spinning NMR experiments 

[65,118,120,138].  

 

Figure 0-2: Snapshots of the (a) unstrained and (b) unstrained silica dimers. Red is 

oxygen, yellow is silicon, and white is hydrogen. Si-O-Si and O-Si-O bond angles are 

drawn schematically. 

 

All simulations were performed in simulation cells with dimension of ~25Åx25Åx25Å and 

the energies of the structures were minimized through geometry optimization before 

analysis. To identify the equilibrium bond lengths and bond angles at 300K, bond angle 

distributions (BAD) and pair distribution functions (PDF) were generated from a 15,000 

step NVT classical MD or AIMD simulation, to account for variations in the bond length 

due to thermal vibrations. Interatomic distances and bond angles are reported as the 

peak of the BAD or PDF value, as well as the full-width-at-half max (FWHM) of the peak 

in Table 0-1 and Table 0-2.  
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Table 0-1: Structural features of the unstrained silica dimer. 

Property AIMD ReaxFF-Fogarty ReaxFF-2015 

 Dimer Surface Dimer Surface Dimer Surface 

Si-O dist. (Å) 
1.64 

(0.08) 

1.65 

(0.08) 

1.55 

(0.07) 

1.58 

(0.09) 

1.57 

(0.09) 

1.59 

(0.11) 

O-O dist. (Å) 
2.68 

(0.22) 

2.68 

(0.20) 

2.55 

(0.19) 

2.56 

(0.29) 

2.58 

(0.38) 

2.58 

(0.30) 

O-H dist. (Å) 
0.97 

(0.02) 

1.01* 

(0.08) 

0.96 

(0.07) 

0.99* 

(0.07) 

0.98 

(0.05) 

1.01* 

(0.08) 

Si-Si dist. (Å) 
3.13 

(0.22) 

3.20 

(0.32) 

2.91 

(0.06) 

3.06 

(0.12) 

3.06 

(0.11) 

3.12 

(0.15) 

Si-O-Si angle (o) 
136 

(22) 

142 

(38) 

140 

(9) 

150 

(22) 

153 

(26) 

154 

(37) 

O-Si-O angle (o) 
110 

(12) 

108 

(12) 

108 

(11) 

108 

(17) 

109 

(12) 

108 

(15) 

Si-O-H angle (o) 
116 

(13) 

117* 

(17) 

107 

(7) 

112* 

(9) 

124 

(9) 

123* 

(7) 

*from Si-OH located on internal surface are of nanoporous silica systems 

 

The primary structural features of both the strained and unstrained siloxane 

bonds are consistent for the two simulation methods in terms of Si-O, O-O, O-H, and Si-

Si interatomic distances (Table 0-1). In the unstrained system there is a decrease in the 

Si-O-Si bond angle for the silica dimer simulated using AIMD, which is a slight 

underestimation of the bond angle compared to experimental values of ~142o from NMR 

for bulk silica [258]. Alternatively, the Si-O-Si bond angles in the ReaxFF simulations 

are slightly overestimated as compared to the experimental value, which may arise from 
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significant variation in the strain states of the Si-O-Si bridges in the nanoporous silica. 

Additionally, the Si-O-Si bond angle appears to be contracted in the dimers relative to 

the dense silica for all simulation methods with angles decreasing by an average of 6o 

and limited differences in the other bond angles in the system. Previous DFT methods 

have identified that the Si-O-H bond angle is ~119o suggesting that ReaxFF-Fogarty 

had a slight underestimation of the bond angle while ReaxFF-2015 experienced a slight 

overestimation in both models studied [259]. The Si-O-H bond angle from AIMD 

simulations of this work is close to earlier DFT calculations while the difference between 

DFT and ReaxFF simulations is also within 5%. 

In the strained silica structure the Si-Si interatomic distance is 2.4Å by AIMD 

methods, ~0.40Å smaller than the ReaxFF simulation values of ~2.8Å in both the dimer 

and the dense systems (Table 0-2)  and consistent with previous DFT investigations 

using Gaussian 6-31G basis sets [139]. Additionally, in the AIMD simulations both the 

Si-O-Si and O-Si-O bond angles experience strain with bond angles of 90-94o, 

significantly less than ~145o and ~109o reported for Si-O-Si and O-Si-O unstrained bond 

angles respectively [86]. Compression of both bond angles to ~90o is consistent with 

previous DFT calculations [139,239,260]. In the ReaxFF methods both angles are 

compressed by ~35o in the 2-Ring defects, with O-Si-O and Si-O-Si bond angles of ~74o 

and 105o, respectively. Therefore, the 2-Ring defects in the AIMD calculations are 

primarily symmetric with the O-Si-O bond angle only being compressed by ~20o 

compared to ~50o for the Si-O-Si bond angles. In previous simulations of nanoporous 

silica surfaces using classical MD methods with a silica forcefield and fixed partial 
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charges parameterized by Teter, the O-Si-O and Si-O-Si bond angles were ~85o and 

~90o, respectively, which is consistent with the AIMD data present here [235].  

 

Table 0-2: Structural features of the strained silica dimer. 

Property AIMD ReaxFF-Fogarty ReaxFF-2015 

 Dimer Surface Dimer Surface Dimer Surface 

Si-O dist. (Å) 
1.69 

(0.07) 

1.66 

(0.13) 

1.59 

(0.09) 

1.56 

(0.08) 

1.57 

(0.10) 

1.58 

(0.09) 

O-O dist. (Å) 
2.81 

(0.16) 

2.68 

(0.20) 

2.70 

(0.45) 

2.56 

(0.29) 

2.68 

(0.42) 

2.58 

(0.30) 

O-H dist. (Å) 
0.97 

(0.06) 

1.01* 

(0.08) 

0.97 

(0.07) 

0.99* 

(0.07) 

0.98 

(0.07) 

1.01* 

(0.08) 

Si-Si dist. (Å) 
2.40 

(0.10) 

2.42 

(0.09) 

2.82 

(0.08) 

2.83 

(0.06) 

2.76 

(0.06) 

2.80 

(0.08) 

Si-O-Si angle(o) 
91 

(5) 

91 

(4) 

106 

(5) 

105 

(6) 

104 

(6) 

103 

(6) 

O-Si-O angle(o) 
89 

(4) 

89 

(4) 

74 

(5) 

74 

(4) 

76 

(5) 

76 

(6) 

Si-O-H angle(o) 
117 

(13) 

117* 

(17) 

108 

(8) 

112* 

(9) 

124 

(9) 

123* 

(7) 

*from Si-OH located on internal surface are of nanoporous silica systems 
 

Discrepancies between the ReaxFF simulations and the AIMD data may be 

caused by the lack of a three-bodied term in the potential to regulate the bond angles, a 

strict distribution of charges which prevents the formation of a Si-Si unsupported pi-

bond described by Hamman [239], or control of a Si-Si interatomic distances which 

limits the ability of the systems to form fully strained 2-Ring defects. While the effect of 

the varying strain on the O-Si-O and Si-O-Si bond angles on the reactivity is unknown, 
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future users of the potential should be aware that some small structural details of the 

interatomic angles are inconsistent between AIMD and the ReaxFF potentials while the 

bond distances are well represented.  

4.4.2 Activation Energies for Siloxane Bond Breakage 

A number of ab initio computational studies have been performed to investigate 

the activation energies related to 2-Ring defect removal and values between 0.32eV 

(7kcal/mole) and 1.27eV (29kcal/mole) are reported (Table 0-3). The identification of the 

exact activation energies for 2-Ring siloxane bond breakage is complicated due to 

variation in the methods used, the size of the surface models, the number of water 

molecules involved in the reaction, and the location of the 2-Ring defects in the system. 

For instance, 2-Ring defect structures located on concave surfaces are reported as 

having a higher activation energy [88] while Du et al. suggested that when more water 

molecules are involved in the reaction the energy barrier lowered a phenomenon also 

noted by Tilocca and Cormack [106,261]. Additionally, the use of small dimer structures, 

cluster calculations, or bulk surfaces models has been shown to have an effect on the 

activation energy of 2-Ring defect removal, as does the type of reaction mechanism 

[106]. 

When the ReaxFF-Fogarty forcefield was used to simulate water reactions with 

the strained silica dimer (Figure 0-2.b) an activation energy of -0.16eV (-15 kcal/mole) 

was identified, far below the range reported by ab initio methods (Table 0-3). For the 

ReaxFF-2015 parametrization, the reaction pathway for Si-O bond breakage in a 

strained silica dimer using DFT with a B3LYP functional and a 6-311++G(d,p) basis set, 

which had an activation energy of ~0.87eV (84 kcal/mole) was included [98]. The result 
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is an activation energy of 0.72eV (17kcal/mole) for the opening of the 2-Ring defect in a 

strained silica dimer using ReaxFF-2015, well within the range of previous 

investigations.  

As a comparison, single point calculations of the reaction were performed using 

the AIMD methods described in Section 4.4.2, to identify differences in activation 

energies between ReaxFF and AIMD along the same reaction pathway for Si-O bond 

breakage. The strained siloxane bond activation energy is 1.7eV (Figure 0-3.a), higher 

than previous ab initio simulations and ReaxFF, which may be due to the use of the 

dimer structure and a single water molecule in the reaction. Additionally, the single point 

calculation geometries were derived from the reaction mechanism outlined in Reference 

[98], which may not be the minimum energy pathway for the AIMD simulations. The 

difference in the transition states between the two simulation methods also suggests 

that there is variation in the preferred both breakage mechanisms which may be 

responsible for the disparity in the activation energies. For the hydroxylation of 

unstrained siloxane bonds (Figure 0-2.b), the activation energy for ReaxFF-2015 and 

the AIMD methods used is 1.4eV and 1.13eV, respectively, which may again be the 

result of using single point calculations, rather than more accurate methods, such as 

nudged elastic band (NEB) calculations. A comparison of the energies for the single 

point reactions for water reaction with strained and unstrained silica dimers (Figure 0-2) 

are included in Figure 0-3.  
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Figure 0-3: Energy barrier for the hydroxylation of a (a) strained and (b) unstrained silica 

dimers using AIMD simulation methods and the ReaxFF-Fogarty and ReaxFF-2015 

classical MD potentials. 
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Table 0-3: Activation energies for siloxane bond breakage in a 2-Ring defect structure 

by classical MD and ab initio simulation methods. 

Author Ea (eV) System Method Ref. 

This Work (AIMD) 1.69 Dimer DFT  

This Work (ReaxFF-2015) 0.72 Dimer Classical MD  

This Work (ReaxFF-Fogarty) -0.16 Dimer Classical MD  

Rimola and Uglinego 1.08-1.27 Cluster DFT [93] 

Walsh, Wilson, and Sutton 0.71-1.11 Cluster DFT [94] 

Masini and Bernasconi 0.32-1.1 Bulk surface CPMD* [152] 

Mischler et al 0.9 Bulk surface CPMD* [153] 

Du et al. 0.41 Bulk surface QM/MM [106] 

*Carr-parrinello molecular dynamics  

 

4.4.3 Two-Membered Ring Defect Removal Mechanisms  

Reaction energies for strained siloxane bonds are found to vary with the reaction 

mechanism responsible for the opening of the 2-Ring defect as well as the position of 

the 2-Ring defects in the system. This is due to kinetic limitations, which affect the 

accessibility 2-Ring defect sites by one or more water molecules which are involved in 

the reaction. Experimental reaction rates suggest that, regardless of the reaction 

mechanism, 2-Ring defects are removed from surfaces through the formation of silanol 

groups within the first few seconds of the surface being in contact with the atmosphere 

including ambient humidity [118]. In computational time frames (<1ns) 2-Ring defects 

have some stability due to their high activation energies relative to the energy gain 

associated with their removal.  
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Table 0-4 demonstrates the varying stability of 2-Ring structures across all the 

hydrated nanoporous silica systems investigated here with different rates of 2-Ring 

removal depending on the computational methods used. Since not all 2-Ring defects 

are removed, there are kinetic or structural barriers to these reactions, so that either the 

2-Ring defect site is inaccessible or the interplay between the water molecules and the 

defect is affecting the ring stability. The mechanisms which are responsible for the 

removal of 2-Ring defects provide insight into this process.  

 

Table 0-4: Number of 2-Ring defects structures in the hydrated nanoporous silica 

systems across all porosities with time and simulation method. 

Time (ps) 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 Δ (0-30ps) 

AIMD 23 14 13 13 13 11 9 14 

ReaxFF-Fogarty 23 20 20 20 20 20 20 4 

ReaxFF-2015 23 21 20 20 20 20 19 4 

 

Previous first principles calculations have shown two different mechanisms 

responsible for the 2-Ring breakage in water-silica systems [152]. The most common is 

the absorption of a water molecule onto one of the silicon ions causing the formation of 

a Si5 defect that eventually leads to the breakage of the Si-O bond and the opening of 

the 2-Ring structure. Of the fourteen 2-Ring defect reactions which occur in the AIMD 

simulations, all of them are the result of this mechanism. An analysis of this reaction 

mechanism is summarized in Reference [87], and it has been identified in a number of 

other ab initio simulation studies [93,94,106]. A proton from the absorbed water 

molecule can be transferred to the non-bridging oxygen (NBO) formed from the Si-O 

bond scission, so that a single water molecule causes the opening of a 2-Ring defect 
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and the formation of two silanols [93]. Alternatively, when two or more water molecules 

are present, a proton is transferred through the water to terminate the NBO with the rate 

of proton transfer depending on the location of the water molecules in the system.   

The second and less common reaction mechanism of 2-Ring opening is the 

absorption of a proton onto one of the bridging oxygens (BO) in the 2-Ring defect, 

causing the simultaneous generation of a silanol group during the Si-O bond scission, 

which is discussed by Masini and Bernasconi [152]. The absorption of a proton onto a 

BO is reported as having an activation energy of ~0.32eV for the entire defect, 

compared to 1.1eV for the Si-O bond breakage with the formation of a Si5 intermediate 

defect. The initial formation of the Si5 intermediate defect has an activation energy of 

only 0.11eV, so that the Si5 defects are preferentially formed suggesting that this 

mechanism is more common [152].  

Interestingly, when 2-Ring defects are opened in the ReaxFF simulations, the 

most common reaction mechanism is a combination of the two discussed above. It 

includes the formation of both a Si5 intermediate defect and the absorption of a 

hydrogen onto a BO. Absorption of the hydrogen onto the BO results in an extension of 

the Si-O bond from ~1.6Å to ~2.2Å and an expansion of the Si-O-Si bond angle to 

~125o, which may relieve strain in the defect structure allowing for an energetic drive for 

the formation of the intermediate defect. Snapshots of an example of a combined 

reaction for 2-Ring defect removal is included in Figure 0-4.a-d.  
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Figure 0-4: Snapshots of the four steps in the mechanism of 2-Ring defect breakage in 

a 42% hydrated nanoporous silica system simulated using the ReaxFF-2015 potential. 

Red is oxygen, yellow is silicon, white is hydrogen. 

 

The removal of a 2-Ring defect (Figure 0-4.a) begins with the absorption of a hydrogen 

onto a bridging oxygen (Figure 0-4.b) which is stable for ~17ps. This is followed by the 

absorption of a water molecule onto a silicon forming a Si5 bond (Figure 0-4.c) which is 

quickly followed by Si-O bond breakage, opening the 2-Ring defect and forming two 

silanol groups (Figure 0-4.d). There is significant variability in terms of which defect is 

formed first (the Si5 intermediate defect or the absorption of the hydrogen onto the BO) 

and the lifetime of each defect before the 2-Ring defect opens. The lifetimes of the 
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intermediate defects are variable, and in some cases the intermediate defect structure 

survives until the end of the simulation. Variation in the life times and types of defects 

formed in the reactions are outlined in Figure 0-5.  

 

Figure 0-5: Lifetimes of the intermediate defect structures in 2-Ring defect reactions 

mechanisms in nanoporous silica simulated using the ReaxFF-Fogarty and ReaxFF-

2015 classical MD potentials. 

 

In order for the 2-Ring defect to be removed, both the Si5 intermediate defect and 

the absorption of a hydrogen onto a BO need to occur, which happens more readily in 

the simulations using the ReaxFF-2015 potential (Figure 0-5). This may be due to the 

inclusion of the reaction pathway in the ReaxFF-2015 parametrization which contains 

both intermediate defect structures creating an energy drive for their formation. While 

the activation energy for the removal of the 2-Ring defect species is higher in ReaxFF-

2015, the lifetimes of the intermediate defects appears to be shortened, the opposite of 

the expected outcome. Despite the differences in the activation energies, it appears that 
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the incorporation of the trajectory for 2-Ring defect removal in the ReaxFF-2015 

parametrization has resulted in an improved reaction mechanism compared to the AIMD 

simulations.  

 

4.4.4 Stability of Three-Bonded Oxygen Defects  

During the formation of the nanoporous silica systems a number of high energy 

surface defects are generated including under bonded silicon (Si3), NBO, and the 

aforementioned ring structure defects. Another rarely occurring defect is the three-

bonded oxygen (TBO) or oxygen tricluster, which occurs when an oxygen is bonded 

with three network formers in a glasses. In the nanoporous silica systems studied here, 

low concentrations of TBO (<1%) were identified across the different porosities (Figure 

0-6).   

 

Figure 0-6: Concentration of three-bonded oxygen (TBO) in the hydrated nanoporous 

silica systems simulated using AIMD or classical MD (ReaxFF-Fogarty and ReaxFF-

2015). 
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TBO are known to occur in other amorphous oxide systems, such as sodium 

aluminosilicates, with concentrations as high as 30% identified by NMR [262,263]. 

However, classical MD simulations on sodium aluminosilicates performed by Xiang et 

al., noted that the oxygen in the TBO were always bonded to a minimum of one 

aluminum atom, and that the formation of TBO bonded exclusively to silicon does not 

occur [262]. This is due to the role of the TBO as a charge compensating mechanism 

for a lack of available Na+ to neutralize the NBO associated with an AlO4 tetrahedron 

[262]. In the nanoporous silica systems studied here, the TBO defect is unstable, and 

should be removed very early on in the simulations for both the AIMD and ReaxFF 

simulations.  

In the AIMD simulations TBO are stable for the first 20ps, with a consistent 

decrease in their concentration with time (Figure 0-6). For the ReaxFF simulations, 

there is additional stability of the TBO with the ReaxFF-Fogarty potential demonstrating 

an increase in their concentration after 15ps (Figure 0-6). The ReaxFF-2015 

parametrization is an improvement in the stability of the TBO over the ReaxFF-Fogarty 

version with lower concentration of TBO which decrease with time.   

Examination of the location of the TBO indicate that they occur primarily as part 

of a 2-Ring defect (Figure 0-7.a), which was also identified in classical MD simulations 

by Winkler et al.  [264]. The existence of stable TBO in pure silicate systems may be 

due to the decrease in energy associated with a perturbation of the highly strained 2-

Ring structure caused by the TBO. There is an expansion of one of the Si-O-Si bond 

angles from ~ 105o to ~125o, as well as elongation of the Si-O bonds to ~2.2Å, relieving 

some of the strain. After varying amounts of simulation time one of the Si-O bonds from 
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an adjacent Si5 defect breaks off and rotates to terminate the newly formed Si3 defect 

due to the removal of the TBO (Figure 0-7.b). After the reaction is completed all of the 

silicon are four-coordinated and the oxygen are two coordinated, forming complete SiO4 

tetrahedra (Figure 0-7.c).  The removal of the TBO does not require a water molecule to 

facilitate the reaction, and is caused by a thermodynamic drive to decrease the energy 

of the system.  

 

Figure 0-7: Snapshots of three-bonded oxygen (TBO) defects in the hydrated 

nanoporous silica systems including its reaction with an over bonded silicon. Red is 

oxygen, yellow is silicon, and white is hydrogen. 
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4.4.5 Hydroxylation Rates in Nanoporous Silica  

Hydroxylation rates of the unreacted internal surface area of the nanoporous 

silica structures provide insight into the dynamics of the water-silica interface and the 

energy gain associated with their removal. Previous computational and experimental 

work has identified the silanol concentration on silica surface to be ~4.6/nm2 due to the 

termination of coordination and ring structure defects in the systems [86]. The AIMD 

simulations have a final silanol concentration of 3.85±0.22 silanol/nm2 slightly lower than 

the experimental value and ~0.3 silanol/nm2 higher than in the ReaxFF simulations 

(Table 0-5). Due to the time frames of the simulations, it is not expected that the surface 

would be fully hydroxylated, and previous studies indicated that between 50-500ps of 

AIMD simulation time is required for the hydroxylation of nanoporous silica systems 

depending on the porosity [87].  

Additionally, reaction rates were calculated using a first order reaction rate 

equation, which was suggested by D’Souza and Pantano and implemented by Rimsza 

and Du for describing the fast hydroxylation behavior in computational and experimental 

systems [87,118,121]. The reaction rate is described by Eq. 0-2, with C(t) as the silanol 

concentration at t=0.03ns (30ps), C0 as the concentration at the beginning of the MD 

simulation time, t as the elapsed time (0.03ns), and k as the reaction rate[121]:  

𝐶(𝑡) = 𝐶𝑜𝑒𝑘𝑡      Eq. 0-2 

The hydroxylation rate of 11.7 silanol/ns for the AIMD simulation is slightly higher 

than values of 8.4 silanol/ns for the ReaxFF systems, but overall there is a reasonable 

agreement between the two methods. Additionally, the re-parameterization of the 

ReaxFF forcefield does not appear to have made a difference in the hydroxylation rate 
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between ReaxFF-Fogarty and ReaxFF-2015 potentials, which is surprising since there 

was a significant change in the activation energy for the removal of 2-Ring defects, 

which affects the silanol concentration. Since hydroxylation rates are dependent on the 

termination of defect species, analysis of changing defect concentrations with time can 

highlight varying defect stability in the nanoporous silica structures.  

 

Table 0-5: Silanol concentration with time for hydrated nanoporous silica systems using 

AIMD methods and classical MD potentials ReaxFF-Fogarty and ReaxFF-2015. 

Concentrations are averaged (Avg) over all porosities with the standard error (SE). 

 
Time 

(ps) 
0 5 10 15 20 25 30 

Reaction Rate 

(silanol/ns) 

AIMD 
Avg 2.74 3.58 3.78 3.76 3.80 3.90 3.85 

11.7 
SE 0.21 0.20 0.21 0.20 0.20 0.21 0.22 

ReaxFF-

Fogarty 

Avg 2.74 3.43 3.47 3.51 3.55 3.55 3.53 
8.4 

SE 0.21 0.21 0.22 0.22 0.23 0.22 0.23 

ReaxFF-

2015 

Avg 2.74 3.12 3.31 3.29 3.35 3.43 3.51 
8.2 

SE 0.21 0.19 0.19 0.20 0.19 0.18 0.21 

 

Defect concentrations are broken down into coordination defects (Si3, Si5, NBO) 

and ring structure defects (2-Ring and 3-Ring defects), and are included in Figure 0-8. 

The decreasing concentration of coordination defects in the structure is well 

represented by both ReaxFF methods and is in close agreement with the AIMD 

simulations (Figure 0-8.a). This indicates that the initial rate of hydroxylation is 

consistent between the two methods, and that there is little tendency to maintain the 

coordination defects (beyond the low levels of TBO which were discussed previously). 

For the ring structure defects, the AIMD simulations appear to be more reactive 
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resulting in a greater decrease in 2-Ring and 3-Ring defect concentrations with time. 

Rate of 2-Ring removal is consistent between both ReaxFF-Fogarty and ReaxFF-2015 

methods, but the ReaxFF-2015 potential exhibits an improvement in the 3-Ring 

concentration with time over the ReaxFF-Fogarty forcefield (Figure 0-8.b). Overall, the 

ReaxFF-Fogarty and ReaxFF-2015 potentials results in similar hydroxylation rates, 

which slight improvements in the 3-Ring removal rate in the ReaxFF-2015 version in 

comparison to the AIMD simulations.  
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Figure 0-8: Concentration of (a) coordination defects (Si3, Si5, NBO) and (b) ring 

structure defects (2-Ring and 3-Ring defects) with time. Error bars are the standard 

error. 

 

4.4.6 Water Diffusion Through Nanoporous Silica  

An important aspect of water-silica interactions is the movement of water 

molecules and individual protons through the internal pore space in the nanoporous 

silica structure, which can have a significant effect on the diffusion rate. Diffusion also 

affects the reaction rate between water and silica since the water molecule needs to 

diffuse towards the coordination or 2-Ring defect before it can be terminated or 

removed. Another important aspect of water diffusion is the movement of hydrogen 

atoms through the solution separate from the diffusion of the entire water molecule, a 

method of atomic transport termed hydrogen hopping [136]. 

Several previous studies using NMR [58,60,63] and DSC [124] have identified a 

region of frozen or structured water located next to silica surfaces, which results in 
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slower atomic movement and diffusion compared to the bulk values. Simulations 

suggest that the region of water affected by the existence of nearby silica surfaces 

extends a minimum of 10Å into the liquid [59,134]. Based on this criterion, nearly all of 

the water molecules in the nanoporous silica studied here would be considered 

interfacial water, and the diffusion coefficient is expected to be lower than in bulk water 

systems. Changes in the diffusion coefficient of water are most extreme within the first 

monolayer of water due to the formation of a hydrogen bond network between the water 

molecules and the surface silanol groups limiting atomic movement [128]. The limited 

diffusion of water next to silica surface is most extreme for the first monolayer, and the 

farther a water molecule is from the surface, the less of an affect is seen on the 

orientation and diffusion of the water molecule [130]. Therefore, as more free space is 

introduced into the system, the diffusion of water is expected to increase since less of 

the water molecules will be hydrogen bonded to the surface silanol groups.  

Diffusion rates in the hydrated nanoporous silica systems were calculated 

through the use the mean squared displacement (MSD) and the Einstein diffusion 

equations, discussed in Section 2.5.2, to identify diffusion rates of different atomic 

species in the system. The oxygen in the water and in the silica are separated, as is the 

hydrogen and the oxygen in water molecule, to allow for the identification of changing 

diffusion rates between atomic types.  

Overall the water present in the nanoporous silica has much slower diffusion 

coefficients than bulk water (Table 0-6) due to the formation of the aforementioned 

hydrogen bonding network which slows atomic movement. It is expected that the 

diffusion coefficient would increase for the hydrogen and oxygen in the water with 
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increasing porosity due to few water molecule being in contact with the surface (Figure 

0-9). In the classical MD simulations, the diffusion coefficients demonstrate this trend 

with an almost linear increase with porosity. The trend in the AIMD data is more 

complex (Figure 0-9) which does not exhibit as clear a trend possibly due to the higher 

reactivity of the surface which results in the oxygen and hydrogen atoms in the water 

molecules reacting with the surface, forming silanols. Once the atoms have bonded with 

the surface, the diffusion coefficient would drop significantly, resulting in inconsistent 

diffusion coefficients. Comparatively, in the ReaxFF simulations, the water molecules 

may interaction less with the surface resulting in a linear increase in the diffusion 

constants with more available free space.  

 The relative diffusion coefficients of the hydrogen atoms compared to the oxygen 

indicates that the hydrogen diffuses faster than the oxygen atoms at all porosity levels 

and in all the simulation methods used. This is due to the aforementioned proton 

transfer in the solution, and ReaxFF potentials are capable of replicating this complex 

and important feature of bulk water systems, an important requirement in the modeling 

of water-silica interactions [85]. 
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Table 0-6: Diffusion coefficients (10-9 m2/s) of hydrogen and oxygen in the water 

molecules in the hydrated nanoporous structures reported as the average of three 

simulations with the standard error. 

 AIMD ReaxFF-Fogarty ReaxFF-2015 

Porosity 

(%) 
DH DO DH-DO DH DO DH-DO DH DO DH-DO 

31 
0.52 

±0.05 

0.48 

±0.02 

0.04 

±0.03 

0.34 

±0.06 

0.29 

±0.03 

0.05 

±0.05 

0.40 

±0.03 

0.27 

±0.01 

0.13 

±0.04 

42 
0.31 

±0.12 

0.18 

±0.12 

0.14 

±0.01 

0.69 

±0.11 

0.53 

±0.14 

0.16 

±0.03 

0.49 

±0.04 

0.33 

±0.03 

0.16 

±0.03 

52 
0.57 

±0.09 

0.28 

±0.01 

0.29 

±0.10 

0.78 

±0.13 

0.65 

±0.15 

0.13 

±0.04 

0.75 

±0.06 

0.63 

±0.07 

0.12 

±0.01 

60 
0.67 

±0.16 

0.62 

±0.18 

0.05 

±0.02 

1.08 

±0.10 

0.96 

±0.09 

0.13 

±0.03 

1.01 

±0.09 

0.86 

±0.09 

0.15 

±0.01 

67 
0.45 

±0.03 

0.40 

±0.03 

0.05 

±0.01 

1.22 

±0.11 

1.06 

±0.11 

0.17 

±0.01 

1.18 

±0.22 

1.01 

±0.17 

0.17 

±0.05 

100 

(H2O) 

3.13 

±0.03 

2.94 

±0.02 

0.19 

±0.01 

2.73 

±0.38 

2.59 

±0.35 

0.14 

±0.03 

2.90 

±0.73 

2.82 

±0.72 

0.09 

±0.03 
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Figure 0-9: Diffusion coefficient for water molecules, separated into hydrogen and 

oxygen atoms, in hydrated nanoporous silica systems. 

 

4.5 Conclusions  

Two versions of ReaxFF water-silica parametrizations by Fogarty et al. (ReaxFF-

Fogarty) and Yeon and van Duin (ReaxFF-2015)  were used to model the structure and 

the dynamic properties of water-nanoporous silica interactions while parallel AIMD 

simulations were performed using the CP2K code (AIMD) to validate the classical MD 

potential ReaxFF [85,98].  

Structural analysis of strained and unstrained silica dimers used for parametrization 

of water-silica reactions in the ReaxFF-2015 potential indicated that there is excellent 

agreement in interatomic distances of the clusters and ~10o difference in the O-Si-O 

and Si-O-Si bond angles. The bond angle differences are possibly due to a lack of Si-Si 

bond formation indicated in previous DFT calculations [239] or by a constraint in the Si-

Si bond distances. 
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Activation energies for the breakage of strained and unstrained siloxane bonds are 

~0.72eV in the ReaxFF-2015 simulations in agreement with previous ab initio 

investigations and a significant improvement over the value of -0.16 eV reported for the 

ReaxFF-Fogarty potential.  

Study on the reaction mechanisms for 2-Ring defect removal from ReaxFF based 

simulations demonstrates that both a Si5 intermediate defect and the absorption of a 

proton onto the BO is required in order to break the Si-O bond and open the 2-Ring 

defect. DFT based AIMD simulations only exhibit the formation of the Si5 intermediate 

defect during 2-Ring opening. The formation of both defect structures in the ReaxFF 

simulations are consistent with the reaction pathway used in the parametrization of the 

ReaxFF-2015 forcefield. Additionally, the ReaxFF-2015 potential results in shorter 

lifetimes for both intermediate defect species which is more consistent with the AIMD 

simulations.  

Low levels (~1%) of three-bonded oxygen (TBO) were also observed in all the 

nanoporous silica systems studied with increased stability of the defect noted in the 

ReaxFF-Fogarty potential over the ReaxFF-2015 version. In comparison, TBO has a 

much shorter lifetime in AIMD simulations of hydroxylated nano-porous silica and all 

TBO defects are removed after around 20 ps in AIMD simulations. The differing stability 

of the TBO may be related to the stability of the hydrogen absorbed onto a BO in the 2-

Ring defect removal mechanism both of which cause changes to the Si-O-Si and O-Si-

O bond angles and Si-Si interatomic distances in the 2-Ring defect structure. 

Hydroxylation rates for the three methods are between 8.2-11.7 silanol/ns and are 

described using first order reaction kinetics, with the higher reaction rates in the AIMD 
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simulations being the result of the increased reactivity of the 2-Ring defects due to the 

long life times of the intermediate defect species. Hydroxylation rates of the coordination 

defects (Si3, Si5, NBO) are consistent between AIMD, ReaxFF-Fogarty, and ReaxFF-

2015 simulations.  

Overall, the refinement of the parametrization of the ReaxFF potential by Yeon and 

van Duin (ReaxFF-2015) shows clear improvement over earlier parameterization by 

Fogarty et al. Inclusion of the water reaction with a 2-Ring defect (strained silica dimer) 

in the training set results in water-silica reactions in better agreement with ab initio MD 

simulations in terms of activation energy, reaction mechanism and the rate of TBO 

defect removal.  
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CHAPTER 5  

INTERFACIAL AND HYDRATED SILICA GEL STRUCTURE MODELS BY CLASSICAL 

MD SIMULATION 

 

5.1 Abstract   

  The development of interfacial silica gel layers plays a critical role in 

controlling the stability of the water-silica interface and the residual dissolution rate 

hence characteristics and layer structure of the gel is one of key unanswered questions 

in understanding the dissolution of silicate and related oxide glasses. In this chapter, the 

silica gel structure models were developed using atomistic computer simulations. A 

three-component interface model consisting of dense silica, silica gel, and bulk water 

was created to mimic the development of alteration layers during glass dissolution. Two 

methods were used to create the gel structures: one from de-polymerization of dense 

silica with silicon removed and the remaining dangling bonds saturated with hydrogen to 

form silanol groups; and, the other one from the remnant of a multicomponent silica 

glass by removing the soluble species such as B and Na. The former was used in the 

creation of the interfacial models.  

The silica-gel-water (SGW) interface structure model was developed through the 

formation of a silica gel in contact with dense silica with a smooth transition from dense 

silica to silica gel, and then bulk water creating a water-silica gel interface and a pure 

water region to allow for the dissolution of silica. Through high temperature classical 

molecular dynamic (MD) simulations with the ReaxFF dissociative water-silica potential, 

the SGW models were allowed to evolve resulting in the growth of the silica gel into the 

water region of the model while the dense silica remains stable. The short range 
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features such as bond angles and interatomic distances of the gel layer experience 

littler variation while medium range structure features such as Qn and ring size 

distributions become more consistent with dense silica due to the increases in fully 

coordinated SiO4 tetraheda and the development of five-, six-, and seven-membered 

rings. Dissolved silica was formed in the water region with over 50% existing as silicic 

acid monomers (SiO4H4). The development of SGW models enables detailed 

understanding of the role of complex interfacial model systems plays in the dissolution 

of silicate glasses in aqueous environments.  

 

5.2 Introduction  

The long term stability of silica and silicate systems in aqueous environments has 

gained increased interest in recent years due to their wide spread use as catalyst 

supports and hydrogen storage materials [13,265-268] as well as their role in the 

regulating the stability of the earth’s crust and other geological formations [1,4,5]. One 

of the critical technical applications of silica-based glasses is their role in the 

immobilization of nuclear waste, where the high composition tolerance and chemical 

stability, as well as relatively easy processing make these amorphous materials well-

suited for the immobilization of medium and high level nuclear waste materials to solve 

the earth’s most important energy and environmental challenges.  

Silica dissolution has been characterized as a series of stages corresponding to 

the changes in the surface composition of the glass depending on the length of time the 

glass has been in contact with the water. The first two stages are relatively immediate 

surface effects including ion exchange of the cations in the glass with proton or 
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hydronium ions resulting in a fully hydroxylated surface which is depleted in network 

modifiers [178]. Once the initial surface changes have occurred, slow breakage of Si-O-

Si linkages and similar bonds results in the formation of a silica gel surface layers and 

saturation of silica in the solution adjacent to the surface. At this stage the dissolution 

rate is slowed, and the glass is in temporary equilibrium with the surrounding aqueous 

solution resulting a residual rate of dissolution. Through unknown mechanisms, 

secondary precipitation phases can form on the surface of the gel structure and silica 

dissolution resumes which is known as the resumption rate stage. The precipitation of 

silicate crystalline phases that follow the Ostwald rule of stages is a result of the 

alteration layers trending toward more thermodynamically stable structures [269].  

The residual dissolution rate is heavily influenced by the diffusion rate of the water 

molecules through the various gel/passivation/alteration layers which form at the water-

silica interface. Despite the importance of these interfacial structures, details on the 

structure and properties of the silica gel layers are missing in the literature, and 

understanding of the gel layer and associated interfaces remains a grand challenge in 

understanding the dissolution behaviors of glasses.   

Several recent experimental investigations on the dissolution of silicate glasses 

and the generation of interfacial phases have been reported using isotopically tagged 

glass samples to allow for an analysis of the movement of atomic species from the 

glass to solution and vice versa [185]. At this point, the number of interfacial phases that 

form (1-3), the width of the interfacial gel region (1-10+ microns thick), as well as how 

the gel layer affects the residual glass dissolution rate, is unknown, though it has been 

predicted that the interfacial silica gel layers are protective in nature [184,185,269]. 
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From previous experimental studies on nuclear waste glasses, it has been suggested 

that the alteration layer is not a precipitate from the solution, but instead is the result of 

the reorganization of the remaining glass structure, which is modified after the removal 

of mobile and soluble species [147,185,270,271]. The silica rich gel has been analyzed 

by Raman spectroscopy to identify the changing connectivity of the silicon in the gel and 

the results indicated changes in the internal bonding environment of the network 

forming species [269]. The gel structure can have pore sizes less than 1 nm and 

decrease as they approach the surface, suggesting that the alteration layers acts as a 

molecular sieve that controls and regulates the diffusion of water and other mobile 

species through the gel layer [185].   

Despite some recent progress gained of the gel layer through experimental 

studies, many questions remain concerning the structure and properties of silica gel 

layer formed during the dissolution of silicate glasses. These questions include the 

possible formation of multiple interfacial layers, how the structure and properties of the 

gel vary with the initial glass composition, and the change of activity of soluble species 

[178,272]. Additionally, due to the complex structure and nano-porosity of the silica gel 

at different stages of the glass dissolution process, analyzing the features of the 

interfacial layers is a great scientific challenge. Isotope tracing experiments combined 

with NMR (nuclear magnetic resonance) and FTIR (Fourier transform infrared 

spectroscopy) allow for the identification of some structural features, but difficulties with 

differentiating between atomic species in the water and the silicate, the effect of 

dehydration, and the long experimental time frames (26+ years) are still being 

overcome. 
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Computational methods provide insight into the glass dissolution process due to 

their ability to model the silica-water interactions with atomic accuracy that provides 

extremely detailed insight into the processes and reactions that govern silicate 

dissolution in aqueous environments.  

Thus far, the majority of the computational investigations on water-silica systems 

has focused on the interactions between water and flat silica surfaces, and has been 

limited in terms of system size and time frames. For instance, hydroxylation of the silica 

surface has been studied using both ab initio and classical MD methods 

[81,85,86,90,110,152] as have the energies associated with breaking individual siloxane 

bonds [93,115,155,167,273]. These studies have been beneficial in developing an 

understanding of the immediate processes that occur during the interaction between 

water and silicates, but it has not addressed some of the larger length scale features of 

silica-water interactions which govern the dissolution of silicate glasses. These features 

are however important in understanding the kinetics of these reactions and the role of 

water diffusion in facilitating siloxane bond breakage.  

Similarly, analysis of silica gels has been undertaken due to the interest in 

nanoconfined water as well as aerogel structures [134]. The existence of this so-called 

frozen or structured water has been identified both experimentally 

[56,58,109,124,133,274] and computationally [59,127,132,275] with the mechanisms 

which are responsible for its formation, such as the development of hydrogen bond 

networks and organization of water based on the surface charges, being identified 

computationally. The decrease in the diffusion of nano-confined water suggests that the 

formation of silica gels on the surface maybe passivating by limiting the diffusion of 
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water through the system. Extensive proton transport through the nanoconfined water 

has also been identified. It allows for movement of hydrogen species through the 

systems without requiring molecular diffusion [136]. However, the effect of bulk water 

next to the gel and the ability of the confined water to cause Si-O bond breakage have 

not been studied. 

In addition, investigations on the solubility and polymerization of silica in water 

have been performed to identify if the silica gel structure was formed from an 

oversaturated solution [276,277]. The topic of silica solubility has been extensively 

studied experimentally due to its interest in the geological community with evaluation of 

the solubility limit of silica and its variation with temperature [27,162,278-280] as well as 

the formation of different polymeric forms in the saturated solution [157,158]. 

Computationally, due to limitations in simulation time frames combined with low silica 

reaction rates, especially in dilute conditions, there are relatively few studies on silica 

polymerization. Some ab initio work has been done on the varying stability of silica 

monomers, dimers, and trimers in water [246,281,282] as well as a study of 

polymerization reactions in ultra-saturated conditions using classical MD simulations 

[276,277]. All of the above studies have investigated the spontaneous polymerization of 

silica monomers in water, and do not account for the role of interfaces that may facilitate 

or hinder the polymerization reactions. Additionally, many of the theories which govern 

silicate dissolution in water suggest that the dissolution process slows when the water is 

silica saturated [178,186], but whether that is due to an increase in the activation energy 

for siloxane bond breakage, or an increase in polymerization reactions on the surface, 

has not been identified.  
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Limited investigation of the gel structures when in contact with water and dense 

silica has been performed almost exclusively through the use of kinetic Monte Carlo 

(KMC) method. KMC is a stochastic method of predicting evolution of a system based 

on known reaction mechanisms and reaction rates. KMC models have been effective in 

identifying different water diffusion regimes in nuclear waste glasses and the role of 

structural features such as non-bridging oxygen (NBO) and boroxyl rings on the rate of 

interfacial gel formation [95,168,202,203]. The drawbacks of using KMC is that it lacks 

atomic level details, and it does not provide mechanisms that govern the surface 

reorganization, but instead they are based reaction rates from experimental or 

theoretical studies.  

While the above computational work has made significant progress in 

understanding certain aspects of the processes during silicate glass dissolution such as 

the investigation of the initial hydroxylation and hydrolysis process on flat silica 

surfaces, the limited diffusion kinetics of nano-confined water, and polymerization of 

silica in solution, they are each evaluated independently from one another and often 

under different context and circumstances. How these simultaneous processes govern 

the silicate glass dissolution in aqueous environment is unclear. This is especially 

critical since silica-gel and gel-water interfaces can have an impact on the structure and 

dynamics of the water molecules through the interface. What is missing from the 

literature is an understanding of the role that the interface plays in the dissolution of 

silicate glasses, and how the silica-water reactions, water and hydration species 

diffusion, and changing concentration of dissolved silica affect each other. To our 

knowledge, this is the first model of its kind that uses reactive force field (ReaxFF) 
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based classical MD simulations to develop an interfacial model consisting of not just 

bulk water and dense silica, but also an interfacial silica gel region, to understand the 

important role that the alteration layers play in the dissolution of silicate glasses. The 

development and analysis of the interfacial models will provide information on the 

interfaces, how the gel evolves during its interaction with water, the flux of water and 

silica through the interface, and more. In this chapter, the development of interfacial gel 

structures are investigated, and then input into a three component model consisting of 

dense silica, silica gel, and bulk water regions. The effect of these regions on the 

structure of the silica and gel layers are examined as the system evolves as a function 

of time and temperature. 

5.3 Simulation Methods 

5.3.1  Computational Simulation Methods 

The classical MD simulations in this work were performed using the dissociative 

water-silica potential ReaxFF, developed by van Duin, Goddard, and coworkers and 

parametrized by Yeon and van Duin [82,97,98]. The use of ReaxFF allows for the 

simulation of bond breakage and formation since the interatomic distance between 

atomic pairs identifies the bonding states, and is revaluated at every frame to allow for a 

smooth transition from bonded to unbonded systems. The ability to simulate reactions 

without specifically including them in the parametrization is due to a complex potential 

consisting of ten individual energy terms which account for different bonding conditions, 

all of which decrease smoothly with distance, avoiding sudden step-wise changes in 

system energy [82,98]. Parametrization of the ReaxFF potential for water-silica systems 
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used here is an improvement over a version by Fogarty et al. in 2010 which resulted in 

negative activation energies for the breakage of strained siloxane bonds, which was 

corrected in the version by Yeon and van Duin [85,98]. ReaxFF has been used with 

success in a wide variety of water-silica systems identifying the role of humidity on 

surface structures [283], the formation of silica nanocages [284], the structure of 

hydrated calcium silicates [132], and water confined in the silicate [285]. In this work, 

ReaxFF implemented in the open source code LAMMPS, a classical MD code 

distributed by Sandia National Laboratories, was used in the simulations due to its high 

computational efficiency [214].  

 

5.3.2 Silica Gel Structure Formation   

Due to the uncertainty in the experimental literature describing the structure of 

the interfacial gels in silica dissolution, two different methods were used to create silica 

gel structures, which were compared in detail in this work with an aim to identify which 

is consistent with the available experimental data. Both methods rely on the concept 

that the silica-enriched gel interfacial layers are remnants of the initial multi-component 

glass structure as identified by Gin et al. [185]. In the first method, a de-polymerization 

process was used that is based on the assumption that silica dissolves in aqueous 

environments from the formation of individual SiO4H4 in the solution, and SiO4 units are 

removed one at a time [88]. To create this de-polymerized silica gel structure, a 3000 

atom dense silica glass system was used as the basis from which silicon atoms were 

randomly removed one by one, and the remaining non-bridging oxygen ions were 

hydrogen terminated creating silanol (Si-OH) groups. By varying the number of silicon 
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atoms removed, the connectivity and amount of free volume introduced to the structure 

was controlled. Of the 1000 silicon atoms present in the structure either 20% (200 Si), 

40% (400 Si), or 60% (600 Si) were removed, forming DSG-20, DSG-40, or DSG-60 

nanoporous silica systems. Once the nanoporous silica was generated, the system was 

hydrated by overlaying the simulation cell with a large box of water molecules at a 

density of 1 g/cm3. Any water molecules within 1Å of atoms in the gel structure or which 

were outside the simulation cell were removed which ensures that the system is fully 

hydrated. Due to the randomized and unique structure of different silica models with the 

same composition, all simulations were performed in triplicate with each generated from 

different random processes, and final structure and properties are presented as an 

average of three simulations with the standard deviation. Final systems vary depending 

on the number of silica (20%, 40%, 60%) removed and data on system sizes and silica 

concentrations included in Table 0-2.  

Another method of the gel structure generation is from the boroalumiosilicate 

glass structure generated from MD simulations [193].  This is based on the hypothesis 

that the nanoporous silica gel is the remnant (relic) structure from the dissolution of 

soluble species such as sodium, calcium, and boron, as well as other network modifiers 

and formers from the multicomponent borosilicate glasses used for nuclear waste 

immobilization. This results in a silica rich gel layer, the aspects of which are still under 

debate in the literature [178]. To mimic this process, a classical MD potential was 

developed and used to create a multicomponent glass model at a composition similar to 

those used in the immobilization of nuclear waste from which non-silica components will 
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be removed leaving behind a silica rich gel layer. The gel structures generated from this 

method are compared to the de-polymerized gel structures discussed previously.   

Unfortunately, most classical MD potentials currently available do not contain the 

functionality for the simulation of boron, aluminum, and silicon that has been a 

significant barrier in the simulation of complex multi-component oxides. A recent 

potential by Deng and Du has been developed which is capable of replicating both 

three-fold and four-fold coordination of boron along with aluminum, silicon, and sodium 

parameters using a Kieu potential framework which was used here [193]. It should be 

noted that simulation of the dissolution of multicomponent glasses cannot be performed 

with the potential by Deng and Du, because it does not include parametrization for 

water interactions. For the selection of the initial composition, effort was made to obtain 

multicomponent glass structures similar to the proposed international simple glass (ISG) 

composition, which was selected by an international consortium to standardize 

investigation of the dissolution of nuclear waste glasses [26]. Based on the available 

classical MD potentials, a further simplification of the ISG composition was created, 

simplified ISG (sISG), to approximate the relative concentration of network formers and 

modifiers to mimic the structure of ISG compositions. Compositions for the ISG and 

sISG glasses are included in Table 0-1, and additional information on the structure and 

properties of the sISG compositions simulated with the potential by Deng and Du is 

included in Reference [193].  
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Table 0-1: Simplified ISG and ISG glass compositions [66]. 

 SiO2 

(wt%) 

B2O3 

(wt%) 

Na2O 

(wt%) 

Al2O3 

(wt%) 

CaO 

(wt%) 

ZrO2 

(wt%) 

sISG 54.6 23.6 16.3 5.5 0.0 0.0 

ISG 60.2 16.0 12.6 3.8 5.7 1.7 

 

sISG structure models containing 3396 atoms were obtained from Deng and Du 

and used to create the remnant silica gels [193]. To simulate the removal of the mobile 

species in the glass and create a silica gel, all the sodium, boron, and aluminum, were 

removed, and any resulting NBO were terminated with hydrogen. In experimental 

studies, it was found that sodium ion exchange with proton or hydronium ions occurs in 

the first stages of water-silica interactions, which is followed by the removal of boron 

due to its high water solubility [178,269]. Aluminum has shown some stability, and can 

remain in the gel structure where it may have an effect on the dissolution rate [178,269]. 

Since the dissolution of pure silica is the focus of this study, the aluminum atoms are 

also removed, but aluminum could be kept in the system for future studies. The result is 

a fragmented nanoporous silica structure, which was then hydrated by overlaying a box 

of water molecules at a density of 1g/cm3 and removing any molecules which 

overlapped with the nanoporous silica. System details for the silica gels developed from 

the de-polymerized silica process (DSG) and from the remnant of the sISG systems 

(RSG) are included in Table 0-2, and the schematic outline of the development of both 

gel structures is included in Figure 0-1.  
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Figure 0-1: Outline of the generation of DSG or RSG systems. Red is oxygen, yellow is 

silicon, white is hydrogen, aluminum is green, boron is purple, and sodium is blue. 
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Table 0-2: Composition and density for DSG and RSG silica gel structures.  The 

standard deviation is from three unique silica gel systems. 

 
% Network Formers 

Removed 
Mole % SiO2 Mole % H2O 

Density 

(g/cm3) 

DSG-20 20 (Si) 62.26±1.19 37.74±1.19 1.91±0.01 

DSG-40 40 (Si) 40.77±0.06 59.23±0.06 1.57±0.01 

DSG-60 60 (Si) 23.66±0.07 76.34±0.07 1.25±0.01 

RSG 36 (Al, B) 45.28±1.28 54.72±1.28 1.66±0.02 

 

After the DSG and RSG systems were created, MD simulations with ReaxFF 

force field were performed for 30ps using a 0.25 fs time step. The temperature was 

controlled through the use of a canonical (NVT) ensemble, which controls the number 

(N), volume (V), and temperature (T) of the simulation through the use of a Nosé-

Hoover thermostat with a damping time of one hundred time steps. The relaxed silica 

gel systems were then analyzed for differences in structure between the two methods 

as well as compared to the available literature on silicate gels. Details of this 

comparison is included in Section 5.4.1.   

 

5.3.3 Silica-Gel-Water (SGW) Interface Model Formation  

A multi-phase silica dissolution model was developed in order to allow for the 

investigation of the role of a silica gel interfacial layer on the dissolution of pure silica 

glass. The SGW model is composed of three sections, silica with a density of 2.2 g/cm3, 

a gel structure with a density of ~1.6 g/cm3, and bulk water, with a density of 1 g/cm3. 

To create the SGW model, first, a 3000 atom dense silica model (35Åx35Åx35Å 

simulation cell) was created from a melt-and-quench procedure using the classical MD 
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parameters described by Teter [86]. To create the dense 6000 atom silica system the 

structure was repeated in the z-dimension, forming the 3000 atom dense silica region 

and a second 3000 atom block of dense silica which is the basis of the silica gel 

structure (35Åx35Åx70Å). Next, the de-polymerization methods of creating silica gels, 

discussed in Section 5.3.2, was performed on one half of the dense silica model, 

removing 400 of the 1000 silicon present and hydroxylating the NBO. A snapshot of the 

resulting structure is included in Figure 0-2.b. This formed a dense silica system in one 

half of the model, connected to a fragmented nanoporous silica structure in the other 

half, with a continuous interface between the two regions. By extending the z-dimension 

by 35Å, a vacuum region and a set of interfaces was created, one in contact with dense 

silica, and the other with nanoporous silica. Then the structure was hydrated by 

overlaying a large box of pure water molecules on the combined silica and nanoporous 

silica structure, and removing any water molecules outside the simulation cell or 

overlapping with the initial structures. The final model has a simulation size of 

35Åx35Åx105Å and contains 11692 atoms. A schematic of the development of the 

SGW model is included in Figure 0-2.  
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Figure 0-2: Schematic outline of the generation of the SGW model systems. Red is 

oxygen, yellow is silicon, and white is hydrogen. 

 

For the dynamics of the SGW model, the system underwent classical MD 

simulation using the aforementioned ReaxFF forcefield for 1 ns using a 0.25 fs time 

step, to control the fast dynamics of the light hydrogen atoms in the system. In order to 
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accelerate the dynamics of the water-silica reactions the temperature for the simulation 

was increased to 300K, 500K, 700K, or 900K and regulated by a Nosé-Hoover 

thermostat with a damping time of one hundred time steps. By increasing the 

temperature during the simulation longer time frames can be accessed by speeding up 

the dynamics, in a process termed temperature-accelerated dynamics (TAD) [286]. 

Since the breakage of siloxane bonds are rare events, especially in the small time 

frames and systems sizes investigated by computational methods, increasing the 

temperature (even to values greater than 1100K) decreases the reaction energy 

barriers, allowing for the faster evolution of the structure [286] . TAD methods have 

been used for the evaluation of surface diffusion, studies of crystal growth, and the 

simulation of proteins [286-288]. TAD simulation methods typically require a screening 

of individual reactions which may occur, since by increasing the temperature, as was 

used here, the reactions as well as the rate constants are affected, resulting in 

differences in the ratio of high- and low-barrier reactions [286]. In the case of the 

evolution of the SGW, since the amount of reorganization is significant and the final 

structure is of primary interest, the differences in the reaction rates and rate constants 

are not considered. Therefore, by running the simulations at 300K-900K it is expected 

that the system at 900K will have evolved for longer than the simulation which was ran 

at 300K, resulting in greater reorganization of the structure and a more reactive 

interface and defect sites. Once the SGW structure models have been relaxed for 1 ns 

at 300-900K the temperature is then decreased to 300K, and 30ps of NVT relaxation is 

preformed to cool down the systems and remove any high temperature vibrations which 

may affect analysis. The final relaxation at 300K also allows for the deconvolution of any 
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high temperature structures which may have been inadvertently developed during the 

simulation. The changing temperature over the course of the simulations are outlined in 

Figure 0-3. Analysis of the structural changes in the SGW model after cooling is 

discussed in Section 5.4.3. 

  

Figure 0-3: Changing temperature with time for the four different SGW model structures. 

 

5.4 Results  

5.4.1 Silica Gel Structures  

The structure of the interfacial gel layer is critical to regulating the dissolution 

process of silica, and there is limited knowledge in the literature of the different hydrated 

alteration and interfacial gel layers. Based on what is known about the silica gel, two 

different computational methods were used to develop silica gel layer structure with one 

of which being the result of the de-polymerization of a dense silica structure and the 

other being a silica remnant of the simplified ISG glass. Data from the study of silica 
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dissolution in ISG indicated that only 1:600 silicon atoms in the gel structure had been 

deposited from polymerization in solution, and it is therefore expected that the remnant 

structure would be more consistent with what is seen experimentally for the dissolution 

of multicomponent glasses [185]. The identification of a gel structure which exhibits the 

features of the remnant silica gel formed on the surface of ISG was explored with an 

aim to develop a structure model which exhibits relevance to silica gels from 

multicomponent glass dissolution. Snapshots of two different silica gel structures are 

included in Figure 0-1, and the method developing silica gels is discussed in Section 

5.3.2, with a detailed analysis of their structures is included below.  

Characterization of the similarities and differences between the two methods of 

creating silica gel structures is used as justification for using one over the other in the 

SGW model, whose development is discussed in Section 5.3.3 and analyzed in Section 

5.4.2 and 5.4.3. An analysis of the short range features of the silica gel models including 

the internal structure of the SiO4 tetrahedron, such as bond angles and distances, 

provides insight into the perturbation of the localized structure due to pressure or 

temperature affects in the gel, and also speaks to the accuracy of the classical MD 

potential used in the simulations. Analysis of the bond angles and bond distances was 

collected from compiling interatomic distances from 30,000 snapshots of the silica gel 

structures collected from the 30ps NVT run to develop bond angle distributions (BAD) 

and pair distribution functions (PDF) using a cut-off of 2.25Å. Oxygen atoms located in 

the silica and water were separated for analysis to identify features which may be 

unique to one phase or the other. BAD and PDF analysis takes into account variation in 

the interatomic distances and angles due to vibration of the atomic positions from 
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temperature and the amorphous nature of the material, and is therefore commonly used 

in the analysis of glassy systems. The peak and full-width-half-max (FWHM) values for 

the BAD and PDF data of different atomic pairs of interest are included in Table 0-3, as 

well as values for pure silica, water, and experimental data.   

For the silica gel structures many of the interatomic distances and bond angles 

show no change with the method of silica gel development because their existence in a 

gel rather than in bulk water or silica, or compared to experiment, and include Si-O, Ow-

Hw, (w=water) and Hw-Hw interatomic distances as well as, O-Si-O, Si-O-Si, and Hw-Ow-

Hw bond angles (Table 0-3). Several of the other structural features experience some 

variation including the Si-OH bond angle which is ~124o in the work here compared to 

~118o from ab initio methods, and is a result of the use of the ReaxFF potential 

(Chapter 4 Section 4.4.1). The primary effect of the structure on the bond angles and 

bond distances appears in the Ow-Ow interatomic distance which increases slightly with 

decreasing silica concentration (Table 0-3) in the DSG structures from 2.73Å to 2.88Å, 

with an experimental and bulk value of ~2.85Å. A shorter Ow-Ow distance of 2.73±0.02Å 

was identified as the Ow-Ow interatomic distance in the formation of a distorted 

hexagonal layer in frozen water suggesting that there may be some solidification or 

crystallization of the highly confined water in the systems with the highest silica 

concentration [289,290]. Alternatively, the lengthening of the Ow-Ow distance may be the 

result of small isolated cluster of water molecules which have been reported to have Ow-

Ow bond lengths of 2.94Å by ab initio simulations [73].   

A similar trend is seen in the low Ow-Hw-Ow angle in the silica gels relative to the 

bulk water and experimental values, with Ow-Hw-Ow angles of ~155o in ice monolayers 
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formed during the nanoconfinement of water using classical MD methods while Ow-Hw-

Ow angles in bulk water continue to be ~164o [291]. The ~11o difference in the Ow-Hw-

Ow bond for pure water from simulation (165o) and experiment (174o) may be a result of 

the classical MD potential with ab initio simulations reporting Ow-Hw-Ow angles between 

171.6o-174.5o depending on the exchange-correlation functional used [76,292]. Even 

so, the difference of the Ow-Hw-Ow bond angle up to 11o  between the bulk and 

nanoconfined water in the gel region is still significant, even when accounting for the 

approximation due to in the ReaxFF potential. The formation of frozen or structured 

confined water at ambient conditions has been identified by proton NMR and neutron 

diffraction and is noted to occur within 10Å of silica surface by simulations [58-61]. 

Interestingly, no change in the Hw-Ow-Hw bond angle from 104o as would be expected 

for liquid water, to 109o, which was observed in hexagonal ice, occurs suggesting that 

there exists some ordering of the water molecules in the confined region, but the 

structure is not the crystalline form of ice [293,294]. A conclusive statement on the 

structure of the water inside the silica gel is under investigation for future studies, but it 

appears that confinement of the water causes some structural changes in the hydrogen 

bonded water network.  
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Table 0-3: Interatomic distances and bond angles for the DSG and RSG silica gels 

structures as well as bulk water, silica, and experimental data. The peak of the BAD or 

PDF is presented along with the FWHM value in parenthesis. 

 DSG-20 DSG-40 DSG-60 RSG H2O/SiO2 Expt. 

Si-O dist. (Å) 
1.58 

(0.13) 

1.58 

(0.14) 

1.58 

(0.13) 

1.58 

(0.15) 

1.58 

(0.11) 
1.61a 

O-O dist. (Å) 
2.58 

(0.34) 

2.58 

(0.31) 

2.59 

(0.31) 

2.58 

(0.34) 

2.55 

(0.26) 
2.65b 

Si-Si dist. (Å) 
3.11 

(0.18) 

3.10 

(0.18) 

3.10 

(0.16) 

3.12 

(0.18) 

3.06 

(0.14) 
3.1c 

O-Si-O angle (o) 108 (18) 109 (17) 109 (17) 108 (18) 108 (16) 109.4b 

Si-O-Si angle (o) 154 (30) 156 (28) 153 (28) 156 (28) 152 (22) 153b 

Si-O-H angle (o) 124 (11) 124 (11) 124 (11) 123 (13) N/A 118.1d 

Ow-Hw dist. (Å) 
0.97 

(0.10) 

0.97 

(0.11) 

0.97 

(0.08) 

0.97 

(0.11) 

0.97 

(0.06) 
0.98e 

Ow-Ow dist. (Å) 
2.73 

(0.94) 

2.85 

(1.20) 

2.88 

(1.60) 

2.71 

(1.40) 

2.82 

(0.41) 
2.85f 

Hw-Hw dist. (Å) 
1.53 

(0.20) 

1.51 

(0.20) 

1.51 

(0.19) 

1.56 

(0.24) 

1.54 

(0.12) 
1.56g 

Ow-Hw-Ow angle (o) 152 (42) 152 (43) 152 (41) 154 (42) 165 (25) 174h 

Hw-Ow-Hw angle (o) 104 (16) 104 (17) 103 (18) 105 (18) 104 (15) 104.5f 

aNeutron diffraction [39] bElectron diffraction [32]  cLarge angle x-ray scattering [295] 

dDFT with 6-31G** Gaussian basis set [236]  eElectron diffraction [296]  fNeutron 

scattering [297] gNeutron diffraction [298] hMolecular beam electric resonance 

spectroscopy [292].  

 

To evaluate longer range features of the silica gel, the Qn speciation of the 

backbone structure is performed which provides insight into the connectivity of the silica 

by identifying the number of bridging oxygen, n. As the number of silicon that are 

removed from the structure is increased in the DSG models, the concentration of Qn 
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species changes from a peak in Q3 concentration in DSG-20, which still contains 80% of 

the original silicon, to Q2 in DSG-40 and Q1 in DSG-60 (Figure 0-4.a). This is due to the 

introduction of broken siloxane bonds with the removal of silicon. For the RSG model, 

both Q3 and Q2 species are most common at ~38%, and its Qn distribution matches 

closely with the DSG-40 model with comparable concentrations of Q1, Q2, and Q4 

species (Figure 0-4.a). The increased concentration of Q3 species in the RSG may be 

due to the sodium in the original ISG structure since sodium with a positive charge can 

break one bridging oxygen forming Si-O---Na, resulting in a preference for Q3 species 

[185]. This demonstrates that there is an effect of the initial glass composition on the 

silica structure after the formation of silica gel systems.  

 Analysis of the ring structure distribution provides insight into the intermediate 

range order of the glasses with a ring identified by the number of silicon it contains 

[223]. With decreasing silicon concentration, the ring structure breaks down which is 

seen in the DSG systems with changing silica contents (Figure 0-4.b). For the DSG-20 

structure, which has the highest silicon concentration, the ring structure distribution has 

a clear peak at six which is the most common ring structure formed in pure silica 

glasses as well as cristobalite [193,235,299]. In the DSG-40 and DSG-60 models, the 

ring structure has fragmented with much lower concentrations of all ring structures in 

the DSG-40 system and only ring sizes less than seven for DSG-60. As an interesting 

note in the DSG-60 system, which only contains 24 mole percent silica, there is an 

increase in the number of two-membered rings that are surface defects which form 

preferentially on silica surfaces [86,87,148]. The stability of two-membered rings has 

been included in the parametrization of the ReaxFF forcefield that may cause their 
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formation during the de-polymerization of the structure [98]. For the RSG model, the 

ring-size distribution matches most closely with the DSG-40 system, which has a 

comparable distribution. The primary difference is a higher concentration of five-

membered rings in the RSG system which may be due to the remnant of the ISG glass 

from which the gel is formed. Ring structure analysis of the sISG composition had a 

peak concentration of seven-membered rings across all the network formers in the 

system (Si, B, Al), and silicon may be more prevalent in five membered rings or the 

removal of a single boron from a six-membered ring may allow for the formation of a 

smaller five membered ring composed of pure silica accounting for its increased 

concentration in RSG systems [193]. Without more in depth analysis of the ring size 

distribution of the initial sISG structure, which is outside the scope of this paper, the 

nature of the peak at five-membered peak in the RSG ring size distribution cannot be 

analyzed further.  

Overall, the RSG system is most consistent with the DSG-40 structure, in terms 

of both short range order, such as interatomic distances and bond angles, slightly 

longer range coordination features, such as Si Qn distributions, and in the intermediate 

range order in the ring structure analysis. Therefore, the DSG-40 model is used as the 

silica gel in the development of the SGW interfacial models.  
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Figure 0-4: (a) Qn distribution and (b) ring size distribution of the DSG and RSG silica 

gel structures. Error bars are the standard deviation of three unique simulations. 

 

During the course of the simulations, reactions between the aqueous solution 

and the surface occur that can cause the disassociation of the water molecules. The 

formation of OH- and H3O+ species caused by splitting of water molecules has an 
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activation energy of 0.44eV reported using ab initio Car-Parinello molecular dynamic 

computational methods for water in clusters, and the effect may be exacerbated when 

water is located in small pores, with limited opportunities to recombine [135]. 

Additionally, when significant reorganization is occurring H2 or O2 molecules may form 

due to an excess of protons or oxygen in the solution, and stable concentrations of 

dissolved gases exist in natural aqueous systems [300]. During analysis of the water 

inside the gel structures it was found that the majority of the solution is molecular water, 

97%+ in DSG systems and ~95% in the RSG system (Table 0-4). The remaining was 

composed of either hydroxide (OH-), hydronium (H3O+), hydrogen (H2) or oxygen (O2) 

molecules.   

In the DSG systems low levels of OH- and H3O+ ions were identified, with H3O+ 

ions being ~2x the concentration of the OH-, suggesting that the systems is slightly 

acidic. This is also confirmed by an enrichment of the solution in hydrogen atoms over 

the entire solvent with increasing H:O ratios with decreasing silica concentrations. 

Stable concentrations of H3O+ molecules have been identified in a number of different 

computational studies since diffusion of protons via hydrogen hoping requires their 

formation as intermediate states [75,136]. The higher concentration of H2 in the solution 

may be counteracted by low levels of coordination defects, such as NBO, which can 

result in a silica structure with slightly elevated concentrations of hydrogen or oxygen.   

The analysis of the remnant structure is more complicated since the use of the 

initial ISG composition generates a system rich in oxygen relative to hydrogen since 

there is a high concentration of NBO’s which are terminated by the Na+ network formers 

removed during the formation of the gel. In the RSG systems the water molecule 
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concentration in the solute is slightly lower, at 95%, and rather than forming H3O+ ions 

and H2 molecules, OH- and O2 molecules are formed indicating that the system is basic. 

The dissolution rate of silicates is known to vary with pH with residual dissolution rates 

in solution with pH less than seven being lower than in the basic conditions with pH 

values up eleven resulting in faster dissolution [27,165,301,302]. In many experimental 

studies of long term dissolution of silicate based glasses buffering solutions are used to 

bring the pH to seven in order to remove any of the aforementioned pH affects 

[184,185]. Therefore, the higher concentration of pure water molecules seen in the DSG 

structures is preferred over the RSG systems in order to remove any pH effects in the 

systems. If RSG systems are used in the future, care should be taken to remove any of 

the extra OH- and O2 molecules which are spontaneously formed, and an attempt to 

develop a mass-balance based on the Qn speciation of the silica should be considered.  

 

Table 0-4: Composition of aqueous solution in DSG or RSG silica gel systems. The 

error bars are equal to the standard deviation of three different structures. 

Mole (%) H2O OH- H3O+ H2 O2 H:O Ratio 

DSG-20 97.82±0.75 0.63±0.52 1.05±0.60 0.42±0.30 0.00±0.00 2.01±0.01 

DSG-40 98.17±0.62 0.63±0.52 1.05±1.08 2.95±0.60 0.11±0.15 2.06±0.01 

DSG-60 98.90±0.38 0.42±0.60 0.00±0.00 5.06±1.03 0.42±0.60 2.08±0.02 

RSG 94.85±1.86 3.38±0.79 0.00±0.00 0.00±0.00 3.90±1.87 1.82±0.07 

 

5.4.2 Growth Silica, Gel, and Water Regions in SGW Models  

Through comparison of silica gel structures, a system that is most comparable to 

those formed from the remnant of a multicomponent glass was selected as the 

interfacial region between the dense silica and bulk water regions of the model. Once 
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the SGW models have been developed (described in Section 5.3.3), an analysis of their 

changing structure during the evolution of the model was conducted to provide insight 

into how the silica-gel and gel-water interfaces evolve as a function of time and 

treatment temperature. For example, the growth of the gel region into either the dense 

silica or water can be identified as well as changes in silica concentrations indicating 

from where in the system the silica is dissolving into the water. During the course of the 

simulation, growth and shrinkage in different regions is expected as atoms diffuse from 

one region to each other. Snapshot of the final structures for the SGW models are 

included in Figure 0-5.   
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Figure 0-5: Snapshot of the final SGW structures as well as the initial configuration. Red 

is oxygen, yellow is silicon, and white is hydrogen. Dotted lines represent the transition 

between the silica-gel regions (left) and gel-water regions (right). 
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To separate the regions into silica and gel regions, the analysis of silica density 

as a function of depth from the surface was used by slicing the simulation into 2Å 

sections along the z-axis, and then counting the number of SiO4 tetrahedra in each 

region. In order to be classified as a silica region, the density of SiO2 had to be greater 

than 2 g/cm3, ninety percent of the density of experimental silica (2.2g.cm3), and the gel 

region had a silica density of greater than 1.0 g/cm3, 10% less than half the density of 

silica. During the course of the simulations, silica diffuses away from the gel surface and 

into the bulk water resulting in a measurable quantity of silica in the aqueous region. 

Therefore, regions of the structure which had a silica density of less than 0.2g/cm3 were 

considered to be water regions due to their low concentration of silica species. The 

selection of these cut-off value corresponds to naturally occurring breaks in the Z-

density profile of the silica species between the regions (Figure 0-6). 

 
Figure 0-6: Z-density profile of silica density in SGW models. 
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Even for the SGW-4 simulation, the structure that has undergone the most 

evolution at a high temperature relaxation, differentiation between the three regions is 

clear with the silica region being the most stable with a consistent width of 30Å and a 

silica density of 2.07±0.02g/cm3. Rather, the majority of the structural rearrangement 

occurs in the gel and water regions with an advancement of the gel-water interface into 

the water region. In Figure 0-7 and Table 0-5, the gel region expands into the water 

region due to the diffusion of silica species away from the surface and into the water 

resulting in a decrease in the width. Some of the increase in the gel region and 

decrease in the water region is due to the expansion of the gel-water interface with an 

initial thickness of ~4Å consistent with the initial thickness of the silica-gel interface 

(Table 0-5). The gel-water interface increases as the simulation evolves to 18Å in the 

SGW-3 model and then slightly contracts to 14Å for the SGW-4 structure. The lack of 

the development of a wider gel-silica interface or dissolution of bulk silica may be due to 

the inability of water molecules to diffuse through the interface into bulk silica, a process 

which might take a much longer time than those sampled in these simulations (around 1 

ns). Not surprisingly, this indicates that the water-gel interface is more unstable than the 

gel-silica interface, and to gain a detailed understanding of the process by which silica 

dissolves into solution, a more in-depth analysis of silica-gel interfaces is required.  
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Table 0-5: Width of the silica, gel, and water regions and their interfaces in the SGW 

models as well as the initial SGW structure. 

Region  Water (Å) Water-Gel (Å) Gel (Å) Gel-Silica (Å) Silica (Å) 

Initial 32 4 32 6 32 

SGW-1 28 8 34 6 30 

SGW-2 26 8 36 6 30 

SGW-3 16 18 36 6 30 

SGW-4 24 14 32 6 30 

 

 

Figure 0-7: Schematic outline of width of the silica, gel, and water regions of the SGW 

model and their interfaces. 

 

5.4.3 Structural Analysis of the SGW Models  

The evolution of the structural parameters of the silica, gel and water regions of 

the SGW can identify the amount of atomic rearrangement caused by the diffusion of 

water and silica species through the structure. To differentiate between the silica, gel, 
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and water regions, changes in the density of silica were used as in Section 5.4.2, for a 

consistent identification of regions during analysis. Bond angle and bond distance data 

for the three sections of the model are included in Table 0-6 and Table 0-7.  

The structural parameters for the SiO4 tetrahedra in the silica and gel regions of 

the model (Si-O, O-O, and Si-Si interatomic distances and O-Si-O and Si-O-Si bond 

angles) have differences of less than 1% indicating that there is limited distortion of the 

silica structure. A similar trend is observed for the water molecules with comparable Ow-

Hw and Hw-Hw interatomic distances and Ow-Hw-Ow bond angles for molecules in both 

the gel and the bulk water that are comparable to experimental values (Table 0-6). 

There is a slight transition in the Ow-Hw-Ow bond angle for the water molecules in both 

the gel and bulk water regions towards the bulk water value of 164o, but is consistent 

with previous computational investigations of the structure of water in increasing cluster 

size [303].  The Ow-Ow interatomic distances continue to show tendencies toward the 

formation of structured water due to nanoconfinement effects which is more extreme in 

the silica gel region with smaller Ow-Ow distances as noted in Section 5.4.1. Overall, the 

short range structure around silicon and oxygen such as the bond angle and bond 

distances remain largely unchanged suggesting that the SiO4 tetrahedra and water 

molecules do not experience any significant changes in the evolution of the gel 

structures.   
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Table 0-6: The silica bond distances and angles in the SGW models, the initial structure, and from experiment. The peak 

of the BAD or PDF is presented along with the FWHM value in parenthesis. 

 Silica Gel  

 Initial SGW-1 SGW-2 SGW-3 SGW-4 Initial SGW-1 SGW-2 SGW-3 SGW-4 Expt. 

Si-O dist. (Å) 
1.60 

(0.10) 

1.59 

(0.10) 

1.59 

(0.10) 

1.59 

(0.11) 

1.59 

(0.10) 

1.58 

(0.09) 

1.58 

(0.09) 

1.58 

(0.09) 

1.58 

(0.09) 

1.58 

(0.09) 
1.61a 

O-O dist. (Å) 
2.57 

(0.30) 

2.57 

(0.31) 

2.57 

(0.30) 

2.57 

(0.31) 

2.57 

(0.29) 

2.59 

(0.25) 

2.61 

(0.25) 

2.61 

(0.25) 

2.61  

(0.26) 

2.61 

(0.25) 
2.65b 

Si-Si dist. (Å) 
3.14 

(0.14) 

3.14 

(0.15) 

3.13 

(0.15) 

3.13 

(0.15) 

3.13 

(0.15) 

3.12 

(0.13) 

3.12 

(0.12) 

3.12 

(0.12) 

3.12 

(0.11) 

3.11 

(0.11) 
3.1c 

O-Si-O angle (o) 
107 

(16) 

107 

(17) 

107 

(16) 

107 

(17) 

107 

(16) 

109 

(13) 

109 

(12) 

109 

(12) 

109 

(12) 

109 

(12) 
109.4b 

Si-O-Si angle (o) 
157 

(26) 

156 

(27) 

156 

(27) 

156 

(27) 

156 

(27) 

158 

(25) 

159 

(23) 

159 

(23) 

159 

(23) 

159 

(23) 
153b 

aNeutron diffraction [39] bElectron diffraction [32] cLarge angle x-ray scattering [295] 
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Table 0-7: The water bond distances and angles in the SGW models, the initial structure, and from experiment. The peak 

of the BAD or PDF is presented along with the FWHM value in parenthesis. 

 Gel Water  

 Initial 
SGW-

1 
SGW-2 SGW-3 SGW-4 Initial SGW-1 SGW-2 SGW-3 SGW-4 Expt. 

Ow-Hw dist. (Å) 
0.97 

(0.07) 

0.98 

(0.09) 

0.97 

(0.07) 

0.97 

(0.06) 

0.97 

(0.05) 

0.98 

(0.05) 

0.97 

(0.07) 

0.97 

(0.07) 

0.97 

(0.06) 

0.97 

(0.06) 
0.98a 

Ow-Ow dist. (Å) 
2.84 

(0.67) 

2.68 

(0.25) 

2.68 

(0.26) 

2.68 

(0.24) 

2.68 

(0.27) 

2.74 

(0.36) 

2.80 

(0.44) 

2.73 

(0.51) 

2.71 

(0.54) 

2.70 

(0.54) 
2.98b 

Hw-Hw dist. (Å) 
1.53 

(0.17) 

1.53 

(0.15) 

1.53 

(0.14) 

1.53 

(0.14) 

1.52 

(0.14) 

1.55 

(0.11) 

1.54 

(0.14) 

1.53 

(0.14) 

1.53 

(0.14) 

1.53 

(0.13) 
3.1c 

Ow-Hw-Ow angle 

(o) 

162 

(30) 

164 

(27) 

163 

(27) 

163 

(27) 

163 

(28) 

167 

(23) 

164 

(25) 

164 

(27) 

164 

(126) 

164 

(26) 
174d 

Hw-Ow-Hw angle 

(o) 

104 

(17) 

104 

(15) 

104 

(14) 

104 

(15) 

104 

(15) 

105 

(13) 

104 

(15) 

104 

(15) 

104 

(15) 

104 

(15) 
104.5a 

aElectron diffraction [296]  bMolecular bean electric resonance spectroscopy [292] cLarge angle x-ray scattering [295] 

dMolecular beam electric resonance spectroscopy [292]
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In addition to the changes in the localized structural features of the silica and 

water present in the silica, gel and water regions of the model, slightly longer range 

features such as Qn distribution and ring size analysis can also provide insight into the 

amount of reorganization that occurs in the different regions. During the dissolution of 

silica, it is predicted that the removal of silica from the surface through the formation of a 

SiO4H4 molecule or hydroxylated Q0 species, follows a series of sequential steps. This 

starts as a Q4 species and then transitions to a Q3, then a Q2, a Q1, and, finally, a Q0, 

which is suggested through the formation of primarily silica monomers in solution 

[88,157,158].  

Through analysis of the changing Q4, Q3, Q2, Q1, and Q0 concentrations, the 

breaking of siloxane bonds and the formation of silica dissolution products can be 

identified. The connectivity (C) is also used which describes the average number of 

bridging oxygens associated with a silicon, with perfect dense silica having a 

connectivity of four. As the silica structure evolves, the Qn distribution remains relatively 

consistent (Figure 0-8.a) with changes in connectivity of less 0.02 from the initial model 

to the SGW-4 model, which experiences the most structural rearrangement. The slight 

increases in the Q1 and Q2 concentrations are most likely on the interfaces with the 

conversion of Q4 and Q3 species to lower Qn values.   

In the gel region there is significantly more adjustment with an increase in 

connectivity of 0.26 between the initial structure and SGW-4, a change of 12%. Initially, 

a decrease in connectivity was expected as the gel evolved since more siloxane bond 

breakage would result in a lower connectivity and a higher Q0 concentration. What is 

identified from the data in Table 0-8 and Figure 0-8.b is that there is a decrease in Q0 
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concentration, as the silica monomers diffuse into the water region of the model. 

Similarly, decreases in Q1 species indicate that the Q1→Q0 conversion, which has the 

lowest activation energy, 12% lower than the Q4→Q3 or Q3→Q2 transition, as identified 

from classical MD simulations by Kagan and Garofalini, results in the creation of 

additional monomers or dimers that become part of the dissolved silica [88,155]. Ab 

initio computational investigation of the hydrolysis of siloxane bonds with different Qn 

species suggested that the Q3→Q2 transition has the highest activation energy, which 

may describe why the gel has a decrease in Q0 and Q1 species, but increases in Q2, Q3, 

and Q4, which are more stable [88,155] . As a result it is predicted that as the simulation 

continues to evolve, the gel structure will increase in connectivity as Q0 and Q1 species 

are removed leaving behind a more interconnected structure. The changing Qn 

distribution in silica gel was evaluated by NMR, and found that after 7 days the 

concentration of Q2 and Q3 increases as was seen here on much shorter time frames, 

and that after 21 days there is a rise in the Q4 species [56]. Therefore, the formation of 

crystalline compounds on the surface may be due to the removal of the lower 

coordination structures, such as Q1-Q3 species, allowing for the fully coordinated silicon 

to condense into crystalline phases.  
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Figure 0-8: Qn distribution of the (a) silica and (b) gel regions of the SGW models. 
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Table 0-8: Qn distribution and connectivity (C) in the silica and gel regions of the SGW 

models. 

 Silica Gel 

 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 C Q0 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 C 

Initial 0.33 5.21 14.33 79.91 0.22 3.74 6.27 24.56 36.06 25.26 7.84 2.04 

SGW-1 0.47 6.05 14.79 78.46 0.23 3.72 4.57 19.40 35.66 31.38 8.99 2.21 

SGW-2 0.59 5.97 13.92 79.30 0.22 3.73 3.11 20.56 37.57 29.44 9.32 2.21 

SGW-3 0.71 5.81 14.22 79.27 0.00 3.72 3.82 19.09 38.33 29.96 8.81 2.21 

SGW-4 0.59 6.24 13.77 79.29 0.00 3.72 2.71 16.87 38.86 31.33 10.24 2.30 

 

Analysis of the intermediate structure of the silica and gel regions further 

demonstrates the stability of the silica with a ring size distribution with a maximum of 

seven that does not appear to have any significant changes during the simulations 

(Figure 0-9.a). There may be a slight decrease in the six-membered ring concentrations 

from the initial system compared to the other models that indicates that some 

restructuring is occurring, though it is low relative to the bulk of the material. This is not 

the case for the gel region which, as indicated by the changing Qn distribution, does 

experience significant alteration of the structure (Figure 0-9.b). In particular, the ring 

size distribution shows an increase in the five-, six- and seven-membered rings which 

indicates a reformation of dense silica since pure silica has a peak concentration of six-

membered rings [223,235]. This effect increases when more restructuring occurs with 

higher concentration of five-membered rings from the SGW-4 model compared to early 

structures (SGW-1, SGW-2, and SGW-3) as well as higher six- and seven-membered 

rings. This data further suggests that the gel which remains is becoming more similar to 

the silica in terms of Qn and ring size distribution as the gel evolves.  
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Figure 0-9: Ring size distribution for the (a) silica and (b) gel regions of the SGW 

models and the initial structure. 

 

5.4.4 Dissolved Silica  

An analysis of the changing composition of the water region can provide insight 

into the dissolution of silica gel and change of the aqueous solution concentration. In 
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particular, the concentration of silica species in solution is a common method of 

identifying how fast silicate glasses are dissolving with dilute concentrations of the 

elements being measured from the bulk solution after the glass sample has been 

immersed in water for a set amount of time often on the order of days, months, or years 

[185]. Based on the dimensions of the system studied here, the existence of a single 

silicon atom in the aqueous region will result in a silica concentration far beyond what 

would occur in much larger experimental systems. Therefore, analysis of silica 

concentration in this work only considers the extreme interfacial region of the silica gel. 

Even so, an analysis of the silica concentration can provide insight into what the 

equilibrium concentration of silicon is at these system sizes. Previous work on the 

dissolution of SON68, a thirty component nuclear waste glass, identified final silica 

concentrations of 50-120ppm (0.05-0.12 g/L) by inductively-coupled plasma mass 

spectroscopy with the development of supersaturation conditions of 240ppm silicon 

indicating a decrease in the glass dissolution rate [304,305]. In the study of sodium 

borosilicate glasses dissolution, it was reported that a stable silica concentration of 600-

700ppm (0.6-0.7g/L), much higher than what is reported for more complex 

multicomponent glass [304,305], was observed [184]. Other experimental investigation 

of pure silica indicate that at 300K the maximum silica solubility or the solubility limit of 

silica in water is ~1500ppm (1.5g/L) for amorphous silica while quartz having half of that 

value [278].  

In this work, the amount of dissolved silica is ~5 g/L for the SGW-1 model and 

then increases to ~40g/L for SGW-4 (Table 0-9). The level of dissolved silica is one to 

two orders of magnitude higher than what would be expected, but the initial rapid 
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increase in silica concentration (in the SGW-1 model) followed by a slower increase for 

the models equilibrated at higher temperatures. It is worth noting that high 

concentrations of soluble species have been identified in naturally occurring systems, 

such as sulfate concentrations of ~760g/L in acidic mine waters at the Richmond Mine 

in California [306] and that artificially high ion concentrations occur adjacent to surfaces 

during pitting and crevice corrosion [307]. The high concentration of silica in solution is 

the result of limited bulk water to allow for further movement of dissolved silica away 

from the surface resulting in a peak silica concentration adjacent to the gel-water 

interface. Experimental investigations by Zotov and Keppler used Raman spectroscopy 

to identify monomeric silica (SiO4H4) as the primary form of silica in solution at low 

temperature, and noted that at higher temperatures (greater than 900K) more complex 

polymeric species were present [157,158]. Monomeric silica is also noted to be the most 

common form of dissolved silica in solution after the dissolution of multicomponent glass 

while AIMD studies suggested that both monomers, dimers, and trimers are stable at 

temperatures as high as 900K [185,246]. Evaluation of the stability of silica monomers, 

dimers, and trimers in the gas phase by high level of computational theory, MP2, 

indicates the formation of a dimer is favorable in the gas phase and only slightly less 

favorable when hydrated, an effect which decreases with increasing temperature and 

pressure [282]. The polymerization of highly oversaturated water-silica mixture 

(composed entirely of monomers) was studied using classical MD methods, and the 

spontaneous polymerization of silica with the formation of dimers, followed by a linear 

trimers, and continuing on in the formation of a network structures were reported [246].  
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In the water region of the SGW model, the identification of the structure of the 

dissolved species is complicated by the increasingly diffuse nature of the water-gel 

interface. Therefore, silica species that have diffused greater than 3Å away from the 

surface are considered to have been completely transferred into the water region of the 

structure. The silica concentration is evaluated in 2Å thick sections of the water region 

as defined in Section 5.4.2. Due to the wide range of silica concentrations in the water 

region, data is reported using standard error included in Eq. 0-1 with SE as the standard 

error, SD as the standard deviation, and n as the number of observations/iterations.  

𝑆𝐸 =
𝑆𝐷

√𝑛
       Eq. 0-1 

Throughout the SGW models, a number of silica species form including 

monomers, dimers, trimers, as well as longer silica chains, containing up to eleven 

silicon. All are fully hydroxylated, and the majority of the molecules are monomers, 

making up 50%, 53%, 86%, and 77% of the dissolved silica in the SGW-1, SGW-2, 

SGW-3, and SGW-4 models respectively (Figure 0-10.a.). Overall 84%+ of the silica 

clusters in the water region are either monomers or dimers with the balance being 

composed of longer chain structures. The concentration of large polymerized silica 

clusters may be the result of the small model size that develops oversaturation 

conditions that stabilize silica chains. Additionally, some of the silica appears to be 

dissolved and diffuse into the water region in larger silicon clusters or chunks with 

weaker Q1 and Q2 linkages breaking allowing for higher coordination of the dissolved 

silica. At 300K the silica chains are expected to be unstable, and they can either re-

polymerize on the silica surface or break up to form smaller clusters or monomers, 

which diffuse through the solution faster than large molecules [246].  
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If only the monomeric silica is considered since experimentally all the stable silica 

in water is reported to be SiO4H4 the concentration of silica increases from 3.47 g/L in 

SWG-1 up to 11.90g/L in SGW-4 and plateaus suggesting saturation conditions. This is 

in contrast with much higher concentration of dissolved silica when larger clusters are 

considered. (Figure 0-10.b). Despite the high silica concentration levels, the trend is 

consistent with experiment, an initial high development of dissolved silica species, 

followed by a tapering off of silica concentration once a saturation condition is reached. 

The stabilizing of dissolved monomer concentration suggests that the model is 

approaching an equilibrium with a balance between dissolving and re-polymerizing silica 

species occurring at the gel-water interface though further analysis of the structure for 

more evolved SGW models will need to be performed to confirm this assertion. 
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Figure 0-10: (a) Dissolved silica concentration in the SGW models as either monomers 

or larger silica polymer chains, and (b) distribution of dissolved silica molecules by the 

number of silicon atoms in a cluster. Error bars are the standard error. 

 

Table 0-9: Silica concentration in either the water region (g/L) and in the gel, silica, and 

interface regions (g/cm3). The variation is the standard error. 

 

Water 

Region: All 

Si 

Water 

Region: 

Monomers 

Water-Gel 

Interface 

Gel 

Region 

Gel-Silica 

Interface 

Silica 

Region 

Units (g/L) (g/L) (g/cm3) (g/cm3) (g/cm3) (g/cm3) 

Initial 0.00±0.00 0.00±0.00 0.34±0.14 1.21±0.03 1.65±0.17 2.02±0.03 

SGW-1 4.94±1.73 3.47±0.87 0.69±0.15 1.06±0.02 1.71±0.18 2.10±0.02 

SGW-2 31.89±4.65 8.77±1.65 0.60±0.60 0.97±0.02 1.70±0.19 2.10±0.01 

SGW-3 19.71±3.57 11.00±1.87 0.57±0.09 0.84±0.03 1.62±0.22 2.05±0.04 

SGW-4 40.49±4.44 11.90±1.93 0.78±0.10 0.88±0.02 1.62±0.20 2.06±0.04 
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There is also silica enrichment of the water-gel interface with the amount of silica in 

that region doubling through the simulations from 0.35 g/cm3 to 0.78 g/cm3 compared to 

a similar decrease in the silica concentration in the gel transitioning from 1.21 g/cm3 in 

the initial structure to 0.88 g/cm3 in the SWG-4 model. Comparatively, the silica 

concentration in the gel-silica interface and the silica region remained constant at ~1.65 

g/cm3 and ~2.05 g/cm3 in the equilibration steps. Therefore, the majority of the 

movement of silica is transferring from the gel to the water region with almost no silicon 

transferring from the silica to the gel region. Overall, the water-gel interfacial region and 

the gel are responsible for the development of silica saturation conditions, and that 

further re-structuring of the surface including re-polymerization of silica onto the gel 

surface may be occurring once the system reaches equilibrium conditions.  

 

5.5 Conclusions   

Classical MD simulations with the Reactive Force Field (ReaxFF) potential were 

used to create three-component glass dissolution models consisting of silica, gel and 

water regions (SGW), as well as two important interfaces: the water-gel and the gel-

silica.  

Due to the limited information in the literature concerning the structure of silica 

gels, an analysis of the silica gel systems was performed first before the development of 

the SGW models. Two different methods of creating silica gel structures were used, one 

of which is the remnant of a multicomponent glass (RSG) and the other uses a dense 

silica basis from which silicon atoms are randomly removed resulting in a de-

polymerization of the structure (DSG). The results indicate that the RSG models are 
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best represented by a silica gel structure which has had 40% of the original silicon 

removed (DSG-40), resulting in a fragmented nanoporous silica which, when hydrated, 

has comparable Qn and ring size distribution, as well as localized features such as 

interatomic distances and bond angels. The DSG-40 gel model was used as an 

interfacial layer between the dense silica and bulk water in the SGW models.  

The development of the SGW model included the formation of the gel structure in 

contact with both water and dense silica, ensuring a defect free interface between the 

silica and the silica gel structures. The SGW models was allowed to evolve at 300K, 

500K, 700K, and 900K for 1 ns to simulate the progression the gel layer. The results 

indicate that there is a growth of the gel region into the water resulting in dissolution of 

silica into the water from the gel while the dense silica remains intact at these 

temperatures. Limited changes in the bond angels and interatomic distance in both the 

water and the silica were observed in the silica, gel, and water regions indicating that 

though the silica concentration is changing and the water-gel interface advances into 

the water, the local structure of the water and silica are unchanged. It is worth noting 

that the average H-O..H bond angle that measures the hydrogen bonding network of 

water in the gel region is about 11 degrees smaller than bulk water suggesting water 

molecules confined in the nanopores in the gel regions have slightly different structure 

(and reactivity) than those in the bulk water.   

The Qn and ring size distribution of the gel were analyzed, and the results suggest 

that the evolution of the structure results in a gel with a silica backbone more consistent 

with dense silica. This indicates that the most defective sites in the gel, such as Q1 and 

Q2 species, are removed resulting in an enrichment of the Q3 and Q4. This trend 
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towards network silica may be indicative of a tendency of the gel to form more ordered 

and stable phases rather than the initial highly fragmented structure [269]. Similar 

trends were observed in the ring size distribution with the formation of five-, six-, and 

seven-membered rings as the gel evolves which are more consistent with silica with a 

peak in the ring size distribution at six-membered rings [235].  

During the course of the simulations, the water regions experience an enrichment 

in silica concentration due to both individual silica monomers and chunks of silica 

breaking from the gel surface and diffusing into the water. Of the dissolved species, the 

majority (50%+) are monomers, and their concentration increasing to over 70% for more 

evolved systems. If the monomer concentration only is used to calculate the silica 

concentration in water values vary from 4g/L to 12 g/L, 3-8x the experimental values for 

pure silica dissolution of ~1.5g/L [278]. This value is about two orders of magnitude 

higher than experimental solubility limit of silica in water. This is due to the region 

modeled is very close to the surface where high concentration of silica is possible while 

it will be diluted in the bulk water lowering silica concentration in experimental 

measurements. The silica concentration experiences an initial rapid increase before 

stabilizing at ~12g/L suggesting that the model has fully relaxed and reached a 

saturation condition for silica in aqueous solutions.  

The atomistic model of the gel structure and associated interfaces generated in 

this work provides structural details and properties of these complex systems that help 

the understanding of the key steps controlling the dissolution, especially the residual 

rate behaviors, of silicate glasses.   
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CHAPTER 6  CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

 

6.1 Conclusions 

In this dissertation, classical molecular dynamics (MD) and density functional 

theory (DFT) atomistic simulation methods were used to investigate the water-silica 

surface and the reaction mechanisms and processes which are responsible for silica 

dissolution in water. Highly accurate DFT methods were used to analyze the details of 

water interactions with the complex internal porosity in nanoporous silica structures, 

followed by a validation of a dissociative classical MD water-silica potential that was 

used in the simulation of multicomponent silica dissolution models for analysis of the 

silica-gel and gel-water interfaces.    

The study of water reactions with the unhydroxylated internal surfaces of 

nanoporous silica systems was performed using DFT ab initio MD (AIMD) simulations 

that ensures an accurate description of bond breakage and formation. The fast 

termination of coordination defects resulting in the creation of silanol (Si-OH) groups 

was identified as was the stability of strained two-membered and three-membered rings 

during the course of the 30ps simulations. Limited two-membered ring removal was 

predicted to be the result of slow water diffusion through the confined regions of the 

nanoporous silica structures as well as changes in the energy barriers due to the 

location of Si-O bonds on the surface. The mechanism for strained Si-O bond removal 

includes the formation of five-membered silicon through hydrogen bonding of a water 

molecule to the silicon resulting in the breakage of the Si-O bond. 

Using the information on the reaction rates and mechanisms between water and 

nanoporous silica systems from AIMD simulations, two dissociative classical MD 
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potentials in the framework of Reactive Force Field (ReaxFF) were used to simulate the 

water-silica system. The more computationally expensive AIMD simulations provide 

validations of the ReaxFF results that show that they are capable of identifying the 

features of water interactions with complex internal silica surfaces. Overall, the ReaxFF 

potential parametrized by Yeon and van Duin [98] was found to accurately simulate the 

structural features of both water and silica, improved activation energies for strained 

siloxane bond removal compared to earlier forcefields [85]; similar hydroxylation rates, 

and the removal of three-bonded oxygen defects. Variation in the siloxane bond 

breakage mechanism occurred with DFT simulations resulting in the formation of 

overcoordinated silicon as intermediate defects compared to the absorption of hydrogen 

onto the bridging oxygen in the ReaxFF simulations possibly due to use of water 

interaction with silica dimers for the parametrization of the classical MD potential. The 

structure of the two-membered ring surface defects that include strained Si-O bonds, 

was less symmetric than in the DFT simulations which may affect their reactivity, and 

was noted for future studies. 

The validated classical MD potential ReaxFF was used to investigate the more 

complex structure of silica gels and their interfaces in individual systems and as part of 

three-component glass dissolutions models consisting of silica, gel, and water (SGW) 

regions. Silica gel structure models were created from two different methods, one which 

is the silica remnant of a multicomponent glass systems after dissolution as is 

suggested to occur in nuclear waste glasses, and the other which approximates this 

process for pure silica glasses through the removal of individual SiO4 tetrahedra from 

dense amorphous silica structures. A silica gel which best approximates the silica 
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remnant structure was used as an intermediate phase in the development of the silica 

dissolution model. These are the first atomistic structure models that we are aware of 

which includes the existence of a silica gel layer between dense silica and bulk water to 

investigate the effect of intermediate phases in dissolution. 

Through high temperature simulation of the SGW model, the structures were 

allowed to evolve resulting in the growth of the silica gel into the water region while 

other interfaces remained stable indicating the reactivity of the gel-water interface. 

Localized structural features of the silica gel remain unchanged with comparable 

interatomic distances and bond angels in the SiO4 units and water molecules in the 

dense silica, silica gel, and bulk water regions. Intermediate features, such as bridging 

oxygen concentration and ring size distributions, identified that the gel becomes similar 

to dense silica as the system evolves through the removal of reactive silicon. This 

results in increases in the concentration of five-membered and six-membered rings as 

well as fully bonded silica tetrahedra. Dissolution of the surface is indicated by 

increasing silica content in the water region with dissolved silica species primarily 

composed of hydroxylated monomers (SiO4H4) as in experimental systems.   

 Overall, the work in this dissertations focuses on application of multiple classical 

and first principles atomistic simulation methods to investigate the structure and 

reactivity of complex water-nanoporous silica systems. Insights of the key processes of 

water interactions with internal pore surfaces and silica-gel and gel-water interfaces 

which is critical in developing a complete understanding of the reaction mechanisms 

and kinetics which govern silica dissolution were obtained from the detailed atomistic 

models. The development of silica gel structures which mimic the interfacial layers 
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formed during silica interaction with water, and the role of secondary phases between 

dense silica and bulk water on the dissolution process was also investigated, and these 

new models add to the knowledge of the fundamental processes of water-silica 

interactions and the dissolution of glasses. 

 

6.2 Future Work  

Based on the work completed in this dissertation, several other avenues of 

investigation have been identified to provide insight into water interactions with silica 

within a similar simulation framework used this dissertation, and are worthy of future 

investigation.  

1. While the changing stability of strained siloxane bonds in nanoporous silica has 

been suggested as the result of their location on concave surfaces, a systematic 

study of this effect would be valuable in quantifying the role of the changing silica 

surface microstructure on siloxane bond reactivity.  

2. Through validation of the ReaxFF potentials, several differences were noted in 

the DFT and classical MD results. Through collaboration with the developer of 

the force field, it is possible to provide DFT data for the potential 

parameterization to remove some of the inconsistencies either in the water-silica 

version or in other multicomponent silicate based systems.  

3. While silica gels were created for pure silica systems, experimental analysis of 

gel structures formed during the dissolution of multicomponent glasses noted that 

aluminum is also stable in the gel, and the structural effects aluminum should be 

examined on the evolution of the silica rich gel.  
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4. Changing diffusion rates of water in the gel and bulk regions of the SGW will 

provide information on the passivating effect of the gel that is predicted to occur 

due to the limited water diffusion through the structure. 

5. The structure of the interfaces, such as the formation of additional coordination or 

ring defects at the silica-gel and gel-water interfaces, would provide insight into 

the growth mechanisms of the gel.  

6. Varying porosities of the silica gel can also be investigated since the silica 

content of the gel changes over time in experimental systems and may indicate a 

ripening of the gel and effect of kinetics of development of crystalline phases. 

7. The role of dissolved silica on the growth of the gel-water interface, such as the 

possibility of polymerization reactions occurring in the water and then 

reattachment of the silica to the gel surface, can provide information on the 

existence of surface nucleation sites, and the development of crystalline phases 

on the surface.  
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My PhD work yielded the following journal publications:  
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2. Rimsza, J. M., J. A. Kelber, and Jincheng Du. "Mechanisms of oxygen plasma 
damage of amine and methyl terminated organosilicate low-k dielectrics from ab 
initio molecular dynamics simulations." Journal of Physics D: Applied Physics 
47.33 (2014): 335204. 

3. Kazi, Haseeb, et al. "Ar ions and oxygen plasma interactions of amine terminated 
organosilicate glass: A combined experimental and ab initio simulations study." 
Journal of Vacuum Science & Technology A 32.5 (2014): 051301. 

4. Rimsza, J. M., and Jincheng Du. "Surface reactions and structural evolution of 
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Science 110 (2015): 287-294. 
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Simulation 42.1 (2016): 39-46. 

7. Rimsza, J. M., Lu Deng, and Jincheng Du. "Molecular dynamics simulations of 
nanoporous organosilicate glasses using Reactive Force Field (ReaxFF)." 
Journal of Non-Crystalline Solids 431 (2016): 103-111. 
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